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Introduction

Who is this book for?

Business Vocabulary in Use Advanced builds on the success of Business Vocabulary in Use Intermediate. It is designed to help advanced learners of business English to improve their business vocabulary. It is for people studying English before they start work and for those already working who need English in their job.

The emphasis is on language related to today’s important, and sometimes controversial, business issues.

You can use the book on your own for self-study, or with a teacher in the classroom, one-to-one or in groups.

How is the book organized?

The book has 66 two-page units. The first 59 of these are thematic and look at the vocabulary of business areas such as human resources, quality, strategy, logistics, IT, marketing, finance, corporate responsibility and the global economy.

There are then three units which focus on the language of the skills needed for doing business across cultures. The final four units develop business writing skills.

The left-hand page of each unit explains new words and expressions, and the right-hand page allows you to check and develop your understanding of the words and expressions, and how they are used through a series of exercises.

There is cross-referencing between units to show connections between the same word or similar words used in different contexts.

There is an Answer key at the back of the book. Most of the exercises have questions with only one correct answer. But some of the exercises, including the Over to you activities at the end of each unit (see below), are designed for writing and/or discussion about yourself and your own organization or one that you know.

There is also an Index. This lists all the new words and phrases which are introduced in the book and gives the unit numbers where the words and phrases appear. The Index also tells you how the words and expressions are pronounced.

The left-hand page

This page introduces new vocabulary and expressions for each thematic or skills area. The presentation is divided into a number of sections indicated by letters: A, B, C, etc., with simple, clear titles.

In Business Vocabulary in Use Advanced, explicit reference is made to the business material in the Cambridge International Corpus (CIC) – business pages of newspapers, business textbooks, and business meetings and discussions. The texts are stored in a database, which is searchable in various ways to reveal the patterns of business usage. The database has been exploited to identify typical word combinations found in the data, and there are notes about their relative frequency.

As well as explanations of vocabulary, there is information about typical word combinations. Again, the CIC has been a prime source of information about these.

There are notes on the relative frequency of different words, for example:

Pass, omit or skip a dividend occur in this order of frequency. There is no difference in meaning.
There are notes about differences between British and American English, for example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note</th>
<th>BrE: labour; AmE: labor</th>
<th>BrE: trade unions; AmE: labor unions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**The right-hand page**

The exercises on the right-hand page give practice in using the new vocabulary and expressions presented on the left-hand page. In gap-filling exercises, four-centimetre writing lines indicate that more than one word is needed to complete at least one of the gaps in the exercise; two-centimetre writing lines indicate that one word only is needed in each gap. Some units contain diagrams to complete or crosswords.

**‘Over to you’ sections**

An important feature of *Business Vocabulary in Use Advanced* is the Over to you section at the end of each unit. There are sometimes alternative Over to you sections for learners who are in work and for those who are studying pre-work. The Over to you sections give you the chance to put into practice the words and expressions in the unit in relation to your own professional situation, studies or opinions.

Self-study learners can do the section as a written activity. In many Over to you sections, learners can use the internet to find more information.

In the classroom, the Over to you sections can be used as the basis for discussion with the whole class, or in small groups with a spokesperson for each summarizing the discussion and its outcome for the class. The teacher can then get students to look again at exercises relating to points that have caused difficulty. Students can follow up by using the Over to you section as a written activity, for example as homework.

The Answer key now contains sample answers for the Over to you questions.

**How to use the book for self-study**

Find the topic you are looking for by using the Contents page or the Index. Read through the explanations on the left-hand page of the unit. Do the exercises on the right-hand page. Check your answers in the Answer key. If you have made some mistakes, go back and look at the explanations and the exercise again. Note down important words and expressions in your notebook.

**How to use the book in the classroom**

Teachers can choose units that relate to their students’ particular needs and interests, for example areas they have covered in coursebooks, or that have come up in other activities. Alternatively, lessons can contain a regular vocabulary slot, where students look systematically at the vocabulary of particular thematic or skills areas.

Students can work on the units in pairs, with the teacher going round the class assisting and advising. Teachers should get students to think about the logical process of the exercises, pointing out why one answer is possible and the others are not (where this is the case).

We hope you enjoy using *Business Vocabulary in Use Advanced*. 
### My work is so rewarding

'I work in advertising. I love my work! It's really rewarding and stimulating -- satisfying and interesting. Originality and creativity are very important in this industry, of course; we have to come up with -- produce -- lots of new ideas.

'No two days are the same. I could be contacting film companies for new advertising campaigns one day and giving client presentations the next. I like the client contact and I am very much hands-on -- involved with the productive work of the agency rather than managing it.

'When I joined the agency, I hit it off with my colleagues immediately. I still get on well with them and there's a very good rapport between us. This is all part of my job satisfaction.'

### I like the teamwork

'I'm an aircraft engineer. I work on research and development of new aircraft. I love putting ideas into practice. I like working on my own, but it's also great being part of a team. I like the teamwork (see Unit 9) and the sense of achievement when we do something new. And of course, the planes we produce are very beautiful.

'Is there anything I don't like? I dislike days when I'm chained to a desk. I don't like admin and paperwork. Sometimes I feel I'm snowed under -- there's so much to do I don't know how to deal with it. And in a large organization like ours, there can be a lot of bureaucracy or red tape -- rigid procedures -- that can slow things down.'

### I like the perks

'I'm in luxury goods sales. I have some nice perks, like a company car. I have to meet demanding sales targets every month, so the work can be very stressful (see Unit 6). But I enjoy the flexibility that I have in working when I want to without someone breathing down my neck all the time. Unlike my husband, who has to travel into London every day, I don't have to commute to an office -- I'm out seeing clients most of the time. My boss allows me to work from home when I'm not seeing clients. My office uses hot-desking, so when I do go into the office I use whichever desk is free. I only get two weeks a year vacation time. If there's a family emergency, I can take time off without having to ask my boss. I work quite long hours -- about 60 hours a week -- but I enjoy my job.'
1.1 Complete the sentences with expressions from A opposite.

1. Work that is satisfying and interesting is .......................................................... and ..........................................................

2. If you spend time with customers, you have ..........................................................

3. If you have a good working relationship with your colleagues, you .......................... them.

4. If you do the actual work of the organization rather than being a manager, you are ..........................................................

5. If you want to say that work is not repetitious, you can say' ..........................................................

6. ............................................................................. and ............................................................................. are when you have new and effective ideas that people have not had before.

1.2 The aircraft engineer talks about his work. Complete his statements with expressions from B opposite.

1. I don't always like working with other people. I like ..........................................................

2. It's great to see what I learnt during my engineering course at university being applied in actual designs. I like ..........................................................

3. I hate it when there is a big stack of documents and letters on my desk that I have to deal with. I don't like ..........................................................

4. I love the ............................................................. when we all work together to create something new.

5. It's rare, but sometimes when I come into the office and see a huge pile of work waiting for me, I feel ..........................................................

6. When we see a new plane fly for the first time, we all feel a great ..........................................................

7. I get frustrated when you have to get permission to spend anything over £50. I don't like ............................................................................. and .............................................................................

1.3 Complete what these people say with appropriate forms of words and expressions from C opposite.

1. Our boss comes into the office four times a day to see what we're doing. She's always ..........................................................

2. Being on the train two hours a day to and from work doesn't bother me. I quite like ..........................................................

3. I start at 6 in the morning and finish at 8 in the evening. I work really ..........................................................

4. Sometimes I work from home, sometimes in cafés and sometimes I go into the office. I really like the ..........................................................

5. She even works on holiday, so it doesn't really count as ..........................................................

6. I hated working in an office. When there were family 'emergencies', I didn't like to ask for ..........................................................

7. I'm a car salesman and I have to sell at least ten cars every month – it's very ..........................................................

8. When you work in a travel agency, getting free holidays is one of the ..........................................................

9. I sit at home all day working and never see anyone. I don't like ..........................................................

Over to you

Think about your job or one you would like to have. Do you, or would you, work on your own, or as part of a team? Which do you prefer?
**Management styles 1**

**Motivation 1**
Yolanda is a senior manager of a car rental firm:
'I believe that all our employees can find **satisfaction** in what they do. We give them **responsibility** - the idea that the decisions they take have a direct impact on our success - and encourage them to **use their initiative** - they don't have to ask me about every decision they make. My style of management is **participative** - employees take part in the **decision-making process**. They are given a sense of **empowerment** (see Unit 3).
'We hope this feeling of empowerment gives employees the feeling that they are **valued** - with management knowing the effort they make. We believe that all this leads to a higher sense of **motivation** - interest, enthusiasm and energy - among employees. When everyone feels motivated, **morale** is good and there is a general feeling of **well-being** in the organization. This leads to improved **job satisfaction**.'

**Motivation 2**
Xavier is a factory manager:
'I don't believe in all this talk about motivation. My **subordinates** - the people **working under me** - are basically lazy. They need constant **supervision** - we have to check what they are doing all the time. Some people think this is **authoritarian**, but I think it's the only way of managing. There have to be clear rules of **discipline** - you have to be able to tell subordinates what is right and wrong, with a consistent set of **disciplinary procedures**. 'Decisions must be **imposed** from above without **consultation** - we don't discuss decisions with workers, we just tell them what to do.'

**Theory X and Theory Y**
Xavier believes in what the US management thinker Douglas McGregor in *The Human Side of Enterprise* called **Theory X** - the idea that people dislike work and will do everything they can to avoid it.
Yolanda believes in **Theory Y** - the more advanced view that, given the right conditions, everyone has the potential to find satisfaction in work.
2.1 Yolanda's employees are talking about her management style (see A opposite). Replace each underlined item with an expression from A, keeping the rest of the sentence as it is. Pay attention to the grammatical context. The first one has been done as an example.

1. She knows exactly what's involved in our jobs. She makes us feel she understands the effort we make, valued.
2. She encourages us to do things without asking her first.
3. The feeling among employees here is very good. We feel really involved and want to work towards the company's goals.
4. We have a real sense of the idea that our efforts are important for the success of the company.
5. We have a real sense of liking what we do and feeling good when we achieve specific goals in our work.

2.2 Look at Band C opposite. Read the text and answer the questions.

McGregor's ideas about managerial behaviour had a profound effect on management thinking and practice. His ideas give a frame of reference for managerial practice. His Theory Y principles influenced the design and implementation of personnel policies and practices. Today they continue to influence participative styles of management and the continued practice of staff performance appraisal - the evaluation of employees' work.

McGregor defined theories that he felt underpinned the practices and attitudes of managers in relation to employees. These were evident from their conversations and actions. The two sets of ideas were called Theories X and Y. McGregor was saying that what managers said or exhibited in their behaviour revealed their theories-in-use. These led managers to pursue particular kinds of policies and relationships with employees. Regrettably, McGregor's Theory Y was interpreted and promoted as a 'one-best-way', i.e. Y is the best! Managers or aspects of their behaviour became labelled as Theory X, the bad stereotype, and Theory Y, the good. McGregor's ideas were much informed by Abraham Maslow's model of motivation. People's needs provide the driving force which motivates behaviour. Maslow's ideas suggested that worker dissatisfaction with work was due not to something intrinsic to workers but to poor job design, managerial behaviour and too few opportunities for job satisfaction.

1. What have the long-term effects of McGregor's thinking been, according to the article?
2. Which factors reveal whether a manager believes more in Theory X or Theory Y?
3. Name two things that result from these factors.
4. Did McGregor think that Theory X or Theory Y represented the best way of doing things?
5. Who influenced McGregor's thinking? What did this thinker believe to be the main factor in determining people's behaviour?
6. Is employee dissatisfaction due to something within employees themselves, according to this thinker? Why? / Why not?

Over to you

Write a memo to the head of your organization or one you would like to work for, suggesting ways to encourage initiative among employees.
Hygiene factors

Yolanda, the car rental manager we met in the previous unit, went on a management course. She looked at the work of Frederick Herzberg*, who studied what motivates employees. Here are the notes she took:

Some aspects of work can lead to dissatisfaction if they are not at a high enough standard. These are what Herzberg calls the hygiene factors:
- supervision - the way employees are managed
- policy - the overall purpose and goals of the organization
- working conditions - the place where you work, hours worked, etc.
- salary
- peer relationships - how you relate to and work with others on the same level of the organization
- security - level of confidence about the future of your job

Motivator factors

Other aspects of work can give positive satisfaction. These are the motivator factors:
- achievement - the feeling that you have been successful in reaching your goals
- recognition - the feeling that your employers understand and value what you do by giving positive feedback, which means telling you what a good job you are doing
- the work itself - the nature and interest of the job
- responsibility - when you are in charge of something and its success or failure
- advancement - how far you will be promoted in the organization and/or how far you will go up the career ladder
- personal growth - how you develop personally in your work, and your opportunities to do this

Empowerment

Now look at the more recent idea of empowerment (see Unit 2).

Empowerment is the idea that decisions, where possible, should be made by employees who are close to the issues or problems to be solved, without having to consult their managers further up the hierarchy. In other words, managers have to delegate as much as possible. Delegation is one of the keys to employees being empowered in this way. Also, organizations become less hierarchical, with fewer management levels.

3.1 Look at this job advertisement. Match the underlined items (1–6) with the hygiene factors in A opposite.

DUVAL AND SMITH

LEGAL TRANSLATOR
ENGLISH–FRENCH
Paris (1) €80,000

Large Anglo-French law firm seeks legal translator to translate and correct French and English legal documents. Legal qualifications and experience essential.

Based in the firm's busy translation department, you will work (2) under the head of translation (3) as part of a team of five translators (4) in line with the overall policies of the firm.

You will work (5) a 35-hour week, with a (6) one-year contract in the first instance.

Email CV to jmartin@duvalandsmith.fr

3.2 Vanessa Holt got the job in the advertisement in 3.1 above. Three months later, she writes an email to a friend. Complete the gaps in the email using expressions from B opposite.

Hi Jane, How are you? I've been at Duval and Smith, an Anglo-French law firm in Paris, for three months now. I've had experience of translating a lot of different documents, so (1) is interesting enough, but I don't get any (2) for the work I do – my boss never says anything. He never gives us any (3) for example, he never lets us deal with clients directly. I never get a sense of (4) – my boss takes all the credit for the work we do.

There are quite good opportunities for promotion and (5) at Duval and Smith, but I'm not sure I want to stay. I think there must be better opportunities elsewhere for me to develop, and as (6) is important to me, I've decided to move back to the UK and look for a job there.

So hope to see you in London soon – I'll give you a call.

All the best

3.3 Complete this table with words from C opposite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>empower</td>
<td>consultation</td>
<td>empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>consultation</td>
<td>consulted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hierarchical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>delegated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over to you:

Describe your own organization, or one you would like to work for, in relation to Herzberg's motivator factors.
Nigel, a 30-year-old information technology (IT) specialist, talks about his career so far:

'I used to work in the IT department of a bank. All the IT work was done in-house. I thought I had a job for life. But then one day the work was outsourced to a specialized IT company called IT Services (ITS), based in India. Outsourcing abroad like this is offshoring (see Unit 32). The bank saw outsourcing as a way of saving money and keeping its competitive edge – advantage. They said that it would be more cost-effective – would cost less – to concentrate on their core activities – most important ones.

'Luckily, the bank didn't make me redundant – I didn't lose my job – and I started working for ITS instead. At first I didn't know what to expect, but now I am very happy. We work with a lot of different clients – I'm a consultant and I give them advice.'

Employability

'ITS put a lot of emphasis on professional development. We often go on training courses so that we can keep up with current trends – the way things are changing in the industry.

'ITS tell us that we may not have a job for life with the company, but that our up-to-date skills will mean that we will always be employable. Companies and governments talk about the importance of lifelong learning – continuing to develop our knowledge by going on courses, reading, etc.

'In the next year or two, I may make a career move and join another company.'

Freelancers

'When I'm about 40, I want to set up on my own as a freelancer offering consultancy services to different companies. The idea of working freelance on different projects for different clients attracts me.'

Some experts say that increasing numbers of people will work this way in the future, as companies outsource more and more of their work because they want to concentrate on their core activities.

Note: You can say freelancers or freelances. The corresponding adjective is freelance, as in freelance work.
4.1 Match the two parts of these extracts containing words and expressions from A opposite.

1. "It's shown us that you don't have to do everything in-house," he said.
   - a. in-house are evolving towards full outsourcing.
2. Critics say that he offshored jobs to India and
   - b. frequently outnumber the full-time permanent employees.
3. I'm an independent consultant in an area where we consultants
   - c. are disappearing as the country adjusts to the internet economy.
4. Insurance companies that usually managed everything
   - d. competitive edge in cost and productivity.
5. The new strategy has restored the firm's
   - e. made employees redundant to maximize the company's multi-billion profits.
6. Some Japanese traditions, such as jobs for life,
   - f. to outsource to developing nations where wages are lower.
7. The economics of offshoring will force multinational corporations
   - g. "Let's use the market to get the most cost-effective benefit."

4.2 Complete the sentences with correct forms of expressions from A, B and C opposite.

1. There's a lot to be said for ........................................... . It would encourage more working men and women to refresh their skills on university short courses tailored to their needs. That way they can keep up with ........................................... the latest thinking in their area.
2. I love my new job. This is definitely the best ........................................... I could have made.
3. The new chief executive fired 11,000 employees and sold several business units. Non-core ........................................... were outsourced.
4. Some former advertising executives offer ........................................... for ad agencies, bringing expertise the agencies do not have themselves.
5. Some 'creative' businesses, like design services, are kept going by work done by ........................................... and have hardly any permanent staff.
6. Of course, there are advantages to doing some things
   - ........................................... You don't have to explain to outsiders what you want them to do.

Over to you

- Would it be possible to do your job as a freelancer? Why? / Why not?
- What are the advantages and disadvantages of being a freelancer?
- What are the advantages and disadvantages for companies who use freelancers?
The US is often described as having a **flexible job market** with **flexible working**. For example:

- **temporary workers** who only work for short periods when they are needed, either on a temporary contract with a company or through a **temp agency**
- **part-time workers** who work less than the maximum number of hours each week
- **job sharing** where two people share a particular job, each of them working part-time

**Job flexibility**

Another aspect of **job flexibility** in the US is that companies can **hire and fire** employees easily. When **letting people go** – telling employees that they are no longer required – companies only have to **give** them very short **notice** – warning – and relatively small **redundancy payments** – money to compensate for losing their job.

**Unemployment benefits** – the money paid to people without jobs – are very low. It is said that all these measures make for a **flexible job market** and encourage **job creation**. Critics say that this approach leads to **job insecurity**, with employers able to get rid of employees too easily.

**Job protection**

France is a country with a very different approach. Companies in trouble are only allowed to **make employees redundant** after a long period of **consultation**. If employees are made redundant, they receive generous redundancy payments and then unemployment benefits. The government says people need this sort of **job protection**, and **trade unions** – organizations that protect the interests of workers – are fighting hard to keep it.

Payments to employees such as **sick pay** and **parental leave** – when they have time off following the birth of children – are also very generous. Mothers get long paid **maternity leave** and fathers get **paternity leave**. But the **social charges** which employers and employees have to pay the government are very high.

Critics say that these policies contribute to a **rigid labour market** – one with too much job protection. They say that this sort of **inflexibility** discourages job creation and leads in the long run to higher **unemployment** and slower **economic growth**. As a consequence, companies may look abroad for cheaper bases and workforces.
5.1 Which type of work or workers in A opposite is each of these people referring to?

1. I work at the local council for two days a week, and my friend works in the same job on the other three days.
2. I work in a petrol station 20 hours a week.
3. I’m on a job at Clarkson’s until the end of next week. Then I’ll try and find something else.

5.2 Two American managers working in France, Melinda and Nat, are talking about the issues in B and C opposite. Replace the underlined expressions with items from those sections. Pay attention to the grammatical context.

Melinda: It’s ridiculous! We can’t get rid of people without a lot of meetings and discussion with employee organizations, government officials, and so on. We have to keep even the laziest, most incompetent people.

Nat: I know what you mean. I don’t have the opportunity to recruit and get rid of people as I want! This sort of rigidity must be bad for the job market. The number of people without jobs in this country is very high.

Melinda: It’s a nightmare! If you do want to get rid of people, you have to tell them three months in advance.

Nat: Yes, and you should see the amount of tax I have to pay for each of my employees just so they can get money when they fall ill, and so on.

Melinda: We should move back to the US. There the job market is one that gives employers a lot of freedom. When the economy is going well, the level of new jobs that can be created there is incredible.

5.3 Look at the expressions in B and C opposite. Say if these statements are true or false.

1. When companies talk about letting employees go, they make them redundant.
2. One person’s job flexibility might be another’s job insecurity.
3. In flexible job markets, hiring and firing is complex.
4. Employee benefits are paid for through social charges.
5. Rigidity is another word for inflexibility.
6. When fathers take parental leave, this is called maternity leave.
7. The cost of job protection might be higher unemployment.

Over to you

• Is your country more like the US or France in its ways of working?
• Think of one advantage and one disadvantage of flexible working from the point of view of employers.
Work-life balance

A

Stress

People talk about being under (a lot of) stress or pressure. They say their work is stressful (see Unit 1) and that they feel stressed or stressed out. They want to find ways to de-stress. They may complain that they have a stress-related illness. Some people may suffer burn-out or a complete (nervous) breakdown, which means they are no longer able to work.

Here are some frequent combinations with 'stress':

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stress related terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>counsellor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>someone who advises stress sufferers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>something that causes stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symptom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a sign that someone is under stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ways of dealing with stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>used by critics who say that stress problems are overestimated and to refer to the unnecessary (in their view) counselling, research, etc. done in relation to stress</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Stress and pressure are both countable and uncountable. You can also talk about the stresses and pressures that you are under.

B

The causes of stress

The most common causes of stress are:

- heavy workloads – you try to do too much and you’re overworked
- office politics – problems with colleagues who want to advance their own position, etc. These people like playing politics.
- role ambiguity – responsibilities are unclear
- lack of management support – managers do not provide the necessary help and resources
- effort-reward imbalance – not getting sufficient recognition or pay
- home-work imbalance – not enough time for family, personal interests, etc.

C

Quality of life

Some people are workaholics – they think about very little except work. Others are increasingly looking for a better quality of life: less commuting, more time with their families, etc. Journalists write about people downshifting or rebalancing their lives – getting a better balance between work, family life, etc. They may work part-time, work from home, move to the country, and so on.

In a recent survey:

a Ninety-five per cent of homeworkers said that they have a better work-life balance or home-work balance than when they were in-company because they can spend more time with their families, on leisure activities, etc.

b Eighty-two per cent said that they have more autonomy and independence – they are able to organize their work and their time how they want.

But also:

c Seventy-three per cent of homeworkers said that there is no boundary between work on the one hand and personal life on the other – the two overlap.

d Fifty-seven per cent said that they feel lonely and isolated – out of contact with others because they don’t have colleagues around them.

Business Vocabulary in Use Advanced
6.1 Match the two parts of the extracts containing expressions from A opposite.

1 Having so many streams of instant communication leads to information overload.
2 Many companies are reacting to the problems of their staff experiencing stress by throwing training courses at them.
3 Those working in the stress industry are mostly genuine, well-meaning people.
4 It’s important to treat damaging stress symptoms.
5 Our stress counsellors are fully qualified to deal with the

- a on stress management without addressing the underlying organizational causes.
- b Such demands are becoming a major stress factor at work.
- c before they affect your physical or mental health.
- d effects of losing your job.
- e But some of them use methods which are clearly not working.

6.2 Which of the causes of stress in B opposite are each of these people (1–6) referring to?

1 Managers just don’t seem to care about the stress we are under.
2 I thought I was in charge of this, but Leila thinks she’s responsible.
3 I left the office at eleven o’clock last night and I was back here at eight this morning – I can’t go on like this.
4 It’s not so much the work hours – it’s the intensity of the work and the pressure we are all under.
5 He’s not interested in finding the best solution to problems – he’s just interested in scoring points.
6 No one appreciates the work that we do.

6.3 Look at C opposite. Match these answers (1–4) with the findings in the survey (a–d).

1 ‘Sometimes I wish I was working every day as part of a team in an office.’
2 ‘Yes, I see much more of my children.’
3 ‘Yes, my boss isn’t breathing down my neck the whole time.’
4 ‘I work in the living room, and the work is always there, waiting. I can’t get away from it.’

Over to you

- Name three jobs that you think are stressful.
- What is the main cause of stress in your job? How do you combat stress?
Managing talent 1

Talent
People with special skills and abilities have talent (uncountable) or particular talents (countable). You can also refer to the people themselves as talents. They are talented. Companies talk about managing and developing their talent pool – the talent that they have available in the organization.

Recruiting talent
Preston Bottger and Jean-Louis Barsoux* put the management of a company’s talent under these headings:

a Spot and recruit the raw talent – find and employ untrained people. This requires identifying candidates – possible recruits – who match the needs of the business system and selecting those who are most likely to fit with the firm’s culture – the way it does things.

b Induction The recruits then need to be educated on the key success factors of the business system and their role within it.

c Training and development After the induction to the firm and its culture, training and development ensure that the employee has the capabilities – skills – necessary to get the job done.

Managing talent

d Performance assessment – evaluation (see Unit 8) – is a seemingly simple concept, but it is difficult to carry out without tremendous effort and expense. Managers need a high degree of training in order to standardize the approach so that all managers use the same criteria – ways of judging their employees.

e Performance improvement interventions The purpose of these is to provide experiences to help the person increase their capabilities. Such experiences include:

- job rotation where employees do different jobs
- executive education – management training
- 360-degree analysis where managers assess employees and employees assess their managers, and this is followed up with coaching – individual training (see Unit 8)

f Culture or fit interventions are aimed at those who cannot or will not adapt to the company’s culture. People are given early and forceful feedback – information on how they are doing.

g Succession planning The chief human resources officer (CHRO) needs to plan the future staffing needs of the organization in relation to its objectives. Specifically, the CHRO must identify and provide the managers who will take over and continue to put into practice the firm’s business model – the ways it makes money.

h Compensation for contribution Each employee has a ‘deal’ with the company: the performance of tasks in exchange for rewards – salary, increased responsibilities, etc. The CHRO oversees this deal and ensures that it works. Firms expect a lot from their employees, in terms of performance, commitment – belief in and support for the firm – and mobility – moving to different jobs in the company.

7.1 Look at A opposite. Which of these uses of ‘talent’ is uncountable and which countable?
1 I believe we have the talent available to grow and become a better business.
2 Young talents have started to question old assumptions about how work is done.
3 In markets where top talent is regarded as the determining factor, firms battle furiously for the top-quality workers.
4 An organization must make maximum use of the talent available in the labour pool.
5 She has a talent for identifying potential problems and offering solutions to customers.

7.2 Match the examples (1–8) with the topics (a–h) in B and C opposite.
1 So the CHRO must also be able to explain to people, ‘Here’s what’s in it for you.’ The CHRO must be the best salesperson for the idea of the exchange between the person and the firm.
2 Workers are told what their job entails, what is expected from them and how it fits in with what the company is doing.
3 It requires managers to identify, for example, their bottom 10 per cent and top 20 per cent of performers.
4 The private banking division of a global financial services organization discovered that it lacked succession candidates to meet the needs of its growth strategy, based on a new business model for private banking for very rich people. Thus it selected, based on specific leadership and performance criteria, a pool of high-potential managers.
5 The method must reliably assess past short-term performance, the individual’s agility to rotate to new assignments, and medium-term capacity and calibre to take on wider and higher levels of responsibility.
6 In an international airline, the quality of customer care was found to be directly influenced by the technical knowledge and pleasant attitudes of front-line employees. This in turn was influenced by the quality of supervision. As a result, all supervisors were systematically trained in an in-house programme designed to improve their employee management skills.
7 A pharmaceutical company observed that one division was growing only at market average, despite product quality superior to competitors. All sales leaders and candidates for sales leadership positions around the world were put through a programme involving assessment centres, 360-degree feedback and leadership training. The results were evaluated and used to reorganize and focus the sales leader on key tasks. Subsequently sales/market share rose by 20 per cent.
8 A low-cost airline has a team-based culture, which is fundamental to the success of its business model. The leaders and key professionals in this company take care of business by taking care of relationships. People need to help at all levels to solve problems when they arise. The company carefully selects new individuals to fit this culture.

Over to you

What arrangements are there for performance assessment in your organization or one you would like to work for?
Talent management 1
An expert in management trends says:
'More and more organizations put effort into identifying the key people - the specially talented people - in their talent pool. Some experts call these super-talents or core competents. (Compare this with a company's core competencies - see Unit 18.) One study found that a computer company had identified 100 core competents out of its staff of 16,000; these were people who were mission-critical - essential to the firm's success.
'This relates to the ABC approach, practised in organizations like Microsoft and McKinsey. In performance assessment (see Unit 7), managers identify three groups: the As are the top performers - the core competents, the best 10 or 20 per cent; the Bs are the middle group who perform well; and the Cs are the bottom 10 per cent, who are encouraged to improve or leave the organization. Executives making judgements like this are talent managers.'

Talent management 2
The expert continues:
'And in some businesses, there is a clear division between creatives - the people with ideas - and their managers. For example, in advertising the creatives are the people who devise the campaigns and the suits are those who manage them.

Suits is mostly used in the plural and is quite informal.

'In some industries, people come together for a particular project and then disband. For example, in software development, managers and programmers may come together to contribute to a particular project and then leave to work on others. Such workers are part of a virtual organization.'

Mentoring and coaching
Mentoring is when a mentor - a more senior manager - gives advice to a mentee - a younger colleague - on their career, how to improve their job performance, etc. Reverse mentoring is when a younger employee mentors an older manager, for example to inform them about new technology, social trends, etc. These are two forms of mentoring or mentorship.

Mentoring is related to coaching (see Unit 7), where the coach - the senior person - gives personal, one-to-one training to a coachee - an employee.
8.1 Look at A opposite. Then complete the article with these expressions. You can use some expressions more than once.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABC approach</th>
<th>super-talent</th>
<th>talent management</th>
<th>talent pool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>core competents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talent manager</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the talent manager makes sure it is operated in a way that is consistent with motivation, the ABC approach seems to offer a way to discriminate within the pool of talented people those with

(1) .................................................. : the (2) .................................................. It might well be useful for the (3) .................................................. periodically to review the talent pool and decide who are the core competents and who, perhaps, should not really be in the (4) .................................................. On the other hand, the ABC approach seems less generally useful as a way of identifying the broader talent.

(5) .................................................. is essentially about identifying talented people, finding out what they want and being prepared to give it to them. The idea of identifying the 10 or 20 per cent of (6) .................................................. suffers from the immediate problem of deciding 10 or 20 per cent of what? Clearly, not the entire organization or we would be comparing the receptionist with the finance director. So it has to be a percentage of the managerial or professional staff. For some organizations, it might make sense to say that about 10 to 20 per cent of managerial-grade staff are potential future leaders and therefore the (7) .................................................. For other organizations, such as professional service firms, one would imagine that a far greater percentage are to be managed as 'the talent', albeit perhaps with a small number identified as future key executives. So the (8) .................................................. does not seem generally applicable as a way of defining the talent pool.

8.2 Look at B opposite. On the staff of a magazine, are the following people ‘creatives’ or ‘suits’?

1 the finance director  4 the editor-in-chief
2 the journalists  5 the head of HR
3 the photographers  6 the designers

8.3 Complete the sentences with correct forms of expressions from C opposite. You can use some expressions more than once.

1 Harriet Green, president of the Contract Manufacturing Services Group, has regular breakfasts with her .................................................. She also has a marker in her diary that alerts her when she hasn’t heard from her .................................................. in a long time, in which case she contacts them.
2 Well-designed .................................................. programs have been found to produce three times more behavioural changes than traditional training approaches.
3 In this innovative .................................................. scheme, the leaders of a global firm engage with younger diverse talented individuals who lead the .................................................. relationship, providing unique insight for the chief executive and top team into how things really are lower down the firm.
4 To establish some degree of trust, many firms find it necessary to create conditions of confidentiality. The .................................................. can speak with the .................................................., of course, but not with the coachee’s boss.
5 Ernst & Young uses the system of professional .................................................. in order to transmit the firm’s values. The .................................................. follows the professional development of the new employees and transmits the company’s values to them.

Over to you

Is there a formal or informal mentoring system in your school or organization?
If so, how does it work?
Team building

Teams
In some (but not all) situations, tasks can be achieved more easily by teams with a common purpose rather than by individuals. Of course, it's important to develop teamwork through team building so as to get the best from the team. The level of engagement and commitment is the degree to which team members feel involved with the team.

Here are some frequent combinations with 'team':

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>leader</td>
<td>the person in charge of the team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effort</td>
<td>the work done together by the team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performance</td>
<td>the results that the team produces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamics</td>
<td>the way the team works together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effectiveness</td>
<td>the degree to which the team produces results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning</td>
<td>when people learn in teams rather than individually</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Team players
Meredith Belbin* has identified these types of team members or Team Roles:

a. The Implementer converts the team’s plan into something achievable.
b. The Coordinator is a confident member who sets objectives and defines team members’ roles.
c. The Shaper defines issues, shapes ideas and leads the action.
d. The Plant is a creative and imaginative person who supplies original ideas and solves problems.
e. The Resource Investigator communicates with the outside world and explores opportunities.
f. The Monitor Evaluator sees all the possibilities, evaluates situations objectively and sees what is realistically achievable.
g. The Team Worker builds the team, supports others and reduces conflict.
h. The Completer Finisher meets deadlines, corrects mistakes and makes sure nothing is forgotten.

Stages of team life
The typical team goes through a series of stages:

a. Forming The group is anxious and feels dependent on a leader. The group tries to discover how it is going to operate and what the 'normal' ways of working will be.
b. Storming The atmosphere may be one of conflict between members, who may resist control from any one person. There may be the feeling that the task cannot be achieved.
c. Norming At this stage, members of the group feel closer together and the conflicts are forgotten. Members of the group will start to support each other. There is increasingly the feeling that it is possible to achieve the task.
d. Performing The group is carrying out the task for which it was formed. Members feel safe enough to express differences of opinion in relation to others.
e. Mourning The group’s work is finished, and its members begin to have pleasant memories of their activities and achievements.

*Management Teams: Why They Succeed or Fail, Butterworth - Heinemann, 1996.
9.1 Look at A opposite. Then read the article and answer the questions.

In many manufacturing industries, a daily meeting is used to keep the plant running smoothly; but this level of daily communication is seldom employed in knowledge work or administration. Sarah manages a team of nurses. Sitting together in the morning and building positive emotion, energy, and shared tasks for the day helps build their focus on the work of the whole unit. Shared knowledge helps limit mistakes and keep people engaged in learning. And knowing who may need help distributes the work of the unit across the formal team structures. The practice of daily meeting and discussion of tasks is another crucial way in which Sarah builds engagement.

Sarah’s transparency in terms of performance requirements is another leadership practice that reinforces engagement. Once a month, Sarah shares information with the group that shows the unit’s overall productivity numbers and their clinic-by-clinic performance. This monthly meeting, to discuss the unit’s performance and the breakdown of each team’s performance, creates performance pressure for all members of the team.

1. What is Sarah’s job?
2. Two types of meeting are mentioned. How often does each of them happen?
3. How are knowledge work and administration different from manufacturing?
4. What are the advantages of regular meetings?
5. What negative things can regular meetings prevent?
6. What is the advantage of the monthly meetings?

9.2 Look at the types of team members in B opposite and say if these statements are true or false.

1. Implementers are not interested in final results.
2. Coordinators tend to take a leading, organizing role.
3. Shapers tend to follow what other people say.
4. Plants can be useful in providing new ideas when the team has run out of steam.
5. Some Resource Investigators probably need to use the internet.
6. Monitor Evaluators are not good at seeing all sides of a problem.
7. Team Workers may help to defuse arguments between members.
8. Completer Finishers are bad at finishing things on time.

9.3 Members of a team brought together to work on a design project said the following things. Match what they said (1–5) with the stages (a–e) in C opposite.

1. We had such a great time working together.
2. We need to appoint a leader.
3. We’re beginning to get to know each other better.
4. Who does Ana think she is, taking over and behaving like she’s in charge?
5. We’re really making progress now and we get on so well together.

Over to you

- What teams have you worked in or are you working in?
- Do you recognize the types in B opposite in your team?
- What role do you usually play?
The right skills

A  Hard and soft skills
For a long time, hard skills — for example, skills in technical subjects — were considered the most important thing in business. But more and more, people are realizing the importance of soft skills — the skills you need to work with other people, and in the case of managers, to manage people in tactful and non-authoritarian, non-dictatorial ways. These are some of the emotional competencies that are becoming important.

B  Emotional intelligence 1
The ideas behind emotional intelligence (EI) were first put forward in the 1980s1, and later developed by Daniel Goleman2. He says that EI is made up of:

a  self-awareness — examining how your emotions affect your performance: being self-confident about your capabilities, values and goals; using your values to guide decision-making
b  self-regulation — the ability to control yourself and to think before you act: controlling your temper and handling impulses — sudden desires to do things you may later regret
c  motivation — ability to take the initiative — do things without being told to: enjoying challenge and stimulation; the drive to work and succeed (see Unit 2); optimism
d  empathy — avoiding the tendency to stereotype others — have unfair ideas about them not based on facts: being aware of cultural differences (see Units 60–62)
e  social skills — the ability to communicate and to relate to others: the use of influencing skills such as persuasion; cooperation — working well with others; dispute resolution — the ability to solve arguments; good communication with others, including employees; listening skills; negotiation

A measure of someone’s intelligence is their intelligence quotient (IQ). Similarly, a measure of someone’s emotional awareness and self-awareness is their emotional quotient (EQ).

C  Emotional intelligence 2
Other researchers3 have identified three main areas of emotional intelligence, containing seven traits — characteristics — in these categories:

- drivers — traits that make people do things: motivation and decisiveness — the ability to take decisions when necessary
- constrainers — traits that control in a good way what people do: conscientiousness — putting a lot of effort into your work and doing everything to the best of your ability; and integrity — honesty
- enablers — traits that help people to perform and succeed: sensitivity — knowing how others feel; influence and self-awareness

2 Daniel Goleman: Emotional Intelligence: Why it can matter more than IQ, Bloomsbury, 1996.
10.1 Look at A opposite. Were hard skills or soft skills mainly required at each of the following stages of a project to design insurance products?

The project manager:
1 employed someone with a doctorate in mathematics to work on risk probabilities
2 gave three days off to a team member who said they had family problems at home
3 analyzed her own feelings of frustration that the project was going too slowly
4 dealt politely but firmly with a request by her boss to finish the project a month early
5 did market testing of the product with a number of potential consumers of the product and analyzed the results on computer
6 did careful research on the internet to find the best advertising agency to launch the product

10.2 Look at B opposite. To which category (a–e) do each of these aspects of emotional intelligence (1–10) belong?

1 ability to deal with others’ emotions, especially group emotions
2 behaving openly and honestly with others
3 being guided by personal preferences in choosing goals and seeking out achievement
4 capacity to start and manage change among people
5 commitment
6 controlling your stress by being more positive
7 learning from your experiences
8 retaining the ability to think clearly even when under pressure
9 the ability to see other people’s points of view and opinions
10 understanding yourself, your strengths and weaknesses, and how you appear to others

10.3 People in a company are talking about their colleagues and managers. Complete what they say with expressions from C opposite.

1 A: Annabelle really knows what her own strengths and weaknesses are.
   B: Yes, she’s got great ..............................................

2 A: Ben doesn’t work particularly hard and he doesn’t pay attention to detail.
   B: His problem is that he lacks ..............................................

3 A: Sofia never does anything to upset anybody.
   B: I know. She has great ..............................................

4 A: When Dan speaks, people listen.
   B: Yes, he has a lot of .............................................. round here.

5 A: Ella has never done anything dishonest.
   B: You’re right. She has a high level of ..............................................

6 A: Sam never puts off making decisions.
   B: That’s true. He always acts with great ..............................................

7 A: Georgina really puts everything into her work – her job is the only thing that drives her.
   B: I wish I had her ..............................................!

Over to you

Write a description of the soft skills required for your job or one you would like.
Equality

If people are treated differently from each other in an unfair way, they are discriminated against. Discriminatory practices might be based on someone's:

- race
- gender
- geographic origin
- sexual orientation
- family status
- social background
- age
- education
- disability
- geographic origin
- disability
- sexual orientation
- heterosexual, homosexual, etc.
- family status
- married, single, etc.

For example, if a woman is unfairly treated just because she is a woman, she is a victim of sexism at work, sexist attitudes or sex discrimination. In many organizations, women complain about the glass ceiling that allows them to get to a particular level but no further.

Stereotypical - fixed and unjustified - ideas about what men and women can do, and about the roles - jobs and activities - that they can have, constitute gender stereotyping.

If someone is treated unfairly because of their race or ethnicity, they are a victim of racial discrimination or racism. Offensive remarks about someone's race are racist and the person making them is a racist.

Older people discriminated against because of their age are victims of ageism and ageist attitudes.

In the US, affirmative action is when help is given in education and employment to groups who were previously discriminated against. In Britain, affirmative action is known as equal opportunities. These actions are also called positive discrimination in both countries.

Some companies have an equal opportunities policy or dignity at work policy covering all the issues above, which is designed to increase equality - treating people fairly and in the same way.

Diversity

Many organizations now aim for diversity in the workforce, with policies that encourage inclusion - employees from as many different backgrounds as possible. This goes beyond equal opportunities, and enables an organization to keep up with social and demographic changes - changes in the make-up of society and the population as a whole. Examples of such changes include increases in the number of women, older workers, ethnic minorities - people from particular countries and racial groups. Organizations are looking for a diverse workforce.

(See Unit 50 for the importance of diversity in social reporting.)

Word combinations with ‘diversity’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>diversity</th>
<th>training</th>
<th>teaching employees about the importance of diversity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>initiative</td>
<td>an action designed to increase diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>statement</td>
<td>a company's communication about their attitude to diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>strategy</td>
<td>a long-term plan for putting diversity into action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>management</td>
<td>how diversity is managed in a company or companies in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>programme</td>
<td>a series of actions designed to put diversity into practice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: BrE: programme; AmE: program
In connection with computers, program is always used.
11.1 Complete the table with words from A and B opposite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Related noun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>racist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stereotype</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discrimination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>平等</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethnic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11.2 Complete these sentences with correct forms of expressions from the table in 11.1 above.

1. When we first joined the company, our roles were: he was the marketing risk-taker and I was the conventional accountant.

2. ___ housing policies confined Blacks and Latinos to neighborhoods close to industrial zones.

3. ‘Hispanic’ refers to people whose ___ stems from a variety of Spanish-speaking cultures throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.

4. They accused lenders in Los Angeles of ‘systematic ___’, saying that blacks were 30 per cent more likely to pay higher interest rates than whites.

5. The notoriously ___ computer industry rarely puts 50-somethings on permanent employment contracts.

6. The issues that Lucy raised about ___ in the military can affect women after they get out of the military as well.

7. The bank has struck a blow for ___ by appointing the first woman executive director to its male-dominated board.

8. Allowing employees to take unpaid leave to observe a religious or cultural holiday is one policy used to show that an organization encourages ___.

11.3 Match the two parts of these sentences containing expressions from C opposite.

1. People with stronger ethnic identities were more attracted to organizations that described a diversity
   a. programs is to ask how likely they are to change employee attitudes.
   b. statements might signal an organization’s concerns about a broader range of differences.
   c. strategy transparent by having a section on equality and diversity in its annual report.
   d. initiative in their recruiting materials than to organizations that did not describe a diversity initiative.
   e. training seminar, titled ‘How to Work Effectively with Indian Nations and Tribal Members’.

Give an example of what organizations can do to encourage diversity and inclusion.
Quality in manufacturing

Nick Greer is head of quality at a car component company:

'From the point of view of producers, quality can be seen in terms of conformity or conformance to specification, which means that the components – parts – and the product as a whole are made exactly as designed. In other words, there is consistency and elimination of variation – no variations – resulting in zero defects – no mistakes at all in the manufacturing process. Everything must be done right first time to avoid the need for reworking – working again on – components in order to correct faults and defects – mistakes.

'The design for each component embodies the intentions of its designer. So conformity to specification means putting these intentions into practice when we make the components. Put another way, this is elimination of variation.

'We are also inspired by ideas of employee involvement – quality should be the concern of everyone in the company.

'Like many ideas in relation to quality, these ideas were first developed in Japan as part of Total Quality Management (TQM), but they have been copied all over the world.'

Quality in services

Serena Togliatti is customer relations manager at a large bank:

'In services, there is a parallel situation to the one in manufacturing. But quality can also be seen from the point of view of customers. The service must satisfy customer needs. The service received by the customer must be exactly what is planned and intended; mistakes in their accounts, for example, make customers extremely annoyed.

'Quality could be defined in terms of customer approval – recognition that we are satisfying customer needs and customer expectations. And if we exceed – go beyond – those expectations, there may even be customer delight – extreme satisfaction (see Unit 24).'

Widening the definition of quality

However, as Andy Neely points out*, quality can be seen in wider terms:

a performance – how well the product performs its main function
b features – additional parts or characteristics that the product offers
c reliability – how well the product continues to perform without breakdowns
d technical durability – how long the product lasts before becoming technically obsolete – out of date
e serviceability – how easy the product is to service – maintain and repair
f aesthetics – the look and feel of the product
g perceived quality – the customer's judgement of the product's level of quality
h value for money – what the product does in relation to the price paid for it

12.1 Read the article and answer the questions with expressions from A opposite.

**A disciple of Japanese quality management**

Order and efficiency are hallmarks of the TVS motorbike factory near Bangalore in southern India. To direct foot traffic, arrows are painted on the shiny shop floor of India’s third largest motorcycle maker. Large banners with slogans such as ‘Let Us Achieve Zero Defects’ and ‘Quality is a Way of Life’ hang across the bright facility where nearly 2,000 vehicles are built each day on neat assembly lines.

Japan’s respect for order has been fully transplanted to this TVS factory in the city of Hosur. Venu Srinivasan, the mild-mannered 55-year-old managing director and chairman of TVS, has indoctrinated the company with the Japanese management strategy of Total Quality Management (TQM). TVS’s turnaround has hinged on principles of attention to process, consistency, transparency and employee involvement.

TQM was launched at TVS in 1989 and is credited with reviving the ailing company. TVS rolled out 923,000 motorbikes last year in India, with sales growing 19 per cent to reach about $900 million. It recently opened a factory in Indonesia and aims to globalize its business over the next few years.

The scenario before and after TQM reflects how far TVS has come in nearly two decades. Productivity, quality and sales have improved dramatically.

Previously, the rate of ‘reworking’—remedying parts plagued by faults—was 15 per cent. That figure has fallen to 100 parts per million.

1. Which expression refers to a Japanese approach to quality? What is the abbreviation?
2. Which two aspects of quality are mentioned along with attention to process and transparency?
3. Which two words are used for ‘mistakes in manufacturing’?
4. What is one of the aims of TVS in relation to these mistakes?
5. What problem in the manufacturing process now affects 100 parts per million rather than 150,000 as before?

12.2 Use correct forms of expressions from A and B opposite to complete this memo.

**CLUB SOLEIL**

**Memo**

From: Jacqueline Toubon  
To: All hotel managers

Of course, buying a family holiday is a big investment for a lot of people, both financially and emotionally. We don’t just want to satisfy customer needs. We want (1) them to be extremely happy.

We want to avoid the situation where things are not what customers were expecting; we want (2) standards to be exactly as described. When the hotel does not come up to the description in the brochure, our clients are extremely angry. This means (3) avoiding changes or differences in relation to what we promise.

Things may be better than customers thought they would get. For example, the food may be better. This may be a way of going beyond (4) what customers were hoping for, but you must keep control of costs.

12.3 Match the sentences (1–8) with the points in C opposite (a–h).

1. We guarantee five years or 200,000 kilometres of trouble-free motoring.
2. No other brand gives better performance in this price category.
3. It only requires servicing every 40,000 kilometres.
4. It has beautiful lines.
5. It has heated seats for the driver and the passenger.
6. It has the latest engine technology.
7. It goes from zero to 100 kilometres per hour in four seconds.
8. Customer surveys give us top marks for quality compared to other leading car makes.

**Over to you**

What are some of the criteria for quality in your organization (school, company, etc.)?
Quality standards

Standards and certification

The International Organization for Standardization is based in Geneva. It is a network of national standards institutes in over 160 countries working in partnership with international organizations, governments, industry, business and consumer representatives.

ISO has developed more than 21,000 International Standards, which it says are 'documented agreements containing technical specifications or other precise criteria and guidelines to ensure that materials, products, processes and services are fit - suitable - for purpose'.

There are two series of standards for management systems:

- the ISO 9000 series on quality management, which 'gives the requirements for quality management systems ... the standard for providing assurance about the ability to satisfy quality requirements and to enhance customer satisfaction in supplier-customer relationships'.
- the ISO 14000 series on environmental management 'for organizations wishing to operate in an environmentally sustainable manner' (see Unit 51).

Organizations can apply for certification to ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015. These are generic standards that can be applied to any industry.

There are also specific standards for particular industries, for example ISO 9000-3 for computer software.

ISO 9000 and others

The ISO 9000 standards put particular importance on:

- the role of top management in setting policies for quality - top managers have to be seen to be involved in quality issues, not leaving this to middle management
- statutory and regulatory requirements - for example, the car industry has to pay particular attention to safety and environmental laws, and standards in relation to the components that it uses
- measurable objectives - we have to be able to measure quality and by how much it is improving
- resource management - how you manage the inputs to your products, for example in human resources and materials
- monitoring customer satisfaction - customers are the ultimate judges of quality and we have to constantly check and improve the 'score' that they give us
- training effectiveness - the training of our staff is an investment and we have to measure how effective it is in terms of our future profitability
- continual improvement - 100 per cent quality is never achieved and there is always room for improvement (this is what the Japanese call kaizen)
13.1 Look at the expressions in A opposite and complete the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Noun(s)</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>application</td>
<td>applied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 certify</td>
<td>certificate,</td>
<td>certified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 standardize</td>
<td></td>
<td>standardized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13.2 Complete each sentence using the correct form of the word from the line with the same number in the table in 13.1 above.

1. They told us to bring in ISO-approved consultants to check our operations and make our ............................................... through them.

2. The ........................................... process was very long and we had to provide vast amounts of documentation before we could be ................................................ .

3. Now we can put the ISO 9000 logo on all our literature. We’ve ........................................... all our documentation so that it’s clearly visible. Our clients feel reassured – in fact, they love it!

13.3 Here are some examples of work on quality at a company producing car components. Match each one with an aspect of quality in B opposite.

1. All the people in the call centre were sent on a course to develop their sense of teamwork, and this increased sales by 15 per cent.
2. The senior managers invited a quality expert to do a consultancy project on production quality.
3. The production manager looked at the latest regulations on car safety on a government Ministry of Transport website.
4. Employees are always paid bonuses for suggesting improvements, however small.
5. The company developed new software to analyze quality data more closely.
6. They have checked the quality procedures in place for the components used at all of their suppliers.
7. The car firms who buy the company’s components are totally satisfied.

Over to you

Find out about an organization (perhaps your own, or one of its suppliers) that has adopted standards such as ISO 9000. Identify one of the ways in which this has changed the way that the company works.
Investors in People

There are models and frameworks that emphasize the human dimension in improving quality.

**Investors in People** is a framework developed in the UK. It sets a level of good practice for training and development of people to achieve business goals. It is used by more than 14,000 organizations in 75 countries.

The **Investors in People Standard** is based on four key principles:

a. **Commitment** to invest in people to achieve business goals.

b. **Planning** how skills, individuals and teams are to be developed to achieve these goals.

c. **Action** to develop and use necessary skills in a well defined and continuing programme directly tied to business objectives.

d. **Evaluating outcomes** – the results of training and development for individuals’ progress towards goals, the value achieved and future needs.

The EFQM Excellence Model

The **EFQM Excellence Model** was developed by EFQM, a non-profit organization set up by leading European companies to ‘help European businesses make better products and deliver improved services through the effective use of leading edge management practices’.

In the EFQM model, people are very much part of the wider quality picture. The model refers to company stakeholders – not only its employees, shareholders and customers, but the community as a whole. The model refers to:

- **Partnerships & resources** – the materials, skills and knowledge used by the firm
- **Strategy** – the firm’s strategies (see Unit 16)
- **People** – the way that employees are managed
- **Leadership** – the way the organization is led
- **Processes, products and services** – how all the above are combined and exploited

The five factors above that contribute to quality are enablers.

Results are the outcome of the factors above. They can be measured in terms of:

- **Business results** – the final outcome, i.e. the profits made by the firm
- **Customer results** – the way customers feel about the firm
- **Society results** – the effect of the firm’s products and activities on society
- **People results** – the way managers, employees, shareholders and other stakeholders feel about the firm
14.1 A firm decided to introduce Investors in People principles. Look at the reports from the management and match them with the four principles in A opposite. There are two statements relating to each principle.

1. We have a committee of managers to work on the planning of skills development for individuals and teams in their departments.

2. We’ve announced in the internal company newspaper that we are going to apply the principles.

3. We’ve asked an external consultant to quantify financially the effectiveness of the actions that we have undertaken.

4. We sent all employees on a three-day quality training course.

5. We asked groups of employees to contribute ideas on ways of improving their skills.

6. I’ve asked all our managers to report verbally on the progress of their employees in working towards the goals.

7. I was sent on a training course with the other managers. We learned how to improve our management techniques.

8. We’ve announced on our customer website that we’re going to apply the Investors in People principles.

14.2 Complete the model, using the factors in B opposite.

Describe your own organization, or one you know, in terms of the EFQM model.
Benchmarking and best practice

Benchmarking is when a firm finds out which company performs a particular task best and models its performance on this best practice – ways of doing things that have produced the best results elsewhere and can be adapted to a new situation. Companies talk about carrying out a benchmarking exercise. To do this, they benchmark themselves against other companies.

Large companies can measure the performance of different departments in relation to each other in an internal benchmarking exercise.

Competitive benchmarking involves looking outside the company at how other companies in the same industry do things.

Functional benchmarking looks at how the same function such as manufacturing or personnel recruitment is done by non-competitors. Companies can learn a lot from firms who are not their direct competitors. For example, a train company can learn how to clean its trains in a better way by looking at how an airline organizes the cleaning of its planes.

One way of seeing how a competitor’s product is made is by reverse engineering – taking the product apart to see how it is made. The same principle can also be applied to services. This technique can also be used in benchmarking.

Six Sigma quality

Quality can be measured in terms of the number of defects per million parts, operations, etc. For example, with 45,000 defects per million parts, this is Two Sigma quality. With this level of quality, the chances of a manufactured product such as a mobile phone being defective are quite high.

Motorola was the first company to aim for Six Sigma quality. In manufacturing, Six Sigma quality is when there is less than one defect in 300,000 components. Motorola saved $15 billion over an 11-year period with Six Sigma.

This idea can also be applied in areas outside manufacturing. In invoicing, for example, it means fewer than three or four mistakes per million transactions.

Six Sigma quality has been taken up by several other companies.

And the ultimate goal is zero defects – no defects at all.
15.1 Complete the sentences with appropriate forms of expressions from A opposite.

1 The manufacturers' association wants to help companies improve manufacturing ................................................., so it's offering a new service designed to help companies themselves against the best in their industries.

2 Engineers made replacement parts for the cars by copying the shape and dimensions of the original parts, a process known as ..........................................................................

3 Internal looks for internal ................................................. and tries to establish them throughout the organization.

4 We use ................................................. to evaluate the effectiveness of our website against those of our competitors.

5 Look outside your industry! ................................................. can teach you a lot – as the firms you are asking for advice are not your competitors, they may be more willing to help.

15.2 Look at B opposite. Then read this article and answer the questions.

**WHAT IS SIX SIGMA?**

Globalization and instant access to information, products and services continue to change the way our customers conduct business.

Today's competitive environment leaves no room for error. We must delight our customers and relentlessly look for new ways to exceed their expectations. This is why Six Sigma quality has become a part of our culture.

What is Six Sigma? First, what it is not. It is not a secret society, a slogan or a cliché. Six Sigma is a highly disciplined process that helps us focus on developing and delivering near-perfect products and services.

Why ‘Sigma’? The word is a statistical term that measures how far a given process deviates from perfection. The central idea behind Six Sigma is that if you can measure how many defects you have in a process, you can systematically figure out how to eliminate them and get as close to ‘zero defects’ as possible. To achieve Six Sigma quality, a process must produce no more than 3.4 defects per million opportunities. An ‘opportunity’ is defined as a chance for non-conformance, or not meeting the required specifications. This means we need to be nearly flawless in executing our key processes.

**KEY CONCEPTS OF SIX SIGMA**

At its core, Six Sigma revolves around a few key concepts:

- Critical to quality: Attributes – characteristics – most important to the customer
- Defect: Failing to deliver what the customer wants
- Process capability: What your process can deliver
- Variation: What the customer sees and feels
- Stable operations: Ensuring consistent, predictable processes to improve what the customer sees and feels
- Design for Six Sigma: Designing to meet manufacturing capability

1 What is the central idea behind Six Sigma?
2 What is an ‘opportunity’ in this context?
3 What word is used to describe something without faults?
4 How is ‘defect’ defined here?
5 What word is used to describe something without unwanted variations?
6 What word is used to describe something where you know what you’re going to get?

*Over to you*

Think about your company or one you would like to work for. Then think about one of its competitors. Is it useful to know how effective they are in different areas?
**Strategy**

A **strategy** (countable) is a plan or series of plans for achieving success. **Strategy** (uncountable) is the study of the skills, knowledge, etc. required to make such plans. **Strategic success** in a commercial organization is often measured in terms of **profitability** - the amount of money it makes in relation to the amount invested.

An important part of **planning is resource allocation**. This is the way that **resources** such as finance, people and **assets** - equipment, buildings, know-how, etc. - are used to achieve a particular **objective**.

A company’s senior executives decide or **formulate strategy**. Many organizations state their main overall objective or **vision** in a **mission statement**.

A strategy requires **commitment**. Everyone in the organization must work towards the **implementation** of the strategy - putting it into practice - and its success.

**Word combinations with ‘strategic’**

Here are some frequent combinations with ‘strategic’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>move</td>
<td>an action with a particular purpose in relation to objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>partnership</td>
<td>when two companies work together towards a specific goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decision</td>
<td>when a company decides something important for its long-term future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acquisition</td>
<td>when one company buys another for strategic purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goal</td>
<td>an objective the company wants to reach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vision</td>
<td>when someone has clear ideas about actions to take for future success</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Companies and markets**

When a company:

a **defends**

b **attacks**

c **establishes a foothold/toehold in**

d **invades**

e **dominates**

f **withdraws from**

it tries to prevent competitors from being successful there.

it starts selling there for the first time.

it occupies a small part of the market in preparation for gaining a larger part.

it starts to be very successful there.

it is the biggest competitor there.

it stops selling there.
16.1 Here are some questions from shareholders at the annual meeting of a car company. Complete the chief executive’s answers with appropriate forms of expressions from A opposite.

1 Q: Why has the company bought out one of its biggest rivals?
A: This was part of our __________ to broaden our customer base.

2 Q: Some of our plants have very low productivity. What are you doing about this?
A: We have taken steps to ensure that our __________ are used more effectively.
   This is an important part of our strategic __________ process.

3 Q: Why are you closing one of the plants?
A: This is an issue of __________. We don’t have infinite financial resources and we want to concentrate investment on the most profitable models.

4 Q: Where can we read about the company’s goals and values?
A: Our main objectives are in the company’s __________ .

16.2 Match the two parts of these extracts containing expressions from B opposite.

1 As large retail chains such as J. C. Penney make strategic
   moves to stand-alone stores, what are traditional shopping malls to do?
   □ a vision to build a national retail brand.

2 Rockwell has direct ties to technical universities. Its strategic
   objective of building close ties with local universities and research organizations.
   □ b partnerships in the US include Case Western Reserve University and Cleveland State University.

3 The CEO of First Guaranty said, ‘We intend to make other strategic
   acquisitions as well as focus on our own organic growth.’
   □ c decision to concentrate on telecommunications and become a leading supplier of mobile telephone technology and networks.

4 Japanese firms’ R&D units have the strategic
   □ d

5 In the 1990s, Nokia made a strategic
   □ e

6 Howard Schultz, the founder and leader of Starbucks, had the strategic
   □ f

16.3 Rewrite this article, replacing the underlined phrases with appropriate forms of expressions from C opposite. You can use some expressions more than once.

McDonald’s arrived in China quite early and (1) was the biggest competitor by the time Burger King decided to (2) open restaurants there. Burger King did not have the resources to (3) aggressively enter the market, so it (4) occupied a small part of the market by opening just a small restaurant in Shanghai in order to test it. This was successful, so Burger King decided to open restaurants in cities all over China. Five years later, McDonald’s (5) was still the biggest company in the market, with a 20 per cent market share. Meanwhile, one of their competitors, Schlotzsky’s Deli, had already given up and decided to (6) leave the market.

Think about your organization or one you would like to work for. Look at its website and find its mission statement. If it doesn’t have one, what would you suggest?
Competition

Very strong **competition** in an industry can also be described as:

- cut-throat
- ferocious
- intense
- fierce
- stiff

Actions that increase competition are said to **encourage**, **intensify** or **sharpen** it. Actions that limit competition are said to **harm**, **inhibit** or **stifle** it.

The main **competitors** in a particular industry are its **key players** (see Unit 19). Smaller competitors may be referred to as **minor players**.

Situations where there is only one supplier and no competition are **monopolies**.

**‘Competing’ and ‘competitive’**

**Competing** and **competitive** are adjectives related to ‘competition’. Two companies may produce **competing products** – products that compete with each other. A **competitive product** is one that has real and specific benefits in relation to others of the same type.

Here are some frequent combinations with ‘competing’:

| **competing** | **bids** | price offers for a company in a takeover |
|              | **offerings** | products from different companies |
|              | **suppliers** | companies offering similar products or services |
|              | **technologies** | technical ways of doing something |

Here are some frequent combinations with ‘competitive’:

| **competitive** | **position** | where a company is in relation to its competitors in terms of size, growth, etc. |
|                | **pressure** | the force that one competitor can bring to bear in relation to another |
|                | **price** | one that is similar to or lower than those for similar products |
|                | **threat** | something that one competitor may do to weaken another’s position |
|                | **advantage / edge** | superior products, performance, etc. that a competitor can offer in relation to others and which give it a lead over its rivals |
|                | **strategy** | a plan or plans for success in relation to competitors, and the study of this in business schools |
17.1 Complete the sentences with appropriate forms of the correct verb in brackets from A opposite.

1. In banking in the European Union, 25 separate national rules and all sorts of exceptions may result in .................................................. (encourage / stifle) competition rather than .................................................. (encourage / stifle) it.
2. Fast bullet trains have .................................................. (intensify / harm) competition in South Korea’s domestic travel market.
3. The Federal Trade Competition rejected the idea that the combined companies would .................................................. (intensify / harm) competition, noting that the two parties weren’t direct competitors.
4. International agreements regulating market access by airlines .................................................. (sharpen / inhibit) competition and are bad for customers.
5. Consumers should welcome new entrants to the credit market, not just because it widens their choice, but because it could lower the cost of credit by .................................................. (sharpen / inhibit) competition.

17.2 Look at B opposite. Match the two parts of these extracts containing expressions with ‘competing’.

1. What is to stop supposedly competing .................................................. a bids from mining giants Inco Ltd and Xstrata.
2. Commtouch can position itself in the middle of the competing .................................................. b suppliers from secretly agreeing to keep prices high?
3. Diamond Fields Resources Inc was the target of competing .................................................. c offerings, with prices ranging from $300 to $450.
4. The software is 25 per cent cheaper than competing .................................................. d technologies by offering ‘unified messaging solutions’.

17.3 Look at B opposite again. Complete the sentences with appropriate forms of words that can follow ‘competitive’.

1. He was criticized for being too Eurocentric and failing to pay sufficient attention to the competitive .................................................. from south-east Asia.
2. The trick is to find businesses that can sustain their performances over the long term and have some competitive .................................................. (2 expressions) to keep them ahead of their rivals.
3. For the price-conscious consumer, alternative retail outlets can offer organic food at more competitive ..................................................
4. BankOne will enhance its competitive .................................................. and boost its financial growth through the transaction, which is expected to add to earnings immediately.
5. Mall stores are under the most competitive .................................................. that they’ve been under in their 40-year history, with new discounters and superstores increasingly moving in alongside traditional malls.
6. Decades of management theorizing around the world have produced mountains of books, many of which promise to deliver the secrets of success. But there is no consensus on competitive .................................................. .

Over to you

Think about your organization or one you would like to work for. Who are its fiercest competitors? Why are they a threat?
Companies and their industries

A

Competitive forces

An important strategic thinker is Michael Porter. He defines the five competitive forces at work in any industry.

![Diagram of competitive forces]

These are the factors that a firm needs to consider in developing its competitive strategy (see Unit 17). A successful firm has to build and maintain - keep - its competitive advantage in relation to these forces.

B

SWOT analysis

SWOT stands for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats.

In formulating strategy, a company should look at its strengths and weaknesses in relation to its competitors. For example, a good sales team is a strength, and poor internal communication is a weakness.

The company should also look at opportunities and threats in its environment - the strength of competitors, government regulation, the way that society is changing, etc. These are external factors. For example, a change in a country’s legislation on broadcasting might represent an opportunity for a group that wants to buy a television company there. The change would probably also pose a threat to existing broadcasters.

The particular ways that a company organizes and combines its human resources, know-how, equipment and other assets are what Hamel and Prahalad call its core competencies. These are internal factors.

C

Be good at something

Porter says that competitive advantage can be based on:

- cost leadership - offering products or services at the lowest cost; this is one strategy to adopt in volume industries with competitors producing large numbers of similar products
- differentiation - offering products or services that give added-value in terms of quality or service compared to competitors
- focus - combining elements of the above two strategies to concentrate on a niche - a specific part of the market with particular needs

The danger, says Porter, is when a company does not follow any of these particular strategies and is stuck in the middle.

18.1 Look at A opposite and the examples (1-5) below of the expressions in the diagram boxes. Match each example with an appropriate form of one of the expressions.

1 Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola in soft drinks
2 a company that starts selling computer games when it has not sold them before
3 electrically powered cars in relation to petrol-driven cars
4 car manufacturers in relation to component manufacturers
5 component manufacturers in relation to car manufacturers

18.2 The head of a UK university is presenting a SWOT analysis of his institution in relation to its attractiveness to foreign students. Complete the table below with the expressions in italics in note form. The first one has been done as an example.

1 'We have some very good lecturers, especially in science and engineering.'
2 'There may be an economic slowdown next year, with fewer students able to afford to come here.'
3 'We are situated in one of the UK's most attractive cities.'
4 'We need to improve our facilities – students these days expect very high-class accommodation, restaurants, etc.'
5 'The English language is a key asset. Everyone wants to study in English.'
6 'There are some excellent universities in the US that are also strong in the subjects that we teach. They may challenge our position.'
7 'In the long term, there are potentially more and more students from abroad looking to study in the UK.'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>very good lecturers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18.3 Look at the mission statements of these companies. Which strategy in C opposite does each correspond to?

1 'To make sports cars for discerning enthusiasts with high technical knowledge.'
2 'To sell clothing more cheaply than department stores.'
3 'To sell electrical goods with a high level of after-sales service.'

Over to you.

Analyze your organization, or one you would like to work for, in relation to the industry it is in and to the forces in A opposite.
Industries and their players
In some industries, like steel or tyres, there are few companies: these industries are concentrated. These are industries with just a few key players (see Unit 17). Other industries are fragmented: for example, there are millions of restaurants worldwide, and even the largest chain, McDonald’s, only has a market share of less than 1 per cent in terms of all restaurant meals served worldwide.

Some industries have low entry barriers - anyone with a small amount of capital can open a restaurant.

If an industry has low entry barriers and is attractive because of its high potential profitability, there may be new entrants. This was the case for internet service providers a few years ago; a lot of companies offered this service at first.

Other industries, like steel, require massive investment in equipment, know-how, etc. Such investments are high entry barriers, and new entrants to the industry are rare.

Mergers and acquisitions (M&A)
Some companies are very acquisitive - buying competitors in their industry or companies in other industries in a series of acquisitions or takeovers, which they may refer to as strategic acquisitions. Or a company may merge - combine as an equal - with another company of similar size.

A company may also own or buy its suppliers and customer companies in a situation or process of vertical integration.

The result of this may be an unwieldy conglomerate - a holding company with a large number of subsidiaries which may not be easy to manage profitably as a group.

Make or buy?
Supporters of conglomerates pointed to portfolio theory - the idea that when demand for goods or services of one of the companies in the group was weak, it would be compensated by stronger demand for those of other companies in the group. This meant that overall profitability would be regular despite variations in profit from the different companies.

Recent strategic thinking, especially in the West, holds that conglomerates are not good. Many conglomerates have disposed of or divested their non-core businesses, selling them off in order to concentrate on their core business. This is related to the make or buy decision where companies decide whether to produce particular components or perform particular functions in-house or, on the other hand, to buy them in from an outside supplier (see Unit 32).

However, many conglomerates continue to exist. For example, in South Korea, there are chaebols. They were often started as family(-owned) businesses, where different members of the same family each owned and managed companies dealing with different parts of the industrial process in a situation of vertical integration (see above).

The nouns relating to dispose and divest are disposal and divestment. They can be both countable and uncountable nouns. Compare divestment with investment.
19.1 Complete the crossword with the correct form of words from A, B and C opposite.

Across
8 and 5 things that make it difficult to get into an industry (5, 8)
9 a type of large Korean group of companies (7)
11 when a company sells a business activity (10)
13 see 12 down
15 If an industry is difficult to get into, entry barriers are . (4)
17 a large group of different businesses (12)

Down
1 the idea used by believers in conglomerates (9, 6)
2 A large industry with not many companies is . (12)
3 When two companies join as equal partners, they . (5)
4 a company's most important business activity: its business (4)
6 A company that buys lots of other companies is . (11)
7 A large industry with lots of small competitors is . (10)
10 A profitable industry that companies want to get into is . (10)
12 and 13 across when a company owns or buys its suppliers or customers (8, 11)
14 In a fragmented industry, each competitor only has a small market . (5)
16 If an industry is easy to get into, entry barriers are . (3)

19.2 An executive in a consumer goods company is talking. Complete what she says with expressions from A and B opposite.

We make a wide range of consumer goods. Over the years we have made a number of (1) ..., buying companies that fit in with our long-term plan of being the number one consumer goods company in Europe. These (2) (2 expressions) mean that we now own a large number of (3) ..., each with its own brands. We have become an (4) ..., and all this is very difficult to manage. So we are now reducing the number of brands from 300 to 100, and getting each unit of the company to concentrate on our long-term goal - increased (5) ..., which means better results for our shareholders. And our increased power will certainly dissuade new (6) ... from coming into the industry, so our position will be further strengthened.

Over to you

Think of a recent merger or takeover. What benefits were claimed for it at the time? Have they materialized?
Innovation and the development process

Enrique Sanchez is head of new product development at a large consumer products company:

'We want to foster creativity and innovation – the development of new ideas. Ours is a large company, but we want to avoid becoming bureaucratic, with slow decision-making.

'We encourage employees to be creative within the organization and to work on their own projects outside the usual frameworks; we allow them to spend 15 per cent of their time on this. In this way, new product development can be encouraged, with some unexpected ideas being produced – we find that this encourages ingenuity – clever and unusual new ways of thinking. We set up skunk works – a place away from the main company sites and outside the usual structures, to work on innovations. This is the way we do our new product development. The most famous example of this was IBM, when it developed its PC away from the company's main research and development (R&D) sites.

'We firmly believe that companies have only two basic functions: innovation and marketing. Our marketing people are heavily involved in new product development. They get the reactions of focus groups – groups of consumers who say what they think of the product – at a very early stage in the development process.'

Pioneers, followers and disruptors

'One problem is to know whether to introduce a product or service before anyone else or to wait for others to introduce similar products. Some say that if you bring a product to market first, you have first mover advantage – you can influence the way the market develops. These companies or their products are trendsetters or innovators. Others say that it's better to be followers and learn from the mistakes of the pioneers.'

There are cases where new entrants to an industry arrive with a completely different way of doing things – take Uber and the taxi industry, for example. They talk about disrupting the industry, and are sometimes referred to as disruptors.

Note: Pioneer is also a verb but is more frequent as a noun. Disruptor is also spelled disrupter.

Shakeout and consolidation

A new or emerging industry, perhaps one based on a new technology, can be attractive; the future structure of the industry is not yet established and there is room for many competitors. But as growth in the new market slows, smaller competitors with higher costs can no longer compete. They drop out or are bought by the larger companies in a process of shakeout and consolidation, leaving the larger companies with the resources to dominate the industry, which is now mature.
20.1 Complete the table with the appropriate form of words from A and B opposite, and related words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nouns (things)</th>
<th>Nouns (people/organizations)</th>
<th>Adjectives and -ed/-ing forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>creativity, creativeness</td>
<td></td>
<td>creative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>innovation,</td>
<td></td>
<td>bureaucratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ingenious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pioneers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>disruptors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20.2 Complete the sentences with the correct forms of expressions from B opposite.

1. The iPhone was seen to be a _______________ in design and ease of use, and other phones had to catch up.
2. An _______________ in email and online advertising, Yahoo was soon shouldered aside by Google.
3. When one company _______________ a successful business, competition inevitably intensifies.
   Consumers benefit from the resulting cuts in prices and improvements in quality.
4. So far Taiwan has always been a _______________, making things invented elsewhere more cheaply.
5. Google has _______________ Microsoft’s Office suite with its own services, and email that you never throw away.

20.3 Look at the following facts about the development of the market for online book sales. (They are not in chronological order.) Complete each fact with an appropriate form of an expression from C opposite.

1. Some smaller companies stopped selling altogether – they _______________.
2. There is a trend towards fewer and bigger companies in the market, a trend towards _______________.
3. Selling books online in the 1990s was new – it was an _______________.
4. Amazon and a few others lead the industry – they _______________ it.
5. The market is no longer young – it is now _______________.
6. The ‘rules of the game’ are now fixed – the structure of the industry is _______________.

Over to you:

- Is it always difficult for large organizations to come up with innovative ideas and products?
- How does your organization produce new ideas?
- Think of more examples of industries that have been disrupted by new entrants, and describe how they have been disrupted.
Preparing for the future

Scenario planning
Manuel Ricardo works on long-term strategy in a large oil company:

'My job is to contribute to long-term plans for our future activities. We have to anticipate - judge and estimate - what competitors' behaviour and activities will be. We also have to look at trends in the general social and economic environment, and be ready to respond to changes in society and changes in the economy as a whole. This is called scenario planning. In our organization, we imagine ways in which the energy industry might change and evolve - how the industry might develop - and what the place of oil will be in relation to alternative fuels in 20, 50 or 100 years from now.'

Futurology
'I'm a kind of futurologist or futurist. Of course, futurology is not an exact science, but there are ways of forecasting or predicting the future in a structured manner. There is the Delphi method, where a panel of experts make forecasts about a subject independently, and the forecasts are circulated to the other members of the group. Each member then comments on the others' observations. The process is iterative - repeated several times. Opinions converge - become more similar - and experts reach a consensus - an agreement about what is likely to happen. The method can be used to make predictions in a number of different applications - uses.

'The technique is based on the idea that a structured group will produce more accurate results than an unstructured one or from individuals working on their own. It can be adapted for use in face-to-face meetings, and is then called mini-Delphi or Estimate-Talk-Estimate (ETE).'

Risk management
'A related area is risk management. Operating in politically unstable countries is one of the most extreme examples of where we have to manage risk. The dangers there may include nationalization of assets by the government.

'Elsewhere, we may be accused of working with governments that people do not approve of. We have to think about the impact of this in terms of our reputation for social responsibility (see Unit 49).

'There is the danger of oil spills from ships transporting our oil, with the resulting pollution and associated costs of fines, cleaning up, etc. In addition, there is the much greater long-term cost of the negative effect this has on our image - the way the company is perceived. A badly handled oil spill is a public relations disaster.

'These are some of the potential crises we face. We try to have contingency plans or crisis management plans for all the risks we can think of.

'If our computer systems are damaged, for example in a fire, we have business continuity plans, involving back-up machines on another site so that we can carry on working normally.'
21.1 Manuel Ricardo is talking about the oil industry. Match the underlined words relating to the expressions in A and B opposite that he is referring to.

1. ‘In studying the trends in the wider picture, we may find that there is increasing consumer demand for alternative fuels such as wind energy, and we have to take account of this change in consumer expectations.’

2. ‘Of course, people in my profession take into account all the factors we can in making our forecasts, but what we do is an inexact science.’

3. ‘One of the problems with this approach is that the members will come up with the same ideas as the other participants. There is always a danger when you have a view that everyone shares that you exclude other possibilities.’

4. ‘When you make these, you can’t avoid looking to the past.’

5. ‘Of course, it is an inexact science – the only thing you can say for sure is that the future will be like the past, but different.’

6. ‘In this area, some of our competitors are talking about scenarios over periods up to 300 years!’

7. ‘This process of finding ideas and submitting them to others who then challenge them and send them back with comments can be very useful.’

8. ‘It’s very difficult to predict how industries will change and develop, and even more difficult to predict new industries that might emerge.’

21.2 Look at C opposite. The questions are from shareholders at a tobacco company’s annual general meeting. The answers are from the company’s chief executive. Match the questions with the answers.

1. ‘Would you be prepared if the company’s executives were kidnapped when working abroad?’

   ☐ a ‘Yes, we are fully aware of our social responsibility in this area.’

   ☐ b ‘Protecting the image of any tobacco company is difficult, but we support, for example, the European Union’s plans for stricter health warnings on cigarette packets. We know our image will suffer if we don’t.’

   ☐ c ‘Yes, we have the best public relations firm in the business who know exactly what to do to prevent public relations disasters.’

   ☐ d ‘No, the trend now is for governments to sell state-owned assets in the tobacco industry, rather than buy them!’

   ☐ e ‘Yes, we have contingency plans to deal with that. A special crisis management team will meet to deal with the situation.’

2. ‘Do you approve of the government’s initiative on preventing children under 16 from smoking?’

3. ‘What are you doing to protect the company’s image in health issues generally?’

4. ‘Is there a risk of nationalization of the company’s assets by foreign governments?’

5. ‘Are you sure that you have done everything to prevent damage to the company’s reputation in extreme or unusual situations?’

   Over to you:

   • What is the biggest risk for your organization or one you would like to work for?
   • How has your organization handled risks in the past? What lessons has it learnt?
Risk and uncertainty

A Incurring risks

Businesses take, run, confront or, more formally, incur risks of different kinds. They have to deal with uncertainty, not knowing what is going to happen in the future. Experts in risk analysis try to calculate the probability, the likelihood or, more informally, the odds of different events happening in the future.

Business managers have to think about these kinds of risk for their organization.

a economic – the state of the economy as a whole might affect its performance
b financial – it might suffer from bad business decisions, and/or from unwillingness of investors and lenders to continue funding it
c human – its employees or managers might make a harmful mistake
d regulatory – its activities might be restricted in new ways, or become illegal
e environmental – its activities might damage rivers, the atmosphere etc.
f reputational – its activities or behaviour might be criticized, with its performance suffering

Managers attempt to reduce or mitigate risk. It can be minimized, but never completely eliminated – removed.

Risk analysts and others talk about worst-case scenarios, the worst possible combination of negative future events.

B Attitudes to risk

Attitudes to risk – how people feel about it – vary widely.

Adrienne is an entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs are known for their willingness to take risks – their risk appetite. She is a risk-taker who has started several businesses – two of them failed but one is very profitable. She tries to analyze the risk factors involved in a potential business – the things that will contribute to its success or failure.

Bernardo runs the family business founded by his grandfather. He is more risk-averse – he has a low risk appetite and is very cautious. For example, he tries to limit his risk exposure by only trying to enter new markets where he is sure of success. He believes in risk avoidance. His risk strategy – his plan for dealing with risk – is basically to avoid it as much as possible.

C Insurance

You can reduce uncertainty and take out insurance against negative future events. For example, businesses can insure against risks such as damage to their property, theft of equipment and goods, negligence – actions (or inaction) by employees that harm other people – to maintain business continuity and against the cost of business interruption (see Unit 21).

The insurer will ask what level of cover is required – how much the insured business will receive if it makes a claim. The insured firm agrees to an excess – a particular amount that will be deducted if it makes a claim. In relation to all this information, the insurer issues an insurance policy, and tells the business how much it will have to pay monthly or yearly in insurance premiums for the particular insurance cover.

Insurance companies have risk analysts who calculate the probability of various future events, and how much the company will have to pay out if they happen.
22.1 Match these situations for the different companies below with the types of risk a–f in A opposite.

1 The government tells housebuilders that houses will have to be better able to resist fire.
2 A retailer sees reports that activity across the economy as a whole might decrease.
3 A waste recycling plant fears that poisonous chemicals will leak into nearby rivers.
4 A travel company’s cruise ship is involved in a collision and lots of people see this on TV.
5 A power company finds that workers have been falsifying safety reports.
6 Shares in a car company fall when sales of its new models are disappointing.

22.2 Executives from various companies are talking about their attitudes to risk. Use appropriate forms of combinations containing ‘risk’ in B opposite to complete what they say.

1 We have managers whose job is to find the right combination between activities that are risky, and those that are less risky – they are the ones who work on our company’s ...
2 When we look to export to new markets, there’s always the things that can go wrong – we have to look at all the ...
3 We’ve invested heavily in some politically unstable countries, so we have a certain degree of ... (2 possibilities)
4 We put money into what we consider to be the safest activities – you could say that we have a high level of ...
5 The economy of our country needs people like this if new companies are going to be started – we need people who are real ...
6 We are a solid business growing at 2 per cent a year. We stick to what we know and have a low ...

22.3 Look at C opposite and put these events into the correct order.

a Two weeks later, Greta made a claim for €550,000 for compensation to guests for their inconvenience, lost income for cancelled bookings and the cost of new door locks.
b The insurance company agreed to provide cover of €1 million for this specific risk, and an excess of €25,000. She paid a monthly premium of €500.
c The claim took the insurance company six months to investigate and then they paid out €500,000 after deducting the excess.
d She was very glad to have obtained this cover because, one day, computer hackers attacked the hotel’s computer system so that guests were unable to lock and unlock their room doors with their key cards – about 20 guests were locked in and another dozen or so were locked out as it was impossible to open the doors manually.
e When the insurance company paid out, Greta was relieved that she had insured against this worst-case scenario, even if she had not realized exactly what it would consist of!
f Greta had to call locksmiths to open the doors, and she had to cancel guest reservations for the following week while the locks were changed.
g A hotel owner in Austria, Greta Schmidt, took out insurance against business interruption, in addition to other more usual forms of insurance against fire, damage to buildings and so on.

Over to you

If you work, are you a risk-taker, or are you risk-averse? Give examples. If you don’t work, think about a job you would like and decide if you would like to be a risk-taker.
The four Ps

Susanna Chang is marketing manager at a mobile phone company:

‘Of course, marketing is often defined in terms of the following:

- **Product** – deciding what products or services to sell. The word ‘product’ for us can refer to a product or a service, or a combination of these. We have to decide what our **offers or offerings** – products, services and combinations of these – will be.

- **Pricing** – setting prices that are attractive to customers and that are profitable for the company.

- **Place** – finding suitable **distribution channels** and **outlets** to reach these customer groups.

- **Promotion** – all the activities, not just **advertising** and other forms of **communication**, used to support the product. This includes everything from pre-sales information to after-sales service.

‘These are the traditional **four Ps** of the **marketing mix** – the factors that we use in different combinations for different products and different potential buyers (see Unit 24).’

Three more Ps

‘But in services such as mobile phone communications, we also have to think about the following:

- **People** – The people **in contact with** our customers must have the right **attitude** – way of behaving, etc. – whether in our shops or in our call centres. They have to be **helpful, well-trained** and **highly informed** about our products and **highly motivated** to sell them. They are the public face of the company, not only during the **sales process** but afterwards. Customers can come back with their phones to get more “training” from our sales assistants on how to use them. This **after-sales service** is all part of the overall **sales support**.

- **Process** – This is the whole series of events from initial interest in our company’s services, purchase of a phone, connection, invoicing, etc. This should be as **efficient** – well-run, problem-free, etc. – as possible and contribute to a positive **customer experience**.

- **Physical evidence** – Customers can see our phones in our shops or on our website, but they have to be convinced of the benefits of our service as a whole. Until they do, the service remains **intangible** – not visible. We provide physical evidence of services by giving in-store demonstrations of people using our phones, accessing the internet, etc.

‘So my job is much more than organizing advertising campaigns. I work with engineers, finance people and other senior managers to find offerings that will appeal to customers.’
23.1 Susanna Chang is talking about her organization. To which ‘P’ of the marketing mix in A opposite is she referring to in each of her statements?

1. We want to offer calls at a lower cost than our competitors.
2. We don’t put our own brand on mobile phones – we sell phones from different manufacturers for use on different call plans: both pre-paid and monthly-billed customers.
3. We advertise more and more on the internet.
4. We have our own high-street outlets, but we don’t sell through other chains.
5. We phone existing customers to try to persuade them to buy more sophisticated phones where they can download other services.
6. We sponsor sports events.

23.2 Look at B opposite. Complete the section headings (a–c) with the three Ps from B opposite. Then complete the gaps (1–7) with expressions from B. Use some expressions more than once.

a ........................................................ 
A service can’t be experienced before it is delivered. This means that choosing to use a service can be perceived as a risky business because you are buying something (1) .......................................................... This uncertainty can be reduced by helping customers to ‘see’ what they are buying. Facilities such as a clean, tidy reception area can help to reassure them.

b ........................................................ 
Anyone who comes into (2) ........................................................ with your customers will make an impression, and that can have a profound effect, positive or negative, on customer satisfaction. It is essential that all employees who work with customers are the right kind of people for the job. They must be highly informed and (3) ........................................................, be appropriately trained, and have the right (4) ........................................................ in dealing with customers. The level of after-sales (5) ........................................................ and advice provided by a business is one way of adding value to what you offer, and can give you an important edge over your competitors.

c ........................................................ 
The (6) ........................................................ of giving a service, and the behaviour of those who deliver it, are crucial to customer satisfaction. Issues such as waiting times, the information given to customers and (7) ........................................................ staff are all vital to keep customers happy. Customers are not interested in the details of how your business runs. What matters to them is that the business works for them.

Over to you

- Think of a product that you bought recently. Describe your purchase in terms of the four Ps in A opposite.
- Now describe a service you have bought recently in terms of the additional Ps in B opposite.
The four Cs

Susanna Chang, mobile phone marketing manager (see Unit 23), continues:

'The whole marketing effort can be looked at from the point of view of customers, rather than the company, with the four Cs:

- **Customer solution** – we aim to find a solution to a customer “problem” by offering the right combination of product(s) and service(s) to satisfy particular customer needs. For example, pay-as-you-go was a dream solution for parents worried about children running up big phone bills.

- **Customer cost** – the price paid by the customer for the product. It includes the “price” related to not buying another product of the same or another type. For example, someone who buys a sophisticated mobile may not then have the money to buy a laptop or tablet that they wanted.

- **Convenience** – distributing our products in the way that is most convenient for each type of customer. We have to decide, for instance, how many new shops to open and where they should be. We also have to think about the people who prefer to buy online.

- **Communication** with the customer – customers are informed about products through advertising, and so on, but the communication is two-way. Customers also communicate with us, for example through telephone helplines. This is a good way for us to find out more about what our customers want. We can then change or improve our offering, and get ideas for new offerings.

'Thinking of the marketing mix in these terms helps us maintain a true customer orientation or customer focus.'

Customer expectations

When customers get what they hoped for, their expectations are met and there is customer satisfaction. Products, sadly, often fall below expectations.

When expectations are exceeded – you get more than you expected – there may even be customer delight (see Unit 12), but this partly depends on how involved you are in the purchase. There is a difference in your degree of involvement when you buy different products. For example, there is low involvement when you buy something ordinary like petrol, and high involvement when you purchase something emotionally important such as a family holiday.

Customer dissatisfaction

Research shows that 95 per cent of dissatisfied customers don’t complain; they just change suppliers. Satisfied customers create new business by telling up to 12 other people. Dissatisfied ones will tell up to 20 people*. Word-of-mouth is a powerful form of advertising.

Some say that encouraging customer loyalty or allegiance is important for profitability. They say that customer retention – keeping existing customers – is key. Getting repeat business is five times cheaper than finding new customers.

Customer defection must be reduced as much as possible of course, but a company can learn from lost customer analysis – analysing its mistakes by asking those who do leave why they defected.

Services like mobile phone and broadcasting companies have to reduce churn – the percentage of customers who change suppliers or who stop using the service altogether each year. This is very costly; the companies would prefer, of course, to keep existing customers and add more in order to build their customer base.

24.1 A new customer for Sky satellite television services is talking. Look at A opposite and find which 'C'
he is referring to in each of the sentences.

1. I wanted the satellite dish to be installed at a time that suited me.
2. I had some questions about how to use the service, so I looked at the Sky website. It answered all my queries.
3. The cost is very reasonable considering all the channels you get.
4. I wanted a TV service with good reception. The ordinary TV signal in my area is very bad.

24.2 Match the two parts of these sentences containing expressions from B opposite.

1. The systematic analysis of customer claims constitutes an important source of information on customer.
2. Dreze has researched customer satisfaction, or more likely, on customer dissatisfaction.
3. The company's acquisition of its rival led to customer defections, due to declines in service quality.
4. Maintaining customer allegiance results from continuing to provide excellent service, which dissuades your customers from wanting to go elsewhere.

24.3 Match the words and expressions in C opposite to the examples below.

1. A language school that ran courses for a company's employees - the company was so pleased with the result that it asked the school to run more courses. (4 expressions)
2. The people who use a particular supermarket chain, considered as a group.
3. A mobile phone company that grew quickly despite not advertising much - users just told their friends how good it was.
4. A train company with such bad services that 40 per cent of passengers stopped using its trains and took other forms of transport.
5. A newspaper website where half the subscribers left each year, but were replaced by new subscribers.
6. The same newspaper website's questionnaire to customers that left, asking them to give their reasons.

Over to you
Think about coffee shops, clothes shops, supermarkets, airlines, or the make of car that you drive, or would like to drive. Are you / Would you be a loyal customer? How is your loyalty rewarded?
Market intelligence and market research

Market intelligence is knowing about the latest trends in a market – the people or organizations who buy or might buy something. These trends include changes in buyers’ needs, new products that competitors are developing, and so on. Some intelligence can be gathered by salespeople reporting what they see going on when they visit customers, etc. Or it might be gathered by companies sending mystery shoppers – researchers who pretend to be real consumers – who go into shops to see how the company’s products are displayed, how salespeople behave, etc.

However, finding out fully about a market requires systematic market research or marketing research. A specialized company that carries this out is a market research firm.

Research can be carried out using secondary data – information that already exists and is publicly available – and primary data – information collected for a specific purpose.

Research stages

Research takes place in these stages:

a Define the problem and the research objectives – identify the exact purpose of the research.
b Develop the research plan – decide how the research is to be carried out.
c Collect the data – gather the information. Primary data can be collected through:

- observational approach – for example, watching how shoppers behave in shops when choosing between different products.
- focus group – a small group of people is invited to discuss a product, service, organization, etc. with a moderator – a specialist in running group discussions like this.
- online focus group – a group of people discuss the product, etc. online in a chat room discussion between several people on the internet.
- survey research – a questionnaire is given to people face to face, for example in mall intercepts – people are stopped and interviewed in shopping centres or, again, on the internet. Website users are increasingly receiving questionnaires in this way.
- behavioural data – information about what people actually buy, rather than what they say they buy or might buy (see data mining in Unit 27).
- experimental research, involving testing hypotheses – possible explanations or causes – in scientific experiments to find the correct one. Research such as this may use samples of people who are representative of larger groups; the opinions, characteristics, etc. of the sample are the same as those of the wider group.

d Analyse the data, using statistical techniques – mathematical methods are used to analyze large amounts of data and draw conclusions from it – find key information of use to marketers.
e Present the findings – the researchers communicate what they have found in their research to the organization.

Marketing plans

The findings may be used by the company as input to their marketing plan for a particular product or service. The plan includes the marketing mix (see Unit 23) required to achieve desired results. This type of plan is tactical or operational – relating to the selection, timing and spending on each element of the mix.

A grand plan affecting a company’s whole future direction is its strategic marketing plan.
25.1 Complete the sentences with appropriate forms of expressions from A opposite.
1 What makes a good ___________________________? The best notice both small details and the big picture. They focus on their own experience, but also what is happening at the next counter.
2 Salespeople may not like having to spend time on a task for which they do not receive any payment. In order to organize the ___________________________ function of the sales force, sales managers should explicitly include this responsibility in the salesperson’s job description.
3 We conducted ___________________________ collection using interviews and ___________________________ collection using published material.
4 Even in a relatively youth-oriented industry, such as athletic footwear, seniors spent nearly 13 per cent more in the past year than they did two years ago, according to data from the NPD Group, a New York ___________________________.
5 The ___________________________ in pet food emphasize not only natural ingredients but also an increased obligation to identify the precise origins of those ingredients.

25.2 Match these stages (1–5) in a market research project with the stages (a–e) in B opposite.
1 Researchers stopped people in the street and asked them into the rooms to taste three different new instant coffees. They asked which one they preferred and got them to answer a questionnaire.
2 Information from the tastings was analyzed – not only the numbers of people who preferred each type of coffee, but also their professions, social class, etc.
3 Managers from the market research firm were invited by Nestlé to its offices in Zurich. The research firm recommended that the coffee to be marketed should be the least strong of the three that had been tested, along with many other conclusions that would affect the marketing plan.
4 Researchers decided that they would need a sample of at least 1,000 coffee drinkers in each major European country. They rented rooms in buildings on busy streets in Paris and other European capitals where they could get people to taste the possible new types of coffee.
5 A foods company wanted to find out if there would be a market for a new instant coffee in Europe. It contacted Nielsen, a market research firm.

25.3 Look at C opposite. Does each of these examples relate to a) an operational/tactical marketing plan, or b) a strategic marketing plan?
Following market research:
1 Northwest Airlines merged with Delta Airlines to guarantee their future.
2 Ford selected the TV programmes during which its new Fiesta model would be advertised.
3 IBM sold its PC business to Lenovo.
4 Nokia started including a satellite navigation feature on its mobile phones.
5 Apple cut the price of its iPod.

Over to you
Describe one type of market research that your organization, or one you would like to work for, carries out, and some of its findings.
Segmentation

A segment is a group of customers or potential customers with similar characteristics, needs and requirements. Segmentation allows marketers to identify and differentiate between the needs of the customer groups that make up a particular market. Marketers may offer different products to different segments, or they may offer the same product, marketing it in different ways. For example, HD (high-definition) television screens are marketed differently for households and professional users such as cafés and bars. They are positioned in different ways for each segment.

Segmentation, identifying particular target groups, can be done in various ways.

Customer groups

Customers can also be divided up by behavioural segmentation – why, when and how often they buy a particular product, their attitude towards it, etc. Identifying people who drink Coke at home rather than in cafés is an example of behavioural segmentation based on situation of use.

In demographic segmentation, customers are divided up on the basis of age, occupation and social class – middle class, working class, etc. A company may intend its products to appeal to a particular demographic – to be attractive to one of these groups.

People from a given social class may spend their money in particular ways, but it can be more useful to look at people’s lifestyles – the overall pattern of how they live, what they buy, etc. Here, values, opinions, activities and interests are important.

Psychographics is the activity of attempting to categorize people in this way. For example, the VALS system* divides people into groups such as:

- a actualizers – successful, active people with cultivated, expensive tastes
- b strugglers – poorer, elderly people who are loyal to familiar brands
- c experiencers – young, enthusiastic people who spend a lot on clothes, music, etc. without planning for a long time what they are going to buy
- d believers – conservative people who prefer familiar products and established brands
- e makers – practical family-oriented people who buy practical, functional products such as tools
- f strivers – people without much money, but who buy stylish products to imitate those with more money

New technologies, new concerns

In retailing, radio-frequency identification (RFID) can be used to track – follow – purchases made by individual customers even more closely than loyalty cards (see Unit 27). Each product is identified by a tag. Electronic readers can scan tags in one go to see what is in a shopping trolley, a kitchen cupboard, etc. This information can be used to build profiles – detailed descriptions – of individual shoppers.

On the internet, the technology exists to analyze traffic to a particular website by tracking the way that visitors use it and interact with it. How many people just look around and leave without buying anything? How many conversions – visitors who go on to buy something – are there? How many virtual shopping carts are abandoned – how many start a purchase without completing it?

And the software exists to track the overall internet usage of individual users – all the sites that they visit, how long they stay on each site, etc. Marketers can use this information to build profiles of different user groups.

Of course, all these things raise concerns in the areas of privacy and confidentiality.

*You can take the VALS questionnaire and get your own VALS profile on the internet.
26.1 Use expressions from A and B opposite to complete these statements by people working for different organizations. You can use some expressions more than once.

1. 'I work for a food products company. We make a powder that can be added to hot milk to make a nutritious drink. It is used to make two different products and sold under two different names - to mothers who feed it to their babies and to old people who drink it to get important vitamins. This is the basis of our ____________________________. Of course, these are two entirely different _________________.'

2. 'We sell car insurance. We calculate the premiums using applicants' postcodes because this tells us about the areas our customers live in and their ____________________________. We are great believers in _____________________________.'

3. 'I work for a political party. When we knock on people's doors and ask them to vote for us, we never try to persuade people who are hostile to us. We concentrate on those who are favourable to us in some way, even if they haven't voted for us before. This ____________________________ allows us to target our resources better.'

4. 'I work on health campaigns to discourage people from smoking. One of the most important ____________________________ is young people from 12 to 18. We want to discourage them from taking up smoking in the first place.'

26.2 Look at B opposite. Match the consumers (1–6) with the VALS types (a–f) in B opposite.

1. a father of three children who spends a large part of his weekends in do-it-yourself stores
2. a middle-aged person who goes out to buy a vacuum cleaner, chooses a Hoover and avoids the new 'hi-tech' brands like Dyson
3. a professional person in her 30s earning €80,000 a year who buys opera tickets at €100 each
4. a single woman of 22 who spends a large proportion of her income eating out and on clubbing without thinking much about her spending
5. a woman in her late 20s who spends 30 per cent of her income on expensive clothes brands so as to feel more at ease with colleagues who are earning more than her
6. someone with a basic pension struggling to reach the end of the month, who buys food brands that she knew in her childhood

26.3 Use expressions, and expressions grammatically related to them, from C opposite to complete the text.

**MORE ENTERPRISE FEATURES**

Google Analytics now makes the features that experts demand easy to use for everyone. Gain rich insights into your website (1) ____________________________ with Advanced Segmentation, Custom Reporting, Motion Charts and more.

Learn more about where your (2) ____________________________ come from and how they (3) ____________________________ with your site. You'll get the information that you need to write better ads, strengthen your marketing initiatives and create higher-converting websites. Learn more about the benefits. Google Analytics is free for everyone, whether you are an advertiser, publisher or site owner.

You can now use your Google Analytics login to access Website (4) ____________________________ Optimiser. Find out which page designs, headlines and graphics (5) ____________________________ the most visitors.

**Over to you**

Think of a product you have bought recently and analyze your purchase in terms of some of the different types of segmentation.
Data and databases

'Hi, I'm John. I'm head of data management at a big supermarket chain. Customers can get money back by using our loyalty card when they go shopping. Loyalty cards allow customers to collect points that can be redeemed against future purchases, either with us or with other retailers in the same scheme.

'This gives us masses of data about our customers' buying habits which we then hold on our database. We can follow what each of our customers buys and enrich the database with this information.'

Here are some frequent combinations with 'data':

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>data</th>
<th>analysis</th>
<th>finding useful information in data (see Unit 25)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>management</td>
<td>the way data is collected, organized, used, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mining</td>
<td>finding useful information in large amounts of data, using advanced techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>protection</td>
<td>preventing access to data by unauthorized people and organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>warehousing</td>
<td>keeping data safely</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Customer relationship management

'Of course, with all the information we have on our computers in our data warehouses, powerful computers are needed to analyze it. This analysis is called data mining. We look for particular patterns in consumer behaviour. The data can be used to target particular types of customer. We build consumer profiles. For example, if someone has bought organic food in the past, special offers are sent to them so that they get reduced prices on future purchases of organic food.

'All this is part of the wider picture of customer relationship management (CRM) - getting to know your customers. The computer programs that we buy to do our data mining are referred to by their sellers, often companies who specialize in this, as CRM software packages or CRM solutions.

'Dealing with customers as individuals is our ultimate goal, but we are still a long way from this ideal of one-to-one marketing. This has also been described as segment-of-one marketing. The computer maker Dell may be on its way to this ideal; it puts together its products according to the specifications - requirements - of individual customers in a process of mass customization.

'There are issues of privacy and confidentiality that we have to be careful about - customers have the right to check the information that we hold about them. We must be careful to obey the law on data protection.'
27.1 Complete the sentences with words that can follow ‘data’ from A opposite by choosing the correct alternative.

1 A key technology for monitoring and analyzing business performance is data warehousing – a data warehouse brings together data from multiple systems inside and outside the organization.

2 Facts commonly used in business data management are units, costs, prices, and revenues.

3 “Instinct alone isn’t going to be able to predict the categories consumers want,” Selden says. “The only way to get that insight is through data mining.”

4 Security issues, covering data protection, security of access and physical security, have been given close attention.

5 The best companies demonstrate a strong, organization-wide culture that values customer data warehousing and actively uses the data to build better customer experiences.

27.2 Match the two parts of these sentences containing expressions from C opposite.

1 We store data in a way that ensures the strongest

2 Linkages between customer satisfaction, customer loyalty and customer relationship management (CRM) have been created.

3 In future, computers will be able to follow us down the High Street, checking which shops we go into and what we buy.

4 If customers can’t opt out, then that breaks European data protection law, which demands that companies can’t store your info without asking your permission.

5 Bell Canada has adopted a faster, more flexible CRM

a Over time, emphasis has shifted away from raw satisfaction measures towards loyalty and CRM.

b Critics find the prospect of ‘one-to-one marketing’ somewhat disturbing.

c Protection law, which demands that companies can’t store your info without asking your permission.

d Safeguards are in place to protect privacy and confidentiality.

e Solution in less than two months. The objectives were to ensure customer service and support through quick implementation.

Over to you

Think about your organization or one you would like to work for.

- What kind of information does it hold about its customers?
- How does it get the information?
- How does it use the information?
Brands and branding

Brand equity

A brand is a name given to a product or group of products so that they can be easily recognized. 'The most distinctive power of professional marketers is their ability to create, maintain, protect and enhance – strengthen the power of – brands,' says Philip Kotler*.

Here are some frequent combinations with 'brand'. These are some of the issues in branding – the art and science of using brands:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>image</td>
<td>what people think of when they think of a brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loyalty</td>
<td>the degree to which people continue to buy a brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awareness</td>
<td>the degree to which people know about a brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identity</td>
<td>what a brand means, represents, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recognition</td>
<td>the degree to which people recognize a brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equity</td>
<td>the value of a brand to its owners, as sometimes shown on a firm's balance sheet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Business Vocabulary in Use Advanced
28.1 Match the two parts of these sentences containing expressions from A and B opposite.

1. We saw Formula 1 motor racing as a cost-effective opportunity of increasing our brand.
   - a) a image evokes food dripping with sour cream and cheddar cheese.
   - b) recognition, but the name change made sense because AT&T needed to have a single, unified brand.
2. Taco Bell’s strong brand.
   - c) awareness worldwide.
   - d) identity is to do with more aggressive, more fashionable, more exciting, sportier cars than competing luxury brands.
   - e) equity as the profits from branded products over and above the profits that would result from the sale of unbranded products.
   - f) loyalty that might last a lifetime.

28.2 Look at B opposite. Complete each sentence with the correct form of the word in brackets.

1. Las Vegas has successfully ________________ (position) itself as an attractive destination for conventions.
2. When SGI brought out the Altix, they ________________ (position) it as a workhorse that would run with minimum fuss rather than as a breakthrough machine designed to set supercomputer records.
3. The brand ________________ (position) has shifted with a new marketing strategy, significantly enhancing the fashionability of the Burberry brand.
4. Superior products and processes provide a means to ________________ (differentiate) the corporation from its competitors.
5. The term ‘______________’ (differentiate) is preferable because it throws the emphasis on the need to be ‘better’ than rival products not just in some general way but in precisely specified ways.
6. The marketers of all these different brands of vodka will say, ‘Well, ours tastes better’ or ‘Ours is special this way or that way’ – they’re all trying to ________________ (differentiate) their brand.

28.3 Look at C opposite. Was each of these brand extensions successful, do you think? Give reasons for your thinking.

1. Ivory soap extended to dishwashing liquid and gentle care clothes washing detergent.
2. Bic pens extended to perfume using the ‘small disposable pocket items’ association.
3. Coke extended to New Coke.
4. Dole pineapple juice extended to fruit juice, fruit salad and frozen fruit bars.
5. Woolite fabric wash extended to carpet cleaner spray.
6. Campbell soups extended to spaghetti sauce.

Over to you

Think about your organization or one you would like to work for. What are its brands? What are its flagship brands? Are there any examples of brand extension?
Global brands

Steps abroad 1
Katrin Braun is marketing manager for a German company that makes forklifts:

'We started to get inquiries from Asia so we appointed - found and used - agents there who could help us with indirect export. They represented us and sold our machinery. These exclusive agents each had their own sales area - the agent in each area was the only person allowed to sell our products there.

'Sales grew, and we moved on to direct export - we no longer used agents but handled exports ourselves. We had an export manager based here in Germany, but she spent ten months a year travelling in our different markets.'

Steps abroad 2
'Then we started licensing our production techniques to companies abroad - we sold them the rights to manufacture our forklifts under licence for their markets. In China, for example, we had a licensing agreement with a company to produce and market our forklifts there. But in India, we signed a joint venture agreement with an established materials handling company who knew the market well. We worked with them as equal partners. We set up a special company and we each invested the same amount of money in the project. In addition, personnel from both companies were involved.

'The agreement worked very well for five years, but then we decided to make a direct investment in India; we decided to build a forklift production plant near Hyderabad and market our products ourselves.'

Think global, act local?
'We have global offerings - we offer exactly the same products all over the world - as requirements in forklifts are the same everywhere. We treat the world as a homogenous market - we don’t need to adapt our forklifts to individual markets. Companies that do this talk, informally, about glocalization.

'AFL is now a global brand - our products are enjoyed in 120 countries all over the world.'
29.1 Complete the emails from a Hong Kong manufacturer of air conditioners called Sophaircon with correct forms of expressions from A and B opposite. (Use some expressions more than once.) Then put the emails into their probable chronological order.

a

From: john.wu@sophaircon.hk
Subject: Our .........................................................
To: dirk.steinbosch@airdistrib.za

Dear Mr Steinbosch, I'm very sorry that our ......................... agreement has not been a success. Sales have been falling, with quality of what we manufacture together in South Africa a big issue, as you know ...Grace

b

From: john.wu@sophaircon.hk
Subject: ........................................................ of air conditioners
To: inquiries@johannesburgchamberofcommerce.za

Dear Sirs, Sophaircon are manufacturers of environmentally friendly air conditioners with customers in over 80 countries around the world. We are now looking to sell our products for the first time in Africa. We would like to market our air conditioners in South Africa and neighbouring countries through exclusive .................................., each with their own sales territory ...

c

Subject: ........................................................ for air conditioners
From: liu.wen@sophaircon.hk
To: dirk.steinbosch@airdistrib.za

Dear Mr Steinbosch, It was very nice meeting you in Johannesburg on Tuesday. Thanks again for a very productive discussion! We would like now to draw up a ........................................ between Sophaircon and Airdistrib so that your company can make our machinery ........................................ at your plant in Port Elizabeth. If this arrangement is successful, we would consider moving on in a few years to a full ........................................ agreement between our two companies.

d

From: john.wu@sophaircon.hk
Subject: Visit by our ................................................
To: dirk.steinbosch@airdistrib.za

Dear Mr Steinbosch, It was very nice meeting you in Johannesburg on Tuesday. Thanks again for a very productive discussion! We would like now to draw up a ........................................ between Sophaircon and Airdistrib so that your company can make our machinery ........................................ at your plant in Port Elizabeth. If this arrangement is successful, we would consider moving on in a few years to a full ........................................ agreement between our two companies.

29.2 Look at C opposite. Does each of the companies (1–3) below a) have a standard global offering, or b) adapt its products to specific markets?

1 a car company that offers different interiors for northern Europe, where customers prefer a more ‘cosy’ feel
2 a soft drinks company that makes its products sweeter for some markets
3 a do-it-yourself store chain that sells the same product range in stores on five continents

Describe one of the main exporters in your country, where they export to, what they export, etc.
Supply chain management

Manufacturing

Here are some frequent combinations with ‘manufacturing’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturing</th>
<th>sector</th>
<th>the sector that makes things, rather than other sectors of the economy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>plant</td>
<td>a factory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jobs</td>
<td>work making things, rather than in other sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>productivity</td>
<td>the amount produced by each worker, or group of workers – their output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>capacity</td>
<td>the amount that can be made at a particular plant, or at plants as a whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>operations</td>
<td>activities related to making things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>process</td>
<td>all the stages involved in making something</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Manufacturing plant sounds more modern than factory or works. Fab plant is used to talk about one where hi-tech manufacturing of silicon chips – the main components of computers – takes place. An assembly plant is one where products such as cars are put together on assembly lines.

A new plant is built and production is ramped up – progressively increased. Perhaps the plant will operate at full capacity – produce as much as it is able to – or below capacity. A plant that is not operating at all is idle.

Manufacturing operations depend on networks of suppliers of raw materials, components, etc. that have to be ordered and delivered at the right time. These suppliers make up the supply chain, and organizing and managing it efficiently is supply chain management (see Unit 31).

Vertical integration

When Ford started making cars, it raised its own sheep to provide wool for the seat covers! This is an example of vertical integration – when a company produces everything internally that it needs, owning all the stages of the supply chain itself.

Many organizations outsource some of their requirements and buy them in from outside (see Unit 32). The buying-in process is known formally as procurement.

In advanced manufacturing, suppliers are integrated into a manufacturer’s information systems. They often deliver required parts just-in-time, eliminating the need for warehousing – handling and storage in expensive warehouses. Managers from the manufacturer often supervise the supplier’s own production lines. This leads to clusters – groups – of suppliers located very near the manufacturer, their main or only customer. Plants such as these that provide components to only one nearby manufacturer are captive plants.

Retailing

Services such as retail that involve the movement of physical goods also depend, of course, on managing the supply chain efficiently. The efficient transport or distribution of goods, and their storage, especially in automated warehouses managed by sophisticated computer programs, is known as logistics (see Unit 31).
30.1 Match the two parts of these sentences containing expressions from A opposite.

1. The perfume bottle manufacturing is led by our Chief Operating Officer.
2. Our improved financial results are due to better manufacturing productivity.
3. The state has lost about 1,700 manufacturing jobs during the year, continuing a decade-long decline.
4. Many Hong Kong manufacturers have adopted advanced technology and machinery in the manufacturing sector, electronics has become a major export activity.
5. In the manufacturing plant is the only one that the French glass manufacturing giant operates in North America.
6. The company has twice as much capacity as is needed; the plant has 900,000 square feet of unused space.
7. With 2017 revenue of $2.8 billion, the company has manufacturing operations on five continents, and its products are sold in more than 50 countries.
8. The process to improve efficiency and product quality.

30.2 Complete the article with these expressions from A and B opposite. Use one expression twice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>captive plants</th>
<th>integrated</th>
<th>just-in-time</th>
<th>process</th>
<th>suppliers</th>
<th>warehouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

When Western businesspeople first went to Japan, they discovered the interlocking relationships between companies and their (1) ____________, often funded or owned by a common umbrella organization, the Keiretsu. These company partnerships were quite natural, and as the geniuses at Toyota carried out decades of warfare on waste in every part and (2) ____________ of their business, what could be more wasteful than supplies on (3) ____________ shelves for eventual use? Out of Japan came (4) ____________ supplies, nerve-racking for traditional Western factory managers. It is still exciting to see less than an hour’s supply of car seats stored in a Japanese auto plant, already stacked to match the colour of the cars that are on the production line.

Behind the handshake between need and supply was something more than (5) ____________ computer systems. When Japanese auto companies started manufacturing in Britain, they trained some local UK suppliers to their rigorous needs. But the vital components were made in new (6) ____________ built by their usual Japanese (7) ____________ close to the British plant.

30.3 Complete the table containing expressions from B and C opposite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Noun(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>retail</td>
<td>retailing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warehouse</td>
<td>warehousing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transport</td>
<td>transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distribute</td>
<td>outsourcing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Think of a manufacturer in your country and describe its probable supply chain.
Logistics

The Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP) in the US has defined logistics as ‘... that part of supply chain management (see Unit 30) that plans, implements, and controls the efficient, cost-effective forward and reverse flow and storage of goods, services and related information between the point of origin and the point of consumption in order to meet customers' requirements'.

Another definition by CSCMP is 'the management of inventory – stocks – at rest or in motion'. The inventory referred to here can be of raw materials or components:

- work-in-progress – for example, some cars are transported between quite distant plants for different parts of the manufacturing process
- finished goods

A manager who works in logistics, or an academic who studies the subject, is, formally, a logistician.

Word combinations with ‘logistical’

The related adjective is logistical, or much more rarely, logistic. Here are some frequent combinations with ‘logistical’: It’s interesting to note the negative nature of some of the most frequent words following ‘logistical’.

Reverse logistics

Reverse logistics ‘involves the flow of materials back to the distribution, production or supply stages where valuable outcomes result from their return’*.

Sustainable development requires manufacturers to be responsible for their products from cradle to grave – from their production to their disposal or recycling.

One initiative in this area is the European Union directive – set of rules – on waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE). The directive gives guidance on:

- Reuse involves using the product again without going through one of the steps below.
- Repair involves fixing or replacing broken or non-functioning parts or components for use by the original or another buyer.
- Refurbishment involves restoring the product back to the original specifications. Refurbished products often have reduced capabilities and limited additional service life.
- Remanufacturing aims to upgrade the product – improve its quality and performance, for example with additional functions and features.
- Recycling aims to salvage – save for future use – as much value as possible from retired – no longer used – products. This involves reusing parts and components from products that have been dismantled – taken apart – and by recovering materials.

31.1 Match these people and things (1–7) with expressions in A opposite. You can use more than one expression with four of the items.
1 finding the best way of getting goods to the supermarkets in a supermarket group
2 a university professor who lectures on supply chain management
3 the subject taught by the professor in 2 above
4 aircraft wings to be used in the construction of a plane
5 washing machines on a truck going out of the factory gate, rather than components being delivered to make them
6 the cotton to be used in making thread for clothes
7 books in a bookshop waiting to be sold

31.2 Match the two parts of these sentences containing expressions from B opposite.
1 At present internet sales of meat are restricted to Britain because of the logistical
2 There are a variety of logistical
3 Poor weather conditions, company mergers and booming grain export demand have combined to create a logistical
4 The plant's lack of a waterside location created logistical
5 Providing child care is a logistical

31.3 Look at C opposite. Then use the words below to complete the article.
dismantle disposal recycle refurbishment remanufacturing waste

XEROX EQUIPMENT RECOVERY AND PARTS REUSE/RECYCLING
Xerox was a pioneer in the (1) .................. ............................. of retired copying equipment into new products for sale to customers. As part of the company's (2)' .................. ............................. - free initiative', Xerox established a customer-product take-back process. The initiative included designing new products with (3) .................. ............................. in mind and creating a remanufacture and parts reuse production capability and marketing effort. Xerox understood that retired copying equipment presented opportunities for creating value and improving the total solution for customers and stakeholders. Taking back end-of-life equipment relieved the customer of the cost and effort of (4) .................. ............................. . Xerox received equipment that had been in use and could study the implications and impacts of earlier design and production decisions. It had 'evidence' that could help current designers create improved products and better solutions. Xerox designers also received the insights they needed to make their products easier to (5) .................. ............................. , refurbish and (6) .................. ............................. . Solutions to the end-of-life consideration have to be built in during front-end design and production. Xerox has become a master at thinking about the total solution.

Over to you
What are the main logistical nightmares of your organization or one you would like to work for?
Outsourcing and offshoring

A

Outsourcing

Outsourcing is when organizations pay subcontractors – outside suppliers – to do work that was previously carried out in-house (see, for example, the first three combinations below). These activities may be described as non-core – not a part of the organization’s core competences or competencies – the skills that allow it to maintain its competitive edge (see Unit 17). For example, Kodak considers that its core competence is electronic imaging and has kept this in-house; it subcontracts or farms out many other activities.

A key problem is identifying what is core and non-core. A company must undertake transaction cost analysis of each activity to see whether it would be cheaper to outsource and benefit from a supplier’s expertise – skills and knowledge – because it does not have this expertise and is unwilling or unable to develop it strategically. The company has to decide which capabilities – skills – are central to its particular corporate culture – the way it does things, how its employees think, etc.

Here are some frequent combinations with ‘outsourcing’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>business process</th>
<th>administrative tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>information technology (IT)</td>
<td>computer-based tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logistics</td>
<td>transport and warehousing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strategic</td>
<td>outsourcing that is important for the company’s long-term goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>offshore</td>
<td>offshoring (see below)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B

Business process outsourcing

Business process outsourcing (BPO) includes:

- **back office outsourcing** which involves business functions such as:
  a. purchasing – buying in materials, etc.
  b. payroll – payment of employees’ salaries
  c. billing or invoicing – preparing invoices and sending them to customers

- **front office outsourcing** which involves customer-facing services, such as:
  d. technical support – maintaining products bought by customers, training customers, etc.
  e. marketing

C

Offshoring

Outsourcing to companies abroad is **offshoring**. Financial institutions were among the first to offshore their back office operations, with call centres and IT services moving to countries such as India and the Philippines, part of the trend for businesses and economies to **globalize**. However, there is now a reaction. Some companies are bringing home operations that used to be done abroad in a process of **inshoring**. Similarly, **insourcing** is when organizations that had outsourced activities bring them back in-house.
32.1 Replace the underlined expressions with appropriate forms of expressions from A opposite.

1. 'These are something that really benefit our customers and our competitors can't easily imitate them.'
2. 'They are very reliable. They provide the services more cheaply than if we did them here – their level of knowledge and skills is greater than ours. Anyway, these are not strategically important activities for us.'
3. 'It has shown that it would be cheaper to manage our IT networks ourselves, rather than getting another organization to take care of them.'
4. 'Only we know how to make this paint, and this gives us a great advantage. But if our rivals steal our industrial secrets, we will lose it.'
5. 'The way we do things round here is based on advanced pharmaceutical research by the best minds in Europe.'

32.2 Which area of BPO (a–e) in B opposite is referred to in each of these situations (1–5)?

A company started outsourcing to different specialized firms and found that:
1. employees started to complain that overtime payments had been miscalculated.
2. its product brochures were much better and led to more sales.
3. the machines that it sold were better maintained.
4. customers complained that they were being bullied for payment.
5. the cost of its company cars had gone down.

32.3 Look at A and C opposite. Then read the article and say if the statements are true or false.

**Why have councils fallen out of love with outsourcing vital services?**

A Guardian investigation of the 36 strategic public-private partnerships (PPPs), where local government authorities outsource activities to commercial companies, has found that 13 of the contracts signed between 2000 and 2007 – which ranged from seven to 15 years and covered IT, back-office functions, property management and highways – have since gone back in-house, either at the end of contract or as a result of early terminations. That means that in more than a third (36%) of cases, councils found that delivering services in-house could save more than by outsourcing to commercial companies.

From the outset, Cumbria came face to face with the rigidity in its private contracts. The council committed to one of the first major public-private partnerships for highways and building management in 2001, and it outsourced a host of services from roadworks to IT in the subsequent years.

Instead of the cost-efficiencies hoped for, Cumbria's councillors say they tussled with contractors and lacked the bargaining power to keep prices down. They say that the private companies could name the price for any additional out-of-contract services that arose. When the contracts for highways and roadworks went up for renewal between 2011 and 2012, the Conservative council leader Eddie Martin fought off political pressure and brought all highways and road operations back in-house. "I was leading a very committed group of Conservatives and it was somewhat anathema to think about insourcing," says Martin. "The government says that outsourcing is everything, but while it might get you an initial cheaper price, that price simply doesn't last, you lose flexibility, and it causes a great deal of unrest." Now, Cumbria estimates it saves £1.8m each year on highway and road services. And when disaster strikes, like the recent floods, it says it can deploy staff in a heartbeat, as council staff don't need to negotiate on out-of-contract work.

1. Outsourcing always saves money for local government authorities.
2. About two-thirds of public-private partnership contracts have continued, according to the survey.
3. Cumbria only outsourced highway maintenance.
4. Cumbria managed to keep prices lower than they would have been in-house.
5. Some of the area's Conservative councillors continue to be in favour of outsourcing.
6. Apart from cost, flexibility and unrest among employees are given as reasons for bringing back services in-house.

**Is outsourcing an issue in your country? Why? / Why not? Give examples.**
Broadband internet

High-speed broadband access to the internet, making it easier to download text, pictures and video, etc. has now become well-established.

Higher bandwidth – connection speed – allows better use of some applications such as webcams, for two-way video communication, and video-conferencing, where people in two or more locations can see and talk to each other.

Internet TV has also emerged, with users able to watch television as it is streamed over the internet, and with video-on-demand (VOD) services such as the BBC’s iPlayer to watch programmes later.

Internet access is increasingly available on wireless LAN (local area network) systems, commonly known as Wi-Fi. To access the internet in this way, you have to be in a particular hotspot – a place such as a café, airport terminal, etc. equipped with the network.

Mobile internet

This relates to accessing the internet via mobile devices such as mobile phones, tablets and handhelds. In this area, a new category of computer has emerged: the netbook, a small, portable laptop computer with no moving parts, specifically designed to browse or surf the internet. The standard mobile communications technology for doing this is 3G or 4G.

Mobile devices increasingly come loaded – equipped – with different applications or apps – programs for different uses, for example email, a music player such as Apple’s iPod, etc. Another of these applications is SatNav – satellite navigation using GPS (Global Positioning System) – with mapping to see where you are and to navigate – plan and follow routes.

Moore’s law

As ever, Moore’s law is playing its part in bringing down the price of different devices. This is the principle that the computing power of a particular size of computer chip – the basic component of computers – will roughly double every 18 months. This means that the cost of a particular unit of computing power will continue to halve every 18 months for the foreseeable future. The law is named after Gordon Moore, co-founder of the chip company Intel, who made the prediction in 1965.
33.1 Use expressions from A and B opposite to complete these sentences.

1. Akimbo offers individual TV shows as well as .................................................... TV 'channels' like the Anime Network.
2. American Airlines replaced its network, including all its computers, and put in higher .................................................... to carry data, pictures and graphics.
3. Eleutian Technology is a company that uses Wyoming teachers to teach South Koreans how to speak English via ....................................................
4. Many day-care centers offer .................................................... Most of the cameras don't offer streaming video, but the quality is generally good enough to pick out individual children.
5. Microsoft has enabled the Xbox to .................................................... movies and television shows.
6. Streaming video differs from .................................................... in that it’s not downloaded to a computer. Rather, it streams, playing only once on a computer, while downloads are generally accessible more than once.
7. The New York Giants set up a .................................................... broadband network for fans who want to access the internet on their laptops or mobile devices during the game.

33.2 Read this advertisement and answer the questions using expressions from A and B opposite.

[Image of advertisement]

It's not just a mobile phone – it's in a class of its own: it's a communications device, a music player and an internet browser. The Optimum 3000 has the latest 3G mobile technology and the best wireless technology. Its many other features include GPS and games that you can buy and download from the Optimum site.

1. Which technology does it use to make calls and access the internet?
2. Which technology does it use in hotspots?
3. Where can you buy new applications for it?
4. What do you use to avoid getting lost?
5. What do you use to find and access different websites?

33.3 Use Moore's Law in C opposite to do the following calculation. In 1987, the cost for a particular size of computer memory chip was US$12,500. What was the cost for the same unit in 2017? Choose from these options (a–c).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$10</td>
<td>10 cents</td>
<td>1 cents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

33.4 Over to you

- What kind of device do you usually use to access the internet?
- What sort of services do you typically access – for example, football-action video replays, internet shopping, weather forecasts?
Online communication

Web 2.0
The internet is evolving. Many internet companies went out of business when the dotcom bubble burst in 2000–1.

What has emerged is Web 2.0. ‘Web 2.0 is the business revolution in the computer industry caused by the move to the internet as a platform, and an attempt to understand the rules for success on that new platform.’ It emphasizes:

- **communication**
- **information sharing**
- **interoperability** – the ability of different computers and computer systems to work together
- **collaboration** – users working together, for example on wikis – websites that anyone can edit – contribute to and change; the most famous wiki is the online encyclopedia Wikipedia

Keeping in touch

**Instant messaging** allows internet users to send short messages to each other that are received immediately.

**Social networking sites** allow users to post – make available – details and pictures about themselves in their profiles, say who their friends are, etc.

Some are **external social networking sites** open to everyone. There are also **internal social networking sites** open only to particular groups, for example medical workers in a particular speciality, who exchange information and advice with each other in a **specialized forum**. Here, users may be **vetted** – checked – to see if they are properly qualified.

**Video-sharing sites** such as YouTube have created another **online community** – internet users seen as a group. Users upload videos they have made to the site for all to view. (When users upload material copied from elsewhere, there are problems – see Unit 38.)

Other online communities make up the **blogosphere** and include:

- **blogs** – online diaries written by **bloggers**, with readers able to react and comment
- **vlogs** – online video diaries written by **vloggers**
- **chat rooms** – users conversing with each other in written form to **socialize**
- **forums** – where people discuss a particular subject

Website attractiveness

Websites are judged by their **attractiveness** – how nice they are to look at – and their **user-friendliness** – how easy they are to use. By their nature, some applications are more **interactive** than others, requiring more activity on the part of the user.

Many websites are free to use and they **generate revenue** – make money – with advertising. Advertisers, like site owners, want to know how many **hits** they are getting – how often the site is **visited** – or in other words, the amount of traffic they have, as well as the number of **unique users** – different **visitors** to the site. There is also the number of **page views** – the total number of times that people look at the site’s pages. Another factor is whether a site is **sticky** – whether users stay on the site for some time. The related noun is **stickiness**.

There are specialized **internet ratings agencies** that measure user numbers, stickiness, etc. One task of **website management companies** is to ensure that when people enter particular words in a **search engine** like Google, a site is near the top of the **rankings** – the list of sites that appear first.

Website developers are always looking for the next **killer app** – the next very popular and **profitable** application.

* Tim O'Reilly’s definition of a term first used by Dale Dougherty and Craig Cline.
Complete the sentences, using appropriate forms of expressions from A and B opposite.

1. I'm an IT manager and when we buy a new internet application, I want to be sure that it will work with the applications that we already have. What I want is...

2. As a recruiter for IBM, I check different ............... to see if anyone applying for a job with us has ............... his or her ............... there. You can see them doing stupid things sometimes!

3. I follow politics closely, and it's good to see politicians in embarrassing situations, so I use ............... quite a lot. Some of the videos that are............... are very funny.

4. I'm a doctor, and I'm treating someone with a rare tropical disease, so I joined an ............... to find out more about it from colleagues. It's good to feel part of an ............... but at the same time to know that the other users are properly

5. I run a website that anyone can access and change - it's a ............... and it's great for ............... with other people.

6. I'm a big fan of Web 2.0. Instant ............... and social ............... are great for ............... - people can keep in touch with each other so easily.

Complete the table with words from C opposite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Noun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>attractive</td>
<td>interactivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user-friendly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sticky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Replace the underlined expressions in this dialogue between two company managers with appropriate forms of expressions from C opposite and the table in 34.2 above, using any necessary verbs.

Amar: People say that our website isn't very attractive.
Britt: I know. We must do something about it. The number of (1) different visitors is relatively high, but (2) overall number of visits to the site is very low, and so is the number of (3) pages visited.
Amar: Another problem is that the site is not (4) one where visitors stay a long time.
Britt: Yes, and people say it's not very (5) easy to use.
Amar: Yes, and we must find ways of (6) making more profit from it.
Britt: Yes, we must find ways of making sure that we come near the top of the (7) list when people search on the internet for the names of the types of products that we sell.
Amar: Yes, time to change the (8) firm that takes care of our website, I think.
Britt: Right!

Over to you

Is it fair that a lot of recruiters look at social networking sites to check the information that candidates have posted about themselves? Why? / Why not?
Knowledge creation

Ikuiro Nonaka and Hirotaka Takeuchi suggest a model of knowledge creation — the way that knowledge in a company is built up. They see this as a process that is continually growing and developing. To understand and manage it effectively, they suggest the SECI model. They see this as a repeated process that will build up an organization’s knowledge over time.

These steps are to be found in a learning organization, one that is able to produce innovation — new ideas and products (see Unit 20). Knowledge is a company’s intellectual capital.

a. Socialization: spreading tacit — unspoken — knowledge by sharing experience in working on something.

b. Externalization: developing concepts, often with analogies — when one idea is used to increase understanding of another — that allow them to be communicated.

d. Internalization: through learning by doing and hands-on experience, the knowledge becomes part of the individual’s knowledge base — what they know — and thus becomes an asset — something valuable — for the organization.

c. Combination: sorting, adding and combining ideas to ‘make’ new knowledge.

Intranets

One way of making knowledge available to everyone in a company is through a company or corporate intranet — a website specifically for a company’s employees. For example, in project development, they can look at how past projects were organized, how much they cost, etc. They can see new ideas that were proposed but that were never taken up. Employees can tap into a vast amount of information. There can be chat rooms and forums (see Unit 34) for discussion of ideas and the spreading of knowledge.

A possible problem is managing this knowledge and making it available in usable ways. The information has to be well-organized, otherwise there is a danger that people will be overwhelmed by information overload. There has to be metadata — information about where the content is to be found.

Global communities

Rob McEwen is the CEO of Goldcorp Inc, a gold mining company:

‘We completely changed our approach to knowledge. We were having trouble finding gold in a particular place, so we made all the information we had accessible on a collaborative site on the internet. Until then, a lot of this information had been proprietary — we owned it and didn’t share it.

‘This is mass collaboration, collective intelligence, crowd intelligence or crowdsourcing, call it what you will; anyone who wants to can collaborate on an online project. We gave prize money for successful suggestions about where to find gold, but there are cases, such as the online encyclopaedia Wikipedia, where networks of people do this for enjoyment, recognition by others, or opportunities to socialize with others. They may be referred to as prosumers — contributors to the “products” that result.’
35.1 Match the expressions (1–4) with the stages (a–d) in A opposite.

1. A manager compared the flow of components through the production process in terms of a river.
2. A production worker showed a new employee how to do a particular part of the production process.
3. An employee found some useful data on the internet and combined it with data from within the company in order to solve a problem.
4. Employees worked together to apply new knowledge on production techniques to their own production line.

35.2 Match the two parts of the sentences containing expressions from A and B opposite.

1. I feel that this experience really helped build my knowledge.  
   - a capital are the most important assets of the modern corporation.
2. Alavi and Tiwana* define knowledge.  
   - b intranet, where companies post important documents, or special skills of certain employees.
3. People and intellectual  
   - c into the expertise of local people and allows local and county governments to share data.
4. A-Space will operate like a corporate  
   - d creation as the 'development of “new” organizational know-how and capability.'
5. People who feel overwhelmed by information  
   - e base for the engineering task ahead of me.
6. The County Intelligence Initiative taps  
   - f overload will believe the research showing that worldwide information production is increasing at an average rate of 30 per cent each year.


35.3 Look at C opposite. Read the article and answer the questions.

The World Community Grid (WCG) is a virtual supercomputer, created by millions of home computers worldwide. It is tackling problems from childhood brain cancer to AIDS, water purification to more efficient solar power. Now, the grid is helping to find a cure for Ebola. And anyone can take part by signing up and creating an account for their PC or mobile phone, choosing projects and downloading the relevant software.

Stanley Litow, president of the IBM International Foundation, was part of the team who came up with the WCG concept 10 years ago. "When it was launched at IBM, it was very new technology. Even now, when people donate power on their computer, they’re surprised it’s possible. The technology only works if there are massive numbers of people involved. There are now more than three million devices involved, and 700,000 people donating processing power."

Whenever a computer is dormant, it will start running research. This means that scientists searching for cures, who are faced with millions of compounds – one of which may be the key to disabling a disease – can accelerate their research. It would take years to examine each compound in a laboratory. Computer modelling accelerates this process by identifying the most likely compounds for lab testing. This either requires access to a supercomputer – which can cost a million pounds, a sum that’s inconceivable to underfunded research teams – or they can partner with the World Community Grid virtual supercomputer.

1. In which general areas does WCG undertake research?
2. What form does crowdsourcing take?
3. What must they do to contribute to the project?
4. How might people collaborating in the project become prosumers in relation to solar technology?

Over to you

How is knowledge shared in your organization, company or school?
Attack and defence
Melissa Vorster is a consultant on internet security:
‘I work with companies to try to prevent hackers from infiltrating – illegally penetrating – the companies’ computer systems in order to steal or destroy the information on them. Hackers may write programs designed to overload an organization’s system with requests for information so that users cannot access it. This is a denial of service attack, and it causes huge inconvenience for customers and lost business for companies.

‘Another problem is viruses. A virus is a small program designed to make computers malfunction, despite the firewalls and anti-virus programs that we install as the technical defences to prevent computers being infected. Computers may also be hijacked – used to send viruses on to other computers. Viruses designed to do this are Trojan horses. These are just some examples of malicious software or malware.”

Cybercrime
‘Cybercrime is criminal activity on the internet. Companies that sell goods and services over the internet need to reassure customers that their credit card details will not be stolen by cybercriminals. Confidential information is encrypted – coded – so that it cannot be read by others. Companies that sell on the internet will display the level of encryption that users of their site benefit from.

‘Internet bank accounts are protected by passwords. Phishing is when criminals try to obtain this information by sending emails that pretend to be from someone’s bank, telling them to reconfirm their security details – passwords, etc. – and allowing criminals access to the account. Or they may manage to put spyware on your computer that records passwords, etc. as you type them. This is identity theft.

‘You might get an email telling you that you have won a lottery or that someone’s uncle has died and left money that you can claim. These, of course, are scams.”

Privacy and confidentiality
‘When someone uses the internet, they leave an electronic trail – a record of the sites they visit – and if they buy something, their personal details. This raises issues of privacy and confidentiality. Who should have the right to access and analyze this information?

‘This is all part of the debate about the powers of surveillance – the powers to watch and examine the activities of private individuals – that law enforcement agencies, such as the police, should have. Critics say that the authorities should not snoop into people’s private lives; they say that there are big issues of civil liberties at stake. These are freedoms that ordinary people should have without being watched by Big Brother – a term from George Orwell’s novel 1984 describing a society that was under constant surveillance.’
36.1 Look at A and B opposite. Complete the article with these expressions.

| identity theft | infected | infiltrated | malware | scams | security |

**Cybercrime booming**

Computer security firm McAfee says that cybercriminals were "cashing in on consumer anxiety to profit from 'get rich quick' (1) " And another computer (2) group, Sophos, said it now found a new infected website every 4.5 seconds. Each of these websites could lead to the user having his or her computer (3) , with the risk of (4) said Sophos in its latest Security Threat Report.

Sophos said that there were now five times more infected emails being sent than at the beginning of the year. Sophos added that the US remained the biggest source of (5) websites (37 per cent) followed by China (27.9 per cent) and Russia (9.1 per cent). It further said that (6) - malicious software - was a growing problem for Apple Macintosh users.

36.2 Which expressions in B opposite are people talking about here? Use the clue in brackets to help you.

1 'They took my details and applied for a credit card in my name.' (specific crime)
2 'I change mine to each of the sites I use every couple of months.' (letters and/or numbers)
3 'I get these emails, supposedly from my bank, asking me to confirm my security details, but you can see they’re not really from the bank.' (specific crime)
4 'Some experts say that in this area we’re losing the battle against these guys.' (2 expressions: the activity, and the people involved in it)
5 'I trust the website because I know they use the most advanced technique to keep my details safe.' (method for doing this)
6 'The site asks me for my password and the name of my favourite film.' (information)
7 'It’s scary – it lets others know exactly what you’re typing.' (software)

36.3 Complete the sentences with expressions from C opposite.

1 Cisco, a maker of telecommunications equipment, sells technology used by (7) around the world in internet surveillance.
2 Much of what people do online - their search engine queries and the ads they click on - is logged by internet companies, generating intense criticism from groups that compare such activity to George Orwell’s (8) .
3 The human resources department should ensure (9) and (10) of employees' personal information under the Data Protection Act.
4 The Center for Democracy and Technology is a Washington policy center that tries to protect (11) in the digital age.
5 People think they have anonymity on the internet, but they don’t realize they leave an

6 The US 6th Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati ruled that federal prosecutors should get permission in the form of a search warrant before they (12) into someone’s email.

**Over to you**

Do you feel safe using internet banking? What can you do to minimize the risk?
The Uberisation process

Uber offers transport by car. Users enter details into the Uber smartphone app, and the nearest driver arrives to pick them up and drops them at their destination. Drivers provide their own cars.

Apps allow the same business model – way to make money – to be used for a particular activity all over the world, and this is sometimes referred to as Uberisation. For example, Deliveroo provides deliveries from restaurants with workers using their own motorcycles or bicycles. Companies like this, and the people working for them, rely heavily on mobile apps – specific software on smartphones.

Users pay the company directly and providers receive payment by smartphone, with the company taking its commission, a percentage of the price paid by the user. There are similar platforms for hairdressing, house cleaning, building work and so on.

People driving for Uber or making deliveries for Deliveroo are said to be participating in what is informally known as the gig economy – part of the wider picture of increasing use of self-employed contractors, rather than permanent employees, for many tasks.

Disruption

Some say that working for companies like Uber gives them flexibility to arrange the hours they work as they wish. Others think that the companies are avoiding employment laws, for example on the minimum wage, and that their workers should have the benefits of employees, such as sick pay and holiday pay. They say that there should be more regulation.

This is one of the outcomes of the disruption of traditional industries. Some commentators talk about the sharing economy, where people can 'share' their assets such as cars or houses. The internet has changed the relationship between providers and users, thanks to feedback from users and providers giving reviews of each other. Providers and users with 'bad behaviour' can be eliminated in this way.

Crowdfunding

One form of disruption is crowdfunding. Many new business ideas were traditionally funded – financed – by bank loans. Crowdfunding on the internet allows entrepreneurs – people who start new companies, or startups – to appeal directly to backers, who put money directly into projects that interest them. For example, Kickstarter is a site that invites people to invest in creative projects such as independent films or music. Some are equity-based, where backers have a stake in the business and get a share of any profits, and some are rewards-based, where backers get particular fixed rewards – benefits – decided in advance.
37.1 Use appropriate forms of words and expressions from A opposite to complete the sentences.

1. In the ____________________________ no one has a full-time job any more. They’ve got gigs – a bunch of different projects, consultancies, and part-time bits and pieces.
2. The website takes a ____________________________ of up to 25 per cent of the apartment’s rent.
3. “Free isn’t a viable ____________________________,” he said, noting that by charging sellers, the ratio of completed transactions jumped from 10 per cent to 50 per cent.
4. The ____________________________ is normally someone who has agreed to do a piece of work, but is to be left free to choose their own method of doing it.
5. Smartphones and ____________________________ have been around for several years, but they have really exploded in popularity these last few years.
6. Legal services, which so far have largely resisted technology, may be next in line for__________________________

37.2 Match these examples with words and expressions from B opposite.

1. You can make a fortune by renting out the parking space on the drive in front of your house.
2. The driver was a really friendly guy and he helped us with our luggage. (2 words)
3. There are rules and regulations on the number of days in the year you can let out your flat.
4. Local employment law specifies that no one should earn less than 29 pesos per hour.
5. It’s a great advantage being in a situation where I can work as much or as little as I want to.
6. In the UK, traditional bookshops are no longer the usual places to go to browse and buy books.
7. We get paid even if we’re off ill for a couple of days, and we get free seminars on how to increase our income.

37.3 Complete the article with words and expressions from C opposite. (Some occur more than once.)

Meet the crowdfunding consultants: ‘We live or die by success’

Growing number of small businesses turning to independent experts to create crowdfunding campaigns

Last year, Iris Anson was looking at ways to get funding to grow her shoe manufacturer, Solely Original. “To me it was all very new,” she says. “I was looking at lots of different ways, including (1) ____________________________.” Obviously a (2) ____________________________ was out of the question because we’re just too young.” After attending a workshop on alternative funding, Anson enlisted the help of adviser Paul Grant, who guided her through the process of raising £70,000 on a Crowdcube campaign in December.

(3) ____________________________ is an increasingly common route for startups and small businesses to raise capital. They can opt for equity crowdfunding (Crowdcube’s model) where (4) ____________________________ make capital investment in exchange for a (5) ____________________________ in the business. The other main (6) ____________________________ model, used by Kickstarter and Crowdfunder, is (7) ____________________________ where (8) ____________________________ are offered a range of (9) ____________________________ determined by how much they invest.

Crowdcube alone has raised more than £211m for organizations through its platform since it launched. And Anson is just one of a growing number of small business owners using the services of an independent crowdfunding expert to make sure their campaign is a success. “Crowdfunding consultancy has a number of different aspects to it,” says Tim Wright, who runs crowdfunding management consultancy Twintangibles. The consultancy runs workshops for small businesses that provide an introduction to (10) ____________________________ and “the practicalities of building and executing a campaign”.

Over to you

Think of a business idea that would be ideal for crowdfunding, and prepare a presentation about it that would attract potential backers.
Intellectual property

A

**Downloading**

Joe Reggiano is a music industry executive:

‘Sales of CDs have decreased dramatically. People can download music from online music stores such as iTunes for very reasonable amounts. We license the stores to do this. We even organize downloads of concerts just after they have happened. So the whole business model in our industry is changing. This is the new way to generate revenue – make money – with our content, in other words our music, pay royalties to its creators – the performers – and make a profit and stay in business.

‘Of course, illegal downloading and file sharing, when people make copies for their friends on peer-to-peer (P2P) sites, is still going on. But we think that legal downloading is a better alternative for consumers.’

B

**Copyright infringement**

Julia Kaprisky is a film industry executive:

‘We have problems with films appearing on the internet even before their release – before they come out in cinemas. And when they do come out, there are people who pirate our films by using cameras in cinemas. This piracy is infringing our copyright. Content providers like film companies face a big challenge through copyright theft such as this. Our assets – our films – are our intellectual property. The companies can only be profitable if these assets are copyrighted and protected.

‘Everything on the internet is in digitized form – the language of computers and the internet. People can make perfect copies of music or films without any loss of quality. We have technical means of encryption so that records and films cannot be copied. We also use a system of electronic or digital watermarks – technical means to identify the source of all material. But of course, there will always be people who find ways of breaking this encryption; our defences will have to become more and more technically advanced.’

C

**Digital rights management**

Julia Kaprisky continues:

‘There is a lot of discussion about digital rights management (DRM). Some people say that films and music should not be copy-protected, but we argue that films need to make money and be profitable if we are going to be able to pay film makers, actors, etc. and to invest in new films.

‘We want a system of digital rights management to make sure that people pay for the films that they watch. We want total copyright protection for all our products whereby we receive payment for all use of our property. We want to fight any idea that a record or film can be “free”.’
38.1 Complete the table with words from A, B and C opposite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Noun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>copyright</td>
<td>download</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encrypt</td>
<td>infringement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pirate</td>
<td>protect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

38.2 Now match the nouns in 38.1 above with these definitions.

This is when:
1. legal means are used to prevent a film or recording from being copied (2 words)
2. technical means are used to prevent a film or recording from being copied
3. a rule or law is broken
4. a film or a recording is obtained from a website
5. a film or recording is copied illegally

38.3 Complete the extracts with appropriate forms of these expressions from A, B and C opposite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>content</th>
<th>copyright (x 3)</th>
<th>digital rights</th>
<th>download (x 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>file-sharing</td>
<td>license</td>
<td>peer-to-peer</td>
<td>piracy (x 2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. When readers .................................. articles, they should not by afflicted with what the free software movement and .................................. campaigners call “digital restrictions management” (and what its proponents call “ .................................. management”). And the reader should not be required to accept any form of end-user .................................. agreement about what she is or isn’t allowed to do with the articles she .................................. . That should be governed by .................................. law alone.

2. The UK’s major internet services providers are this week sending “educational letters” to customers who have been using their connection to access films, TV shows and music illegally, as part of a government campaign to crack down on .................................. . The ISPs won’t monitor customers’ activities themselves, but will instead rely on data from anti- .................................. firm MarkMonitor. The system will only apply to .................................. , so any customers exclusively using illegal streaming services won’t be targeted. This is part of a campaign acting for .................................. owners who think their .................................. has been shared without their permission.

Over to you

Do you think it’s acceptable to download music and films from file-sharing sites on the internet? Why? / Why not?
### Finance

Please study the input and exercises in the units in this *Company Finance* section (Units 39–46) in the order given, as each unit relies on knowledge of previous units.

**Finance** is the way money is made, lent, used, etc. To describe the **financial** situation of a government, organization or person, you talk about their **finances**. The way that something is paid for is the way that it will be **financed** – its **financing**. A **financier** is someone who works in finance at a high level, providing money for particular companies, projects, etc.

**Financial reporting** is the information that a company gives about its finances. **Financial performance** is how well, or badly, a company is doing from a financial point of view.

### Financial reporting

Maria Malone is the **chief finance officer (CFO)** of a large international media company, based in the UK, with activities in television and publishing. She’s talking to new trainees in the **finance department**:

‘As with all companies, investors and analysts want to know how the company is being run and how their money is being used. Each year we produce an **annual report** with three key sets of figures:

- profit and loss (P&L) account
- balance sheet
- cashflow statement

‘These are the three key **financial statements** in financial reporting. They give the basic information about our **financial results** (see Units 40–42).’

### The financial year

‘Our **financial year** ends on 31 March, although other companies choose other dates. Soon after this, we publish preliminary results or prelims. The full report and accounts are published a few months later. As a UK company, we also publish interim results or interims after the first six months of our financial year.’

### Shareholders, bondholders and lenders

‘We use shareholders’ money from the **shares** that we **issue** to operate and invest in the business. Some of the profit we make is normally paid out to them, usually in the form of dividends in relation to the number of shares that they each hold. Our shares are **traded** – bought and sold – on the London **stock market**.

‘We borrow money in the form of **bonds**. We pay percentage interest on those bonds and then later repay the principal – the amount of money originally lent to us. Our bonds are traded on bond **markets**.

‘We also **borrow** money from banks in the form of **loans**, and we pay interest on this **lending**. Of course, our shareholders, bondholders and lenders all take a keen interest in our accounts!

‘The results we publish can affect **share prices**; good results cause prices to rise if the market believes the company is **undervalued**. However, poor results often cause a drop in share price, as investors feel the company is **overvalued**.’

---

*Note: US companies publish their results every quarter – every three months.*
39.1 Complete these sentences with appropriate forms of expressions from A opposite.
1. The separation between shareholders and managers allowed for firms to be __________ without further involving the __________ in the running of the corporation.
2. The firm helped companies that could not obtain __________ from conventional banking sources.
3. The company is in a terrible state – its __________ are in crisis and production is falling.

39.2 Complete the crossword with the correct form of words from A, B, C and D opposite.

Across
3 and 7 down one of the three key financial statements (6, 3, 4, 7)
6 what you get for lending money (8)
8 what you normally get if you own shares (9)
10 another of the three key financial statements: __________ statement (8)
12 Final information about a company's performance is found in the __________ report and accounts. (4)
14 the third of the key financial statements (7, 5)
15 information about the first part of the year (7, 7)

Down
1 the executive in charge of money: chief __________ (7, 7)
2 If you think a company's shares are cheaper than they should be, they are __________. (11)
3 results that are not final (7)
4 the adjective from finance (9)
5 the owner of bonds (10)
7 see 3 across
9 abbreviation for 1 down (3)
11 people and institutions that lend money (7)
13 money borrowed from a bank is a __________ (4)

Over to you
- Why do companies spend money on making their annual reports look attractive?
  Who are they intended for?
- Why might a company see its annual report as a marketing tool?
Accruals accounting
Maria Malone (see Unit 39) continues:
'The accruals principle or accruals method means that events in a particular reporting period, for example sales of goods or purchases of supplies, are recorded in that period, rather than when money is actually received or paid out, which may happen in a later period.'

Profit and loss
'The profit and loss (P&L) account records the profit – the money we make – or the loss – the money we lose – during a particular reporting period, using the accruals principle.

In our case, our accounts show sales from books, magazines, television advertising, etc. during the period. Then we show the cost of goods sold (COGS), for example labour costs – cost of employees’ salaries – and the cost of materials.

'Then we take away general expenses – the costs related to making these sales such as salespeople’s salaries, rent for buildings, etc. There is also the cost of depreciation – this is not an actual sum of money paid out, but is shown in the accounts to allow for the way that equipment wears out and declines in value over time and will have to be replaced (see Unit 41). This leaves us with our operating profit.

'Then we subtract the interest payable on money we have borrowed in the form of bonds and bank loans. This gives: the profit on ordinary activities before tax or pre-tax profit.

'Sometimes there are exceptional items to report, for example the cost of closing a particular operation, but fortunately this does not happen very often.

'Of course, we pay tax on our profits and in the UK this is called corporation tax.'

Note
Sales are also referred to as turnover in BrE. The profit and loss account is called the income statement in the US.

Earnings
'From the profit after tax, we usually pay dividends to shareholders, and you can see the figure for dividends per share. However, when business is bad, we may not do this – we may pass, omit or skip the dividend.

Profit after tax is also referred to as earnings.

'Naturally, we don’t pay out all our profit in dividends. We keep retained earnings – some of the profit to invest in our future activities (see Unit 42).

'You can look at profitability in terms of earnings per share (EPS), even if some of these earnings are retained – kept by the company and not paid out in dividends.'
40.1 Match words from the box to make expressions in A, B and C opposite. The first one has been done for you as an example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>accruals</th>
<th>exceptional</th>
<th>interest</th>
<th>payable</th>
<th>profit</th>
<th>retained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>account</td>
<td>expenses</td>
<td>items</td>
<td>period</td>
<td>profit and loss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>earnings</td>
<td>general</td>
<td>operating</td>
<td>principle</td>
<td>reporting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

40.2 Now complete each sentence with the correct expression from 40.1 above.

1. Our ___________________________ runs from 1 April to 31 March.
2. The company’s ___________________________ before exceptional items has increased by 10 per cent this year.
3. We have decided to keep £250,000 from our profits as ___________________________ and not distribute this to the shareholders.
4. One of the ___________________________ in the profit and loss account this year related to the restructuring costs of our operations in Korea.
5. With the ___________________________, of course, postponing or bringing forward cash payments has no effect.
6. During the early months of the loan, the amount of ___________________________ each month on this type of loan is relatively high.
7. The ___________________________ eventually arrives at a figure for profit to shareholders, after the deduction of all expenses including debt interest and taxes.
8. The cost of new operations in Argentina caused ___________________________ to increase to £60.5 million from £51.9 million.

40.3 Are the statements containing expressions from B and C opposite true or false in the context of a company’s profit and loss account?

1. The cost of goods sold is the total cost related to selling something.
2. Selling and general expenses include the salaries of the salesforce.
3. Depreciation represents an actual amount of money paid out to suppliers of equipment.
4. Operating profit is the same as pre-tax profit.
5. If a company has a bank loan and/or has borrowed money in the form of bonds, it has to show interest payable in its accounts.
6. Exceptional items are paid out every year and relate to the normal operations of the business.
7. A figure for profit after tax relates to what is left after corporation tax has been paid.
8. If a company shows a figure for retained earnings from a particular period, it has paid out all the profit from the period to shareholders.
9. EPS and dividends per share are the same thing.

Over to you.

Describe the profit (or loss) of a company in the news recently.
Assets

A company's **balance sheet** gives a 'snapshot photo' of its assets and liabilities at the end of a particular period, usually the 12-month period of its financial year. But the snapshot could be taken on any day of the year.

An **asset** is something that has value or the power to earn money for a business. These include:

1. **current assets:**
   - cash at the bank
   - securities - investments in other companies
   - stocks of raw materials, unfinished goods, finished goods that are going to be sold, etc.
   - debtors - money owed to the company by customers, not including bad debts that will probably never be paid

2. **fixed, tangible or physical assets:**
   - equipment, machinery, buildings and land (see Unit 44)

3. **intangible assets:** for example goodwill - the value that the company thinks it has as a functioning organization with its existing customers - and in some cases brands (see Unit 28) because established brands have the power to earn money, and would have a value for any potential buyer of the company

**Items** are carried - shown - on the balance sheet at particular amounts. However, there are some things of value that are never shown on a balance sheet, for example the knowledge and skills of the company's employees.

**Depreciation**

Of course, some assets such as machinery and equipment lose their value over time because they wear out and become obsolete. Amounts relating to this are shown as **depreciation** or amortization in the accounts. For example, some computer equipment is depreciated or amortized over a very short period, perhaps as short as three years, and a charge for this is shown in the accounts. The value of the equipment is written down or reduced each year over that period and written off completely at the end.

**The amount that is shown as the value of an asset at a particular time is its book value. This may or may not be its market value** - the amount that it could be sold for at that time. For example, land or buildings may be worth more than shown in the accounts because they have increased in value. Equipment may be worth less than shown in the accounts because its value has not been depreciated by a realistic amount.
41.1 Complete the assets table for a UK company with expressions from A opposite, and the relevant figures, using the information below. (The other half of this balance sheet is in Unit 42.)

- Paradigm has goodwill – in the form of hundreds of satisfied customers – worth an estimated £30 million. This is its only intangible asset.
- It has investments of £12 million in other companies.
- It has raw materials, unfinished goods and finished goods together worth £7 million.
- It owns equipment and machinery with a book value of £18 million.
- It owns land with a book value of £62 million.
- The company has £22 million in its accounts at the bank.
- The company owns offices and factories with a book value of £188 million.
- Various people and organizations, including customers, owe £15 million.

(a) .............................................
(b) ............................................... 
(c) ................................................ 
(d) ................................................ 
(e) ................................................
(f) ............................................... 
(g) ................................................ 
(h) ................................................ 
(i) ................................................
(j) ................................................ 
(k) ................................................
(Total current assets) ............................................... 56
(Total fixed assets (book value)) .......................................... 268
(Total intangible assets) ............................................... 30
(TOTAL ASSETS) .......................................................... 354

41.2 Using the information in B opposite and in the table in 41.1 above, decide if these statements about Paradigm’s assets are true or false.

The figure for:
1 cash relates only to banknotes in the safe on the company’s premises
2 equipment and machinery is the price it was bought for, minus amounts for depreciations
3 stocks relates only to finished goods waiting to be sold
4 land and buildings is the exact amount they could definitely be sold for
5 goodwill is an estimated value that a buyer of the company might or might not agree to pay
6 debtors is a reasonable estimate of how much it will receive from them

Over to you

Think of a company that you’re interested in. What are some of its main assets? Which of them might be shown on its balance sheet?
Liabilities

A company's **liabilities** – everything it owes – are its debts to suppliers, lenders, bondholders, the tax authorities, etc.

1 **Current liabilities** are debts that have to be paid within a year, for example:
   - creditors – money owed to suppliers, etc.
   - overdrafts – when the company spends more money than it has in its bank accounts
   - interest payments that have to be paid in the short term
   - tax payable – money owed to the tax authorities

2 **Long-term liabilities** are debts that have to be paid further into the future, for example **long-term bank loans** and bonds.

Shareholders' equity

When you deduct a company's liabilities from its **assets** – everything it owns – you are left with **shareholders' equity, owners' equity or shareholders' funds**. (The last of these is used particularly in UK company accounts.)

In theory, this is what would be left for shareholders if the business stopped operating, paid all its debts, obtained everything that was owed to it, sold all the buildings and equipment that it owns, etc.

Shareholders' equity as shown in a company's accounts includes:

- the capital that shareholders have invested
- the profits that have not been paid out in **dividends** to shareholders over the years, but that have been kept by the company as **reserves** or **retained earnings** (see Unit 40).
42.1 This is the other half of the balance sheet in Unit 40. Complete the assets table with expressions from A opposite and the relevant figures, using the information below.

- Paradigm has a bank loan of £40 million to be repaid in five years.
- It has issued £200 million worth of shares.
- It has issued bonds for £60 million that it will have to repay in seven years.
- It has retained earnings of £21 million.
- It has to pay £7 million in interest on its bank borrowing and bonds.
- It owes £10 million in tax.
- It owes £12 million to suppliers and others.
- On one of its bank accounts, Paradigm has spent £4 million more than it had in the account.

---

42.2 Using the information in B opposite and in the table in 42.1 above, decide if these statements about Paradigm’s liabilities are true or false.

1. The item for creditors includes debts that will have to be paid relatively soon.
2. Overdrafts are a form of short-term loan.
3. In the coming year, Paradigm will have to pay more tax than it pays out in interest on its loans.
4. The figure of £12 million for creditors relates to money that it paid out to them in the previous period.
5. Shareholders’ equity of £200 million is the current value of Paradigm’s shares held by shareholders.
6. Retained earnings is the total of all the dividends that have been paid out to shareholders over the years.

When a company goes bankrupt, i.e. goes out of business, what are its usual liabilities?
Cashflow statement

Cash inflows and outflows
Remember that under the **accruals method** (see Unit 40), events in a particular **reporting period** are recorded in that period, rather than when the money is actually received or paid out, which may happen in a later period. And **depreciation** (see Units 40 and 41) represents reductions in the values of the firm's equipment, etc. although no actual cash leaves the company, of course.

However, the **cashflow statement** shows **cash inflows** and **outflows** – money actually coming into and going out of a company in a particular period.

A company can have **cashflow problems** even if it is profitable, for example if it is paying suppliers more quickly than it is being paid by customers. This is related to the **credit terms** that businesses have. In the UK, there is usually an agreed **credit period** of 30 days or more in which invoices must be paid. In some countries, this period is much longer.

Types of cashflow

**Net cashflow from operations** is the money **generated** by the sales of the company's goods or services, minus the money spent on supplies, staff salaries, etc. in the period.

**Net cashflow from investment activities** is the overall result of the following:
- inflows – loans repaid and loan interest paid by borrowers; money received from sales of securities in other companies; sales of land, buildings and equipment
- outflows – loans made to borrowers; purchases of securities in other companies; purchases of land, buildings and equipment

**Net cashflow from financing activities** is the result of the following:
- inflows – money received through issuing new shares and bonds in the company; money received through short-term borrowing
- outflows – money repaid in short-term borrowing; dividends paid to shareholders

Adding and subtracting the figures above, the company calculates its **net cash position** at the end of the year. Investors check the cashflow statement to see how the company has obtained and used cash – how much it has made from its operations, raised through new share issues, etc.
Use the information in A and B opposite plus the facts from the presentation below to complete the table about a fictional UK company called SBC.

Last year, SBC had a net cashflow from its operations of £10.1 million. It bought a new office building for £8 million and new equipment for £1 million. The company lent £1 million to one of its directors so that she could buy a new house. SBC paid £10 million to buy shares in Company A and obtained £6 million for shares that it sold in Company B. It received interest of £500,000 on a loan it had made to another director and sold its old office building for £5 million.

SBC obtained a bank loan for £500,000 that it will have to repay next year. It paid out £1 million in dividends to shareholders. It raised £1.25 million by issuing new bonds and £1.75 million by issuing new share capital. It also repaid a loan of £1.5 million that it obtained last year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating activities</th>
<th>Net cashflow from operations</th>
<th>10.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investment activities</td>
<td>purchases of securities</td>
<td>(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>money received from sales of shares in other companies</td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>loans made to borrowers</td>
<td>(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>loans repaid and loan interest paid by borrowers</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>purchases of land, buildings and equipment</td>
<td>(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sales of land, buildings and equipment</td>
<td>(d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net cashflow from Investment activities</td>
<td>(e)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financing activities</td>
<td>money received through short-term borrowing</td>
<td>(f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>money repaid in short-term borrowing</td>
<td>(g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>money received through issuing new shares in the company</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>money received through issuing new bonds in the company</td>
<td>(h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dividends paid to shareholders</td>
<td>(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net cashflow from financing activities</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NET CASH POSITION AT YEAR END**

What are typical credit terms in your country or other countries that you know?
Comparing performance

Profit and profitability

The profit made by a company in a particular period is also referred to as its earnings – profits after tax – or net income – money produced minus everything spent to produce it. There are different indicators of profitability – level of profit in relation to what is required to produce it. One measure is EBITDA – earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization (see Unit 41 for these last two items). Comparing the EBITDA of different companies is a good way of comparing their fundamental operating performance before other financial and tax considerations are taken into account. It may be used to see if a company is good at generating cash or cashflow (see Unit 43).

Investment ratios

Another way of comparing companies is by looking at investment ratios – the relationship of one key figure to another.

One important ratio is return on assets (ROA), where you look at a company’s profits for the year in relation to the value of its assets (see Unit 41) to see how well managers are using those resources. This is an indicator of how well the company is using its capacity – the maximum number of products it can produce in a particular period. Particular levels of ROA may indicate that a company is operating at full capacity or it may have spare capacity.

If a company uses relatively few resources compared to similar companies to generate a higher level of profits, you can say, slightly informally, that it is sweating its assets. But it may reach a point where it is not investing enough in new buildings, equipment, etc. There are limits to how far assets can be made to sweat!

And in companies that depend on knowledge workers for their success, physical assets are less important, so ROA is a less useful measure of performance here.

Return on equity

Return on equity (ROE) measures how well a company’s managers are using shareholders’ equity (see Unit 42) to invest in activities and resources that generate profit for shareholders. For example, if in a particular year profit before tax is £50,000 and the company has shareholders’ equity at that time of £500,000, it has ROE in that year of 10 per cent.

Like all ratios, this can be compared with figures from other companies in the same industry, or for the same company from year to year. One figure by itself doesn’t mean very much.

Leverage

To get a better return on equity, companies may borrow in the form of loans and/or bonds. The amount of a company’s borrowing and the interest it pays on this in relation to its share capital is its income leverage. This ratio can be expressed as a percentage; for example, a company that makes £80,000 in operating profit in a particular period and pays £20,000 in interest has leverage of 25 per cent. This can also be expressed in terms of interest cover – the number of times it could pay the interest out of its operating profit; in this case four times.

A company with a lot of borrowing in relation to its share capital is highly or heavily leveraged. You can also say that it is heavily indebted. A company that has difficulty in making payments on its debt is over-leveraged. A company that reduces the amount of debt that it has deleverages.

Note: Leverage is also called gearing, especially in BrE. Companies may be said to be highly geared.
44.1 Complete the extract with these expressions from A opposite. Use one of the expressions twice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>amortization and depreciation</th>
<th>cashflow</th>
<th>EBITDA</th>
<th>net income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Sequoia has received investor inquiries as to why our cashflow has been so much better than reported net income. This is partly accounted for by non-cash factors such as (1) amortization and depreciation. If we look at Sequoia’s (2) cashflow, our excellent (3) cashflow is more understandable. Our (4) EBITDA in the quarter was $93,000, but our (5) net income were $253,000 for the same period, or $160,000 higher.

44.2 Match the underlined words with the expressions in B and C opposite to which they refer.

1. They’re the most profitable assets at the market research firm AC Nielsen, rather than machinery, buildings, and so on, so this is not a very useful measure in judging its success.
2. British Rail was famous for using its trains and other equipment in the most intensive way possible – but the equipment broke down more often and wore out faster than it would otherwise. (2 expressions)
3. In manufacturing, a return on money invested by shareholders of 15 per cent would be quite a good figure.
4. Until recently in banking, a figure for profits in relation to the money available to a bank of 1 per cent was considered reasonable.
5. This money is what shareholders have invested over the years, plus any profits not distributed in the form of dividends and ROE is calculated to see how well it’s being used.

44.3 Match the two parts of these sentences containing expressions from D opposite.

1. These bonds are often issued by highly
2. For building firms that were heavily
3. We needed to reduce debt and de-
4. High-risk bonds perform better when the economy is booming, helping heavily
5. The company is massively over-
6. Many firms are too highly

- a leveraged, the slowdown was catastrophic – it’s a bad time to be a builder but a good time to buy a house.
- b leverage in order to survive.
- c geared, having borrowed to expand their businesses in the boom and now, with incomes falling, interest payments that are difficult to make.
- d leveraged and owes much more to lenders than its operations will ever bring in.
- e leveraged small companies to make scheduled payments of interest and principal.
- f indebted companies that then have trouble meeting interest payments.

Over to you

Is your organization (school, company, etc.) sweating its assets? Or does it have spare capacity? Give an overview of the situation.
Yield

Investors look at the yield of a company's shares - the dividend per share that it pays out in relation to the share price. For example, a company whose shares are worth €20 and that pays a dividend of €1 has a yield of 5 per cent.

Those investors interested in high dividend payouts look for income shares - shares that have high dividends in relation to their prices. Others look for growth shares, typically with lower yields, if they think the company's profits will grow over the coming years and that the shares will increase in value.

Price-earnings ratio

But companies do not pay out all their earnings in dividends each period. Not all earnings are distributed to shareholders; companies keep some as retained earnings (see Units 40 and 42).

Investors want to know how well their money is working for them and one way of doing this is to look at the earnings per share (EPS). This is calculated by dividing the after-tax profit by the number of shares outstanding - the number issued and in existence. For example, if a company has an after-tax profit of €1 million and has four million shares outstanding, it has EPS of 25 cents.

Investors can also use the earnings per share to work out the price-earnings ratio (PE ratio) - this is the share price divided by the earnings per share. A company with EPS of 25 cents and a current share price of €5 has a PE ratio of 20.

This ratio gives an idea of how expensive a share is in relation to the profit the company is making. If investors are willing to pay for shares with a higher-than-average PE ratio, it may be because they expect the company to have higher-than-average profits growth in the future and they are thus willing to pay more for these higher predicted earnings.

Maximizing shareholder value

Shareholders in a company obviously want to maximize their return on investment (ROI) or return. They increasingly look at how the company is managed in terms of shareholder value - the total amount the shares they hold are paying out in dividends - and the increase in the value of their shares during the time that they hold them.

If a company's shareholders could get the same or better ROI by putting their money on deposit in a bank, they will not be too pleased with the company's managers. So shareholders are watching senior managers' decisions increasingly closely. A company may say that it wants to maximize shareholder value, and use its assets and potential assets in the most profitable way. This implies key strategic decisions such as making the right acquisitions, and divestment (see Unit 19) of business units that do not make enough profit even if they are not actually loss-making.
45.1 Complete the crossword with the correct form of words from A, B and C opposite.

**Across**
2 see 12 across
6 The number of a company's shares in existence is the number _________ (11)
7 the share price divided by the profit ‘belonging’ to that share (2, 5)
8 A company may keep these for a rainy day. (8, 8)
10 Some profits are _________ to shareholders, some not. (11)
12 and 2 _________ what many investors want companies to do (8, 11, 5)
13 occasions when one company buys another, or the companies bought (12)
14 abbreviation relating to profit per share (3)
15 and 9 down _________ that a company makes hoping to become more profitable (9, 8)

**Down**
1 and 3 _________ companies' profitability in relation to what investors have put in (7, 2, 10)
4 If a company doesn't keep all the profit from a particular period, there's a _________ (8, 6)
5 describing shares that increase in value (6)
8 an abbreviation relating to what you get back (3)
11 describing shares that produce good dividends (6)

45.2 Complete the sentences with appropriate forms of expressions from C opposite.

1 The role of the Chief Financial Officer is to enable the best use of capital so as to

2 Consider the outsourcing of a large part of the manufacturing load and the consequent _________ of many plants.

3 Nokia made a _________ to concentrate on telecommunications and become a leading supplier of mobile telephone technology and networks.

4 Programs that provide childhood nutrition, education and agricultural know-how can pay big dividends — the _________ often exceed 20 per cent a year.

5 There is room for growth because there are many small companies available as _________ targets.

Over to you

It often makes sense to maximize shareholder value by divesting loss-making businesses and investing in other areas, but is this always easy to do? Why? / Why not?
Accounting standards

Audits and their transparency

Every company appoints auditors – specialist external accountants – who audit its accounts. The auditors approve the accounts if they think they give a true and fair view of the company's situation. If not, they specify the qualifications they have about the accounts. If auditors do this, it certainly gets investors worried!

Companies that give misleading – false – information in their accounts are said to cook the books. They may overstate or understate particular amounts – indicating that they are more or less than they really are. Companies that do this are guilty of fraud.

But auditors complain that there may be an expectation gap between what they are required by law to do and what clients and investors sometimes expect them to do; auditors say that they should not be expected to pick up every problem.

Following the scandal of Enron and other corporate collapses in the US, investors became increasingly worried about accounting irregularities or false accounting, and they are demanding that auditors should be more strictly regulated – the authorities should supervise them more closely.

Regulators – government agencies checking that the law is applied – are demanding more transparency; they say auditors should ensure that the company's accounts should give a clear picture of its true financial situation.

They are particularly concerned with:

- auditor rotation – the principle that companies should be obliged to change their auditors regularly
- conflict of interests – some say that a company's auditors should not be allowed to do its consultancy work, for example giving tax advice or doing management consultancy

International standards

In the UK, the way accounts are presented is governed by regulators such as the Financial Reporting Council (FRC).

In the US, they have the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), promoted by the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB).

People and institutions invest in companies worldwide. Therefore it is important for financial reporting to be in a form that means the same thing to people all over the world. This is why accountants worldwide are moving towards International Accounting Standards (IAS) – standards or rules that companies all over the world will, ideally, end up using.

These standards will eventually be accepted by bodies – organizations – such as the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) representing stock markets all over the world, including the all-important Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in the US. This acceptance will facilitate investment by allowing investors from every continent to understand and trust the accounts of companies, wherever they are based.

The SEC has come under attack for not using its regulatory powers – its right to control financial activities – to prevent the excesses that led to the banking crisis of the years 2007-9. Critics said that its oversight – control – of the financial services industry was not strict enough.
Complete the article with these expressions from A opposite. Use two of the expressions twice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>auditor rotation</th>
<th>auditors</th>
<th>collapsed</th>
<th>cooking the books</th>
<th>fraud</th>
<th>understated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>irregularities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

US audit regulator imposes record fine

A US audit regulator has fined Heath Berwick (HB) a record $9.5 million for unreliable audit reports. The claim centred around HB’s auditing of US agricultural products firm Mataymeats, which last year. Its financial reports were found to contain accounting financial statements – its accountants had been, with external auditors HB failing to spot the. Values of its land assets in Argentina had been over a long period, and costs relating to the Mataymeats wholesale operations were hugely. Investors in the bankrupt company are now suing Mataymeats’ directors for. A spokesman for HB said that the conduct described by the was “not part of HB’s culture” and “did not represent the professionalism for which HB is known throughout the auditing industry”. He added that those involved had since left the firm. HB audited Mataymeats throughout the company’s 40-year history. The case will no doubt intensify calls for obligatory. Relationships between businesses and their auditors often become too cosy, and a regular change of auditor would hopefully lead to more for investors.

Decide if these statements about the article in 46.1 are true, false, or if the information is not given.

1. The regulator fined Mataymeats.
2. Mataymeats is still in business.
3. The costs of wholesale operations were miscalculated by a large amount.
4. The regulator is suing Mataymeats for fraud.
5. The individual auditors involved are now working elsewhere.
6. The knowledge that auditors develop about their clients is always beneficial.

Look at B opposite and answer the questions using abbreviations. Which body or set of rules would be most involved with, or relate mainly to the following?

1. a company whose shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange and that is accused of accounting fraud
2. the way that something is presented in a UK company’s accounts
3. discussions between stock exchanges around the world on standardizing procedures
4. the way multinationals around the world account for profits from overseas subsidiaries
5. the way that something is presented in a US company’s accounts

Describe a case of false accounting that you remember. What happened to the people involved?
The business cycle

**Key indicators**

To assess the state of a country's economy, commentators look at **key indicators** such as:

a. **the jobs market** – how many people are **in employment** and how many are **out of work** or **unemployed**.

b. **disposable incomes** – what people have available to spend after buying essentials such as food, electricity, etc.

c. **retail sales / consumer spending** – how much people are spending in the shops. This is related to **consumer borrowing** – how much people have borrowed in loans, on their credit cards, etc.

d. **the property or housing market** – house prices, and the price and availability of **mortgages** – loans to buy property. **Interest rates** decided by a country's **central bank** – how much it costs to borrow money – are very important in this context.

e. **inflation** – how fast prices are rising.

f. **financial markets**, including the **stock market** for company shares.

g. **the trade balance** – how much the country is importing and exporting. If it exports more than it imports, it has a **trade surplus**; if it imports more than it exports, it has a **trade gap**.

h. **exchange rate** – the value of a country's **currency**.

i. **government spending** – the amount that the government is paying for everything that it provides. There is a **budget surplus** when a government takes in more in taxes than it spends; there is a **budget deficit** when a government takes in less in taxes than it spends.

**The business cycle**

**Economic growth** is when a country's economic activity increases. Typically, when the economy **recovers** from a **trough** – its lowest point – there is a period of **recovery** when growth starts to **pick up** – speed up. This is followed by a phase of **prosperity** when people and companies have money to spend and feel confident about the future. These two phases make up a period of **expansion**.

The economy then **peaks** or reaches its **peak** – highest point – and starts to **decline** – grow more slowly. The economy may even **shrink** in a period of **contraction** or **contract** in a **slowdown** – get smaller – before it **reaches a trough** or **bottoms out** and starts to grow again. This is the **economic** or **business cycle**.

**Boom and bust**

When the economy is **booming** – growing fast – commentators start to talk about the **risks** or **signs of overheating**, with key indicators getting out of control, and a loss of **economic stability**. They talk about the need for a **soft landing**, with the government aiming to bring economic activity back to more **sustainable levels** – ones that can be continued – without the economy going into **recession** – technically, a period of declining activity lasting two consecutive quarters (six months) or more.

A long period of **severe recession** is a **depression** or a **slump**. This whole process is referred to, slightly informally, as the **boom and bust cycle**.
47.1 Match these headlines (1–9) with the issues that they relate to (a–i) in A opposite.

1. Shares in biggest one-day rise for 10 years
2. Average house price now €300,000
3. Jobless at lowest for 12 years
4. CONSUMERS IN RUSH TO MALLS
5. Dollar falls to 15-year low against yen
6. Average pay rises 3 per cent – gas, electricity fall
7. TRADE GAP WIDENS BY RECORD €500 MILLION
8. Government borrowing rises to unprecedented levels
9. Consumers and firms hit by price jump shock

47.2 Use nouns from B opposite to complete the labels in this diagram.

47.3 Use correct forms of expressions from C opposite to complete these sentences.

1. Britain's economy ___________________________ for most of the 'Blair decade', growing by 3 or 4 per cent per year.
2. The Central Bank raised interest rates, a move aimed at reducing the risk of ___________________________ in an economy that is growing at more than 11 per cent per year.
3. The president said he is concerned but believes the market will find a ___________________________ without substantial government intervention, and will not go into a recession.
4. Government spending went well beyond sustainable levels during the boom and this threatened ___________________________.
5. The economy had a sudden reversal and experienced a severe ___________________________, following growth of 8 per cent the previous year.
6. In the gold industry, ___________________________ cycles last an average of ten years.

Over to you

At what point in the business cycle is your country right now? What is the state of some of the key indicators?
Bursting bubbles

Bubbles
A bubble is a period when demand for something – the number of people who want to buy it – grows too fast, leading to prices also rising too fast.

Here are some frequent combinations with 'bubble':

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>economic</th>
<th>financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>speculative</td>
<td>bubble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real estate</td>
<td>housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>property</td>
<td>mortgage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then the bubble bursts, with demand falling very fast. Prices crash, with buyers wanting to sell for whatever they can get, including those who had bought at the top of the market – when prices were highest.

The credit crunch
The credit crunch of 2007–9 was part of a wider banking crisis. US banks had lent too much money to mortgage borrowers who could not repay. These were called sub-prime or, informally, NINJA – no income, no job or assets – mortgages. The banks had repackaged and sold on these mortgages in the form of new securities – lending – to other financial institutions, who then lent money to yet others on the basis that they would get their money back from repayments of the original mortgages.

However, the buyers of these securities did not know that the mortgages were high-risk. When house buyers started to default on – stop repaying – their loans, the lenders were in trouble. These defaults meant that what banks thought were valuable securities were in fact toxic – worthless – assets.

Some commentators blamed light-touch regulation of banks; they said that the government regulators had not been strict enough. And they criticized ratings agencies – commercial organizations that publish risk levels for different securities, who had underestimated the risks.

Banks said that they wanted to deleverage – rely less on borrowed money. Some financial institutions were in danger of going out of business, and governments in some countries had to rescue them. Banks refused to lend to each other and to companies and individuals, causing problems in the real economy, with businesses and individuals unable to borrow money in the ways that they had been used to. This in turn led to a full-blown – total – economic crisis.

The real economy
Following the credit crunch, governments around the world were worried about deflation – a period of falling prices and falling demand, which would be very difficult to end. So they produced stimulus packages – actions designed to increase economy activity, for example by lowering taxes in order to give people more money to spend. They reduced interest rates to nearly zero, meaning that borrowing money was almost cost free. They started printing money – putting more money into the economy than really existed – in order to increase demand. But critics said that this last move could be dangerous because of the risk of galloping inflation – prices rising very fast – or even stagflation – inflation with no economic growth.
48.1 Match the two parts of these sentences containing expressions from A opposite.

1. During the real estate
   - a bubble because buyers listed incomes much higher than what they really earned.
2. One striking difference between the current crisis and recent financial
   - b bubble also represents a period of lost wealth, even for people who keep their homes.
3. Students and factory workers were putting much of their savings into stocks, threatening to create a speculative
   - c bubble burst, revenue was slashed and the government incurred a budget deficit of HK$32 billion.
4. The bursting of the housing
   - d bubble, as the nation tried to spend its way to recovery.
5. No-proof loans fed the mortgage
   - e bubble that could end in a damaging and politically explosive crash.
6. When Hong Kong’s property
   - f bubble, lenders and mortgage brokers sometimes encouraged homeowners to borrow more based on inflated home values.
7. Yubari continued building tourist sites even after the collapse of Japan’s economic
   - g bubbles is that this time it is the developing world that is best positioned to weather the current storm.

48.2 Look at the expressions in B opposite. What are these things examples of?

1. the Financial Services Authority, responsible for seeing that UK bank finances are healthy
2. Standard and Poor, an organization that judges how likely it is that loans will or will not be repaid
3. manufacturing, retail, etc. as opposed to financial services
4. when banks are left to decide for themselves which activities are too risky to get involved in, rather than being told what to do by the government
5. when banks and companies borrow less
6. when a housebuyer stops repaying their mortgage
7. debts that lenders discover are never going to be repaid, having previously believed that they would be
8. when many companies go out of business, unemployment rises to 10 or 20 per cent, and the government doesn’t really know what to do

48.3 Complete the table with words from A, B and C opposite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>crash</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default</td>
<td>deflate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deleveraging</td>
<td>regulate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rescue</td>
<td>stimulate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Over to you:**

How did the credit crunch of 2007-9 affect your country?
Corporate social responsibility

A

Ethics

Ethics (countable) are moral beliefs about what is right or wrong. Ethics (uncountable) is the study of this.

The related adjective is ethical. Here are some frequent combinations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ethical</th>
<th>behaviour</th>
<th>doing things that are morally right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lapse</td>
<td>temporary failure to act in the correct way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dilemma</td>
<td>a choice between two actions that might both be morally wrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>standard</td>
<td>a rule for moral behaviour in a particular area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stance</td>
<td>a stated opinion about the right thing to do in a particular situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>issue</td>
<td>an area where moral behaviour is important</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accountability and transparency

Individuals and organizations should be accountable – completely open about what they do and able to explain their actions. Dealings – business transactions – should be transparent – not hidden or secret – and explainable in a way that can be understood by outsiders. Companies may say that their managers and employees should act with integrity and, more formally, probity – complete honesty – and that they do not tolerate any form of professional misconduct. People expect the behaviour of organizations to be above board – completely open and honest.

Corporate social responsibility

Companies have long had codes of ethics and codes of conduct saying how their managers and employees should behave. Now they are looking at these issues in more systematic ways. They are designating executives to oversee the whole area of corporate social responsibility (CSR), which relates to the following areas, among others:

a employment and community: they want to pay attention to things that affect the well-being of everyone, not just their employees, in the areas where the company has its plants, offices and other activities.

b environmental protection: they want to conduct business in ways that protect the environment, for example to ensure that the company does not cause pollution of the air, rivers, etc. and does not endanger plant and animal life or contribute to climate change (see Units 50 and 51).

c winning new business: they want, for example, to get business without engaging in corruption, for example offering bribes – money given to someone so that they behave unethically.

Companies want to be seen as good corporate citizens, with activities that are beneficial not only for their stakeholders (see Unit 14) but for the community and society as a whole.
49.1 Match the two parts of these sentences containing expressions from A opposite.

1 'We are committed to the highest ethical stance, we are always looking to reduce the amount of paper we use.'
2 Is ethical
3 There were questionable ethical lapses came to light, including city managers hiring their relatives.
4 They tightened the city's ethics policy after a string of ethical dilemmas of whether to disclose to a buyer that the house might soon be demolished to make way for a new road.
5 'As a bank with a strong ethical standards and to promoting our medications only for approved uses,' the company spokesperson said.
6 He's dealing with the ethical issues, including whether he helped a company that hired his brother as a lobbyist.

49.2 Complete the sentences with expressions from B opposite.

1 His lawyers have argued that the transactions were completely above board, and approved by the other directors.
2 The code of professional conduct requires directors to act with integrity, and to accept that failure to comply carries the threat of fines.
3 It faces the most serious charges of yet brought against a big accountancy firm, with claims that it deliberately concealed evidence of fraud.
4 We are totally committed to the methods that we use, so it would be hard for us to hide the fact if we were not giving the correct numbers in our findings.
5 The city's officials ought to be held far more accountable than they are today for what they spend and how.

49.3 Match the ideas (1–5) in the article with the points (a–c) in C opposite.

---

**CSR: MORE THAN PUBLIC RELATIONS**

(1) Global greenhouse gas emissions continue to rise. (2) Disease wreaks havoc across entire continents. A host of seemingly intractable issues confront governments around the world, who are sometimes unable to effect positive changes. With the emergence of companies as some of the most powerful institutions for innovation and social change, more shareholders, regulators, customers, and corporate partners are increasingly interested in understanding the impact of these organizations' regular activities upon the community and its natural resources. With the world's largest 800 non-financial companies accounting for as much economic output as the world's poorest 144 countries, the importance of these organizations in addressing trade imbalances and income inequality is key.

In public opinion surveys, consumers admit they prefer to buy products and services from companies they feel are socially responsible (72 per cent) and that they sell the shares of companies that are not (27 per cent). Challenging the notion that companies' only responsibility is to make a profit, executives are increasingly seeking ways to combine economic gain with social well-being in ways that will produce more customer loyalty, better relationships with regulators, and many other advantages. CSR practices may, in fact, prove pivotal to the success of a company.

---

**Over to you**

Think of a particular ethical issue that concerns you. Write a letter to a company asking what its policy is on this issue.
Social reporting

In recent years, businesses have been increasingly aware of the importance of social and environmental issues for their reputation. There has been a trend towards commissioning social audits relating to their social performance – these audits evaluate the effect of their behaviour in relation to their employees and to society as a whole. A new dimension in this is companies' attitudes to the now urgent issue of climate change.

Social audits are part of social reporting – when a company regularly gives information about the social impact of its activities – and supporters say that it is as important as financial reporting. They say that it provides important information for all of a company's stakeholders. This is part of the wider picture of stakeholder theory – the idea that companies have responsibilities not only to employees, customers and shareholders, but to all members of society affected by their activities.

Critics say that a social audit may just be a public relations exercise, with no real benefits.

Word combinations with 'social'

Here are some frequent word combinations with 'social':

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>social</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>issues</td>
<td>areas of concern, such as unemployment, poverty, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>justice</td>
<td>the idea that people should be treated fairly and equitably</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>programmes</td>
<td>actions by a government to reduce poverty, unemployment, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>responsibility</td>
<td>when companies are concerned about the consequences of their activities on the community as a whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>welfare</td>
<td>when work conditions are good and people are happy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Labour standards

Companies are also increasingly aware of the importance of their suppliers' reputation. For example, a lot of clothing manufacturing is done by suppliers in developing countries. Companies in this industry are particularly open to criticisms about labour exploitation. Some employ sweatshop labour – underpaid people with terrible working conditions. Another aspect of this is lack of worker representation, for example in workplaces where trade unions (see Unit 5) are banned.

But many point to progress by leading companies in this area in improving labour standards – for example, ensuring that their suppliers are paying their workers fairly, that they have a good health and safety record, with low levels of illness and accidents, and so on. Companies and their suppliers also do not use child labour – they ensure that workers are above the legal minimum age. They know that, increasingly, they have to be seen to be socially responsible.

However, critics say that companies with lower profiles may not be observing these standards.
50.1 Complete these extracts with expressions from A opposite.

1 The management has to be aware of its wider responsibilities to the community, not just employees and shareholders, when presenting new proposals. This is sometimes called

2 There is a risk that companies in industries that are more renowned for polluting and exploiting than caring and sharing could adopt ................................................ and use it to highlight their more ethical activities, purely as a .........................................

3 The investment fund Jupiter says it will operate a ‘best in class’ approach, allowing investment in any UK company that has a good record of ................................................ within its peer group.

4 Auditors should also be required to report to a wider interest group than just the shareholders. These ................................................ could include bankers, customers and suppliers, potential shareholders, employees and even government departments.

5 A group of experts looking at how company law operates is already considering whether companies should be forced to publish annual ................................................, giving details of their social and environmental policies.

50.2 Complete these sentences with expressions from B opposite.

1 The Social Venture Network applies capital to enterprises that reduce poverty and advance social ................................................. (2 expressions)

2 Organizations have benefited by adopting strategic approaches to environmental and social .................................................

3 Different individual self-interests can have a negative effect on corporate profits and hence reduce overall social .................................................

4 The federal government is facing a harder time obtaining resources to fund social .................................................

5 Toyota is seen by many as the automaker most successful in creating an image of environmental sensitivity and social .................................................

50.3 Match these expressions from C opposite with the newspaper headlines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a worker representation</th>
<th>c health and safety record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b child labour</td>
<td>d sweatshop labour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 **Underage children found working in clothing factory**

2 **PLANT’S UNION REPRESENTATIVES SACKED**

3 **Workers get 25 US cents an hour for 12-hour day in grim conditions**

4 **Factory accidents ‘30 per cent above national average’**

Find out about social responsibility issues in a company that you are interested in.
Green issues

A  Environmental damage

For over 40 years, governments in many developed countries have imposed stringent - strict - environmental regulation to combat environmental pollution - damage to the land, sea, etc. caused by industry. For example, companies should not pollute the air with toxic emissions from chimneys or with effluent - toxic liquids that they discharge into rivers or the sea. They should dispose of waste in acceptable ways.

Critics who say that manufacturing is often moved to countries with less strict regulations complain that pollution is being exported.

Nuclear power plants are required to monitor levels of radioactivity - a form of energy that can harm humans, animals, etc. - but critics say that even minimum levels of radioactivity are unacceptable. And some pollutants are carcinogenic - they cause cancer. The nuclear energy debate has now been reactivated in the context of climate change. Supporters of nuclear power say that it can help to combat global warming.

B  Eco-friendly products

Deep-sea fishing has to be done in a way that maintains fish stocks and avoids overfishing. Agricultural products should be produced in ways that can be continued and that avoid overfarming.

Ideally, those engaged in logging that causes deforestation should have an incentive to maintain future timber stocks through reafforestation.

Another aspect of sustainability is renewable resources, including alternative energy sources such as wind power, solar power from the sun and tidal power from the natural rises and falls in sea level. These are together known as renewables.

These are some of the environmental or green issues that governments and companies are facing. Companies may say that their products and activities are eco-friendly. (Eco- is used in many other combinations to refer to the environment.)

All this is part of the idea that businesses should be run in ways that are sustainable - in ways that maintain the resources that they rely on. Companies may say, for example, that their products come from sustainable forests or their seafood from sustainable fishing methods.

Some companies produce reports on these issues that give a more favourable impression than is justified by the facts. This is called greenwash by critics.

For more on sustainability, see Unit 59.

C  Recycling

Products should be made of materials that are recyclable - reusable in new products. The European Union, for example, has regulations about the proportion or percentage content of products and packaging that must be reused and recycled. Household and industrial waste should also be recycled. Some companies, for example, are recycling their products by reusing parts in new products (see Unit 31). All this is part of the wider picture of corporate social responsibility (see Unit 49).
51.1 Complete the table with words from A, B and C opposite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>carcinogen</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discharge</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disposal</td>
<td>(of)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>environment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>polluting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recycling</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

51.2 Use correct forms from the table in 51.1 above to complete the sentences.

1. Environmental requirements will force the county to remove __________ from waste water that is discharged into the Santa Cruz River.
2. Of the billions of empty water bottles that are thrown away each year, only a small proportion are __________.
4. The introduction of stringent rules and heavy fines has led to less waste being __________ into the sea.
5. The Food and Drug Administration continues to find traces of __________ chemicals in imported fish.

51.3 Complete these extracts with appropriate forms of expressions from B and C opposite.

1. Illegal __________ around the world robs US companies of millions of dollars a year in lost sales, according to a study by the American Forest & Paper Association.
2. Haiti has begun importing wood directly from Delaware because extreme __________ has eliminated 95 per cent of its trees.
3. __________ in deep waters is putting at risk the least sustainable of all fish stocks – their numbers are declining rapidly.
4. The Chinese government has set itself ambitious targets for producing a significant proportion of its energy needs from __________ sources.
5. Critics call the ads __________, a thin attempt to make companies' activities more eco-conscious than they are.

Over to you

What steps have been taken in your area to help the environment? What else should be done?
Climate change

A

Global warming

Since the beginning of the industrial revolution about 250 years ago, emissions from the burning of fossil fuels such as oil and coal have led to increasing amounts of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. This greenhouse effect has led to global warming – an increase in temperatures around the world. Experts predict serious consequences if this continues, with, among other things, storms and rising sea levels causing floods, and droughts – periods of low or no rainfall. This in turn will lead to severe effects on infrastructure – transport, communication, etc. – with large numbers of people forced to move away from affected areas.

B

Carbon management

Individuals and companies are increasingly aware of their carbon footprint – the amount of carbon dioxide that their activities produce – and take measures to reduce it. Governments talk about the need to reduce carbon levels and have signed climate treaties – international agreements – that oblige countries to take measures to reduce the amount of carbon that they emit. The first of these was the Kyoto Protocol of 1997, designed to put the United Nations Climate Change Convention into effect. Change has been slow, however, and in 2014 the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change forecast that by 2100 global temperatures would increase by between about 3 and 5 degrees Celsius.

C

Carbon trading

The maximum amount of carbon that a company is allowed to produce is capped – limited to a particular level. With carbon trading, a company can emit more than this by buying carbon credits from another company that emits less than the permitted amount. These credits can be traded – bought and sold.

With carbon offsets, the carbon dioxide produced by a company’s activities or products can be offset – compensated for elsewhere. For example, a car company can arrange for trees to be planted to absorb the equivalent amount of carbon that its cars produce. If by doing this the amount of carbon produced does not increase, the company can claim that its activities are carbon-neutral.

D

Carbon capture

Some scientists say that the above measures will not be enough to reverse climate change. They say that the greenhouse gases already in the atmosphere need to be removed from it, for example by capturing it and storing it underground. This is carbon capture or carbon sequestration.
Countries must begin adapting to the effects of climate change as a matter of urgency or face serious effects from leading industry group warned on Thursday. Water and sewage infrastructure, the electricity network and transport were all at risk from the effects of gases, including droughts, floods and severe, said the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, an international body for the engineering industry. It urged governments around the world to face up to the challenge of adapting to the effects of climate change, rather than putting all their efforts into cutting environmental groups have been reluctant in the past to support the cause of adaptation in developed countries, out of concern that it would be seen as a fallback option that would remove the need for them to cut greenhouse gas. But they have supported allocating funds from rich countries to the developing world in order to help poor countries to adapt to climate change, which they otherwise would not have the funds to do.

that is in use today is likely still to be in use many decades from now, the IMechE pointed out, and so it is important for companies developing such today to build the probable effects of climate change into their plans.

Relate the underlined words to nouns in B, C and D opposite.

1. I'm trying to reduce mine by taking the train more and flying less.
2. They are already much higher than predicted ten years ago.
3. Critics say that these agreements are useless while coal is still being used as a fuel.
4. This is very expensive, but removing carbon from the atmosphere can be done.
   (2 expressions)
5. It needed to be replaced by a stricter agreement, limiting emissions even further.
6. Land Rover has a scheme for these, whereby the emissions during a car's first 40,000 miles are compensated for by projects reducing the use of burning wood as fuel in East Africa.
7. Companies can trade these so that some companies emit more carbon dioxide and some less, but the overall level is the same.

Use appropriate forms of verbs from B, C and D opposite to complete these sentences.

1. Engineers are now able to carbon dioxide and store it underground.
2. Companies can their emissions by commissioning activities that reduce carbon emissions elsewhere.
3. Carbon dioxide can be from the atmosphere by plants.
4. Governments can legally limit the amount of carbon a company can by it.
5. Carbon credits can be between companies.

What steps have you taken, or might you take, to reduce your carbon footprint?
Corporate governance

A Board organization

Corporate governance is the way a company is organized and managed at the highest level. This can have a critical influence on the company's performance.

A company's board of directors or corporate board includes the following board members:

- executive directors, the chief executive officer (CEO) and other senior managers such as the finance director.
- non-executive directors, non-execs or independent board members – outsiders with relevant management experience who are invited to sit on the board, bringing their expertise and an external view. Large investors in a company like pension funds may also have seats on the board so that they can influence how the company is run.

In some countries such as Germany, there are two boards. Above the management board is a more senior supervisory board, some of whose members are not shareholders. These boards are a company's governance bodies.

Commentators talk about the quality of a company's stewardship – the way that it is guided, managed and protected.

In the banking crisis of 2007-9, there were complaints that banks' board members had not been active enough in questioning the actions of banks' CEOs, actions that led to the collapse of their institutions.

B Separation of roles

Another key issue in corporate governance is whether the most senior job in a company should be split into two or not. Should the roles of chairman or chairwoman and chief executive officer be held by one person, or should there be a separation of roles?

Some people say that these two functions should be separated in order to avoid concentrating too much power in one person's hands. Supporters of combining the two roles, however, say that this gives the company stronger leadership.

C Rewards for success (and failure)

Executive pay – or, more formally, executive remuneration or compensation – has become an increasingly sensitive issue. Top executives are rewarded for success in the form of high salaries and share options (BrE) or stock options (AmE) – the chance to buy shares in the company cheaply. Executives say in their defence that share options are one of the incentives that can make them perform better. Company boards may appoint a remuneration committee to make decisions in this area. Remuneration consultants are brought in to advise on remuneration packages for senior managers.

Executives may also be seen as being 'rewarded' for failure, with high payouts or payoffs when they leave the company following poor performance.

And there is increasing anger about the senior managers of banks receiving bonuses – extra payments – when their institutions have had to be bailed out – rescued – by governments.

Following the banking crisis of 2007-9, senior bankers especially have been described, informally, as fat cats, implying that they do not deserve their continued high salaries and bonuses following the damage they have done to the institutions that they lead.
53.1 Complete the sentences with appropriate forms of expressions from A and B opposite.
1 Under Terry Semel's ........................................, Yahoo increased its revenue ninefold and more than tripled the number of employees to 12,000.
2 It's obligatory for corporations in Germany to separate ........................................ into a, more senior, ........................................ board (Aufsichtsrat) and a ........................................ board (Vorstand), with the requirement that a third of the members of the ........................................ are not shareholders.
3 The reform of the corporate ........................................ has three aims: the emphasis on ........................................ (non-executive directors); the focus on evaluating the activity of all board members; and the drive to separate the functions of chairman and CEO.

53.2 Complete the table with words from C opposite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Noun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>remunerate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compensate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incentivize</td>
<td>reward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pay out</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pay off</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bailout</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

53.3 Now replace the underlined expressions in the sentences with appropriate forms of expressions from the table in 53.2 above.
1 In these, such as the ones in 2008, governments have to lend vast amounts of money to the banks to prevent them from collapsing.
2 The average CEO in the US is now paid 500 times more than the average employee, so this is very controversial. (2 expressions)
3 Everyone agrees that executives should have these as motivation to produce good results, but when they are given bonuses just for average performance, there is anger.
4 There is also anger when executives leave their organizations following poor performance, but they receive huge ones even so. (2 expressions)

Over to you: What are the governance bodies of your company or one that you would like to work for?
Ethical investment

A Activist shareholders
The biggest shareholders in many companies are institutional investors such as investment funds - funds that group together the money of many different investors. There has been criticism that institutional investors are not active enough in the companies that they invest in – for example, when they do not vote at shareholders’ meetings.

And in the banking crisis of 2007–9, there was criticism that shareholders had not challenged the decisions being made by the banks’ executives. Critics say that good corporate governance (see Unit 53) requires activist shareholders who take a more active role in the way that the companies that they invest in are run.

B Controversial products
George Unwin is a fund manager for an ethical investment fund:

‘People and organizations who put their money into our fund want us to invest it in ethical ways. We want to avoid companies that have a bad record on social and environmental issues. We particularly want to avoid certain sectors: tobacco, arms manufacturers, nuclear power or uranium producers. So we put our clients’ money into funds that do not invest in these activities.

In selecting companies to invest in, we look closely at how they are managed. We are particularly interested in issues of corporate governance. We believe that well-managed companies are more profitable to invest in. As ever, transparency and accountability (see Unit 49) are key.’

C Socially responsible investment
There is more and more relevant information about ethically run companies that people can put their money into. In the UK, FTSE4Good is an index of ethically managed companies. In the US, there are the Dow Jones Sustainability indexes:

- DJSI World – containing the shares of 300 companies from 23 countries that lead their industries in terms of sustainability
- DJSI Stoxx – 180 companies from 14 European countries

Sustainability is the idea that businesses should be run not for short-term profit, but in a way that takes account of the long-term interests of society and the environment. (For more on this, see Units 51 and 59.) DJSI defines corporate sustainability in these terms:

a ‘Strategy: integrating long-term economic, environmental and social aspects in their business strategies while maintaining global competitiveness and brand reputation.
b Financial: meeting shareholders’ demands for sound financial returns, long-term economic growth, open communication and transparent financial accounting.
c Customer and Product: fostering loyalty by investing in customer-relationship management, and product and service innovation that focuses on technologies and systems, which use financial, natural and social resources in an efficient, effective and economic manner over the long term.
d Governance and Stakeholder: setting the highest standards of corporate governance and stakeholder engagement, including corporate codes of conduct and public reporting.
e Human: managing human resources to maintain workforce capabilities and employee satisfaction through best-in-class organizational learning and knowledge-management practices and remuneration and benefit programs.’

The FTSE4Good and DJSI indexes give the overall value of the share prices of the ethical firms, and we can compare the performance of individual firms against them.

This is part of the movement towards socially responsible investment (SRI).
54.1 Look at A and B opposite. What are these things examples of?
1 A company that gives full details of its directors' pay, benefits and pension arrangements, giving information in its annual report beyond what is required by law.
2 A fund that promises not to invest in companies that make weapons.
3 An oil company that says it will take full responsibility for the environmental consequences of its production activities.
4 Pension funds and insurance companies that invest on the stock market and elsewhere.
5 A company that has a board structure that follows best practice in this area.
6 People who own shares in a company and want to prevent the company operating in a country whose government they disapprove of.

54.2 Complete the table with words from B and C opposite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Adverb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ethics</td>
<td>ethical</td>
<td>ethically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transparent</td>
<td>transparently</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accountable</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>sustainably</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sustainable</td>
<td>sustainably</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

54.3 Now complete the sentences with appropriate expressions from 54.2 above.
1 Does the chief financial officer provide real-time information for internal decision-making and for governance purposes?
2 The present-day idea that the corporation is to outside shareholders was unknown in the nineteenth century.
3 Asda has committed itself to supplying only caught fish.
4 Sales managers may influence salespersons to behave more or less toward their clients.
5 Shell views openness and as an essential part of the long-term energy solution for the global business environment.
6 Toyota mapped out the company's strategy for growth in the 21st century. It included balancing the needs of people, society, the economy and the global environment.

54.4 Match what these executives say (1–5) with the points (a–e) in C opposite.
1 We have taken steps to evaluate the effectiveness of our employee training programme.
2 With the latest software, we can anticipate what our customers are going to require from us six months from now.
3 We really have to take account of the long-term environmental impact of our activities.
4 We follow all the latest recommendations on structuring our board of directors in the most responsible and effective way.
5 Our profits and growth exceed our competitors' performance.

Over to you

'The only responsibility of companies is to make a profit.' What do you think?
Globalization

A

Paths to prosperity

In terms of economic development, the world is divided into:

- the rich **industrialized countries** or advanced economies of the West. (The West is taken to include countries such as Japan and Australia.)
- the **developing countries** or less-developed countries (LDCs) at various stages of industrialization – they are **newly industrialized countries** (NICs). Some of these are middle-income countries. And some, such as the **Asian tigers** – fast-growing economies in SE Asia like Taiwan and Singapore – are reaching Western levels of wealth and prosperity. The **BRIC countries** – Brazil, Russia, India, China – have also been quickly increasing their **income per head** – the money earned and the wealth possessed by each person.
- countries with **rural economies** – based on agriculture – and very little industry, where most people are very poor. These are sometimes referred to as the **Third World**.

People who want to emphasize the difference between the industrialized and the less-developed countries of the world often refer to the **North** and the **South**.

B

GDP and GNI

The **prosperity** of a country is measured in terms of **GDP** (Gross Domestic Product), which is the value of its **economic output** – all the goods and services produced there in a year. **GDP per capita** is the total output of a particular country divided by the number of people living there.

High national income can mean high **living standards** – high levels of wealth for people. This depends on the **income distribution** of particular countries – the way that money is divided among the people of a country.

Prosperity can also be measured in terms of **GNI** (Gross National Income). This includes money coming into a country from investments abroad, minus money leaving the country to go to investors from abroad. This is the new name for what used to be called **GNP** (Gross National Product).

C

Globalizing trends

**Globalization** is the tendency for the **global economy** to function as one unit, with increasing **interdependence** between different parts of the world – what happens in one place affects what happens in another.

These are some of the factors that are driving globalization. Its supporters say that growth and prosperity will continue to spread thanks to:

- **free movement of capital** – money for investment can be easily moved around the world
- **trade liberalization** or free trade – obstacles to international trade are gradually being removed
- **shipping costs** that are ever-declining thanks to the efficiency of **containerization**
- **telecommunications and computing costs** that have fallen dramatically

But the **credit crunch** (see Unit 48) of 2007–9 strengthened criticism of globalization, with some politicians wanting to protect particular companies from foreign competition, for example with **tariffs** – taxes on imported goods. This is **protectionism**.
55.1 Complete the crossword with the correct form of words from A and B opposite.

Across
2 very poor countries considered together (5, 5)
4 levels of material comfort: living .......... (9)
7 where most activity happens outside towns: ... ... . economies (5)
9 Advanced economies are .......... (14)
10 poorer countries considered together: the .......... (5)
14 all goods and services produced in a particular period (8, 6)
16 rich countries considered together, even if they are not all located there: the .......... (4)
18 and 15 down .......... countries are between the rich and the poor ones. (6, 6)

Down
1 and 5 old name for GNI (5, 8, 7)
3 how money is divided between people: income .......... (12)
6 wealth (10)
8 abbreviation for gross national product (3)
11 Singapore, Taiwan and others: Asian .......... (6)
12 the ‘L’ of LDC (4)
13 rich countries considered as a group: the .......... (5)
17 abbreviation for gross national income (3)

55.2 Match these sentences with expressions in C opposite.

1 The charge for transporting a whole container of goods across the Pacific can be as little as $50.
2 The cost of a three-minute phone call from London to New York in 1930 was £200 in today’s money. The same call costs much less than £1 today.
3 There are no taxes on goods traded within the European Union.
4 We can invest in many Asian countries and bring back our profits without penalty.
5 We should impose special taxes on foreign-made steel.
6 The US imports more than it exports, much of it from China, and China buys American debt.

Over to you

Can the level of development of a country be measured by GDP alone? If not, what other factors should be taken into account?
Direct investment

Foreign direct investment (FDI) is when companies put money into investment projects in other countries. With free cross-border capital flows, they can repatriate their profits to their own country, or withdraw their investment altogether.

There is debate about whether governments should try to limit capital flows – inflows and outflows – with capital controls or whether they should follow the global trend towards liberalization.

Some economists say that too much liberalization of capital flows leads to instability in a country’s economy, with foreign exchange crises which lead to devaluation – its currency becomes worth less in terms of others. For example, some say that China’s growth has benefited from the fact that its currency is not freely convertible. This lack of convertibility prevents the capital outflows that some other Asian economies have suffered from at various times.

Borrowing

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank play an important role in the development of less-developed countries. A main function of the World Bank is to lend money to countries so that they can obtain the conditions for economic growth. For example, the World Bank sponsors infrastructure projects – road building, water supply systems, etc. and projects in health, education and agriculture.

But developing countries may build up unsustainable levels of debt and be unable to repay these debts. The IMF has debt reduction programmes for Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) that will reduce the amount of money that they owe. The IMF also contributes to work on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) – specific targets relating to poverty reduction and the stimulation of growth in poorer countries.

Word combinations with ‘debt’

Here are some frequent combinations with ‘debt’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>debt</th>
<th>definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>load / burden</td>
<td>an amount of debt owed by a company, country, etc. seen as a problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service</td>
<td>making repayments on a debt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rescheduling</td>
<td>when lenders agree for a debt to be repaid at a different time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restructuring</td>
<td>when lenders agree for a debt to be repaid in a different way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relief</td>
<td>when lenders agree that debts do not have to be repaid in full, or can be repaid later than originally agreed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forgiveness</td>
<td>when lenders agree that debts do not need to be repaid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Debt load is more frequent than debt burden, and debt rescheduling is more frequent than debt restructuring.
56.1 Complete the sentences with expressions from A opposite.

1. China remains the largest recipient of ________________ among developing economies. But after a decade when heavy ________________ from abroad were credited with bringing the country out of poverty, that investment is levelling off.

2. ________________ were imposed as an obstacle to foreign investment in the country.

3. There has been a ________________ of the Liberian dollar since last year. One US dollar used to be worth 35 Liberian dollars but is now worth 60 Liberian dollars.

4. Almost everywhere we see a lowering of barriers to the international transfer of capital, goods, services, culture and information. The prevailing trend almost everywhere is towards ________________.

5. Investors should keep in mind the political and economic ________________ in many emerging markets.

56.2 Replace the underlined expressions below with expressions from B opposite.

1. ________________ demands both economic growth and specific anti-poverty policies.

2. Critics say that the country’s social welfare policies will be impossible to continue if oil prices fall.

3. Among the government’s ________________ are a $2 billion plan to expand subway services in major cities.

4. The government has shifted the emphasis of policy from the control of inflation to ________________ the economy bigger.

5. Despite all the promises made by rich nations, ________________ are still suffering under the burden of unpayable debts.

6. When we worked on ________________ ten years ago, clean water was one of the goals.

7. ________________ spread particular economic policies around the world, usually in exchange for a badly needed loan, or a condition attached to a loan.

56.3 Match the two parts of these sentences containing expressions from C opposite.

1. Those with the heaviest debt

2. Maryland aims to keep debt

3. The airline has said a successful debt

4. The company is negotiating a debt-

5. Celebrities have taken up the cause: Bono campaigns for debt

6. The couple’s debt load, on credit

- a rescheduling agreement with its 225 creditor banks.
- b burden got the worst interest rates, sometimes more than twice as high as other borrowers.
- c service to no more than 8 per cent of the state’s tax.
- d restructuring would prevent it from going bankrupt.
- e cards alone, peaked at around $40,000.
- f relief and Angelina Jolie puts African hunger on MTV.

Over to you

Should the debt of developing countries be completely forgiven? Why? / Why not?
Dismantling the barriers
Free trade areas or blocs such as
- the EEA (European Economic Area) - containing the European Union plus some other countries
- NAFTA (North American Free Trade Area) - Canada, US and Mexico
- GAFTA (Greater Arab Free Trade Area)
- Mercosur - a grouping of South American countries

have dismantled - abolished - trade barriers between their member countries, or moved towards dismantling them. These barriers include:
- tariffs - taxes on imported goods
- quotas - limits on the number of goods that can be imported

Supporters of free trade believe that there is increased prosperity for all if goods and services can be freely bought and sold all around the world. The World Trade Organization (WTO) is working to remove or dismantle trade barriers and to resolve trade disputes - disagreements about trade.

However, countries of the North have yet to open up their markets fully to agricultural goods from the South. WTO negotiations are permanently ongoing. The latest stage of negotiations is referred to as the Doha round, after the Gulf city in Qatar where they began in 2001.

Protected industries
American steel executives complain that they have higher costs than many other steel-producing countries and that they can't compete with their prices. They say that some countries are dumping their steel - selling it for less than it costs to produce. So they asked the government to impose tariffs on imported steel.

But steel producers in other countries feel that the US is engaging in unfair trade practices; from their point of view it's protectionism. They say that they believe in free trade, and that they should be allowed to compete in an open world market for steel.

And even within free trade areas, during the economic crisis of 2007-9 there were calls by some politicians for companies to repatriate production to their home countries in order to qualify for financial assistance from the government.

Fair trade
Claire Longdon is a consumer in Britain:
'I believe in fair trade. When I buy products, especially commodities like coffee or bananas, I look for the Fairtrade mark. The Fairtrade organization makes sure that producers and growers, often smallholders - small farmers - are paid a fair price, not just the market price, which can be catastrophically low. Producers are encouraged to form co-operatives - organizations jointly owned by them - in order to sell their product without going through the usual middlemen - wholesalers.

'Prices can fall dramatically when there is overproduction around the world, causing a glut in a particular commodity, but Fairtrade guarantees prices paid to producers.'
**57.1** Complete the sentences with appropriate forms of expressions from A and B opposite.

1. US and EU business leaders now need to focus on removing .............................................................. between the two blocs rather than aim to create a single .............................................................. area.

2. He said raising prices by increasing .............................................................. on Japanese luxury cars would give Detroit’s Big Three automakers an excuse to increase their own luxury car prices.

3. The BRIC economies have been growing and .............................................................. their markets. They offer many new opportunities.

4. The European Union warned that South Korea should open up its car market, accusing the country of ..............................................................

5. If the Commerce Department rules that Mexico is .............................................................. tomatoes, consumers can expect higher tomato prices because the US will impose .............................................................. on them, limiting the numbers that can be imported.

**57.2** Look at C opposite. Then read the article and decide if the statements below are true or false.

**SMALLHOLDERS FARM A ROUTE OUT OF POVERTY**

Smallholders are too often overlooked by companies and policymakers alike, but they could hold the key to helping solve the food crisis and tackling poverty. Just 20 years ago, Rwanda was utterly devastated. They are now rebuilding their economy, with organized smallholders at its heart. Just 20 years ago, Maraba village was one of the country’s poorest; their low-quality coffee was sold straight off the bushes to passing middlemen.

Today, the Maraba farmers have organized themselves into a Fairtrade-certified cooperative, have four washing stations (the first stage in processing coffee), have trained the first generation of cuppers, or tasters, who are constantly improving quality, and are commanding record premiums for their prize-winning beans. They are roasting and selling their coffee all over Rwanda as well as exporting it through Union Handroasted to UK shop shelves.

These are the most innovative farmers I have ever met – constantly researching new ways to improve productivity, such as making organic compost, or to add value, such as roasting at a village level, using traditional techniques. And they have sparked an economic revival that sees Maraba now among the more prosperous villages in Rwanda, as evidenced by the bustling bank and choice of hairdressing salons, while the farmers are now building and running a nursery school.

It is an economic revival that, with the right support, smallholders could lead worldwide. Some 450 million smallholder farming households cultivate two hectares or less, and with their families they make up a third of all humanity. Increasing their incomes will therefore be vital to improving the incomes of the poor. Indeed, because smallholders tend to spend more income on local goods and services, they could be the impetus that stimulates virtuous economic circles in local economies.

1. Rwandan smallholders have only recently started growing coffee.
2. They have started selling their produce abroad as well as across Rwanda.
3. They have improved the quality of what they grow.
4. They have not always been prosperous in relation to others in Rwanda, but now they are.
5. Smallholders around the world, and their families, represent one-third of everyone alive today.

**Over to you**

Do you / Would you buy Fairtrade products? Why? / Why not?
When there are extreme situations, aid agencies such as Oxfam or Médecins sans Frontières play an important role. These situations include: war; natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods, epidemics – widespread disease; and famine – when people do not have enough to eat, for example following crop failure, when crops are not produced as usual. Emergency relief is provided in the form of supplies, medical assistance, and so on. This is part of humanitarian aid.

Aid agencies are NGOs (non-government organizations) even if in some cases they are totally or partially funded by governments.

Development aid

Aid agencies also contribute to economic development through specific development projects. These projects may use intermediate technology – equipment and machinery suited to local conditions that local people can operate and maintain.

Some of these projects are designed to improve infrastructure – a country’s water supplies, roads, etc.

Some provide seed money for small businesses – the money they need to start up – until they become viable and able to develop by themselves.

This is development aid, referred to technically as official development assistance (ODA).

The aims of aid

Development aid often also comes from donor countries. Some countries are more generous than others, giving a higher proportion of their national wealth. The places to which aid is sent and the uses to which it is put are influenced by pressure groups such as the NGOs mentioned above.

Governments receiving aid are recipients. Some donors give tied aid – they require the recipients to use the money to purchase equipment, etc. from them.

Many would say that the purpose of aid is poverty reduction. But there is a lot of discussion about how this can be achieved. Some experts say that the best use of aid is to invest in projects that contribute to economic development.
58.1 Complete the sentences with expressions from A and B opposite.

1. International ____________ have promised about $600 million to help earthquake victims survive the winter.

2. Any opportunity to prepare for the effects of extreme changes in climate can help nations prevent heavy rains from becoming floods, a drought from becoming a ____________, and an outbreak of disease from becoming an ____________.

3. Insurance companies have traditionally offered policies to farmers covering catastrophic weather and resulting major ____________.

4. Emergency ____________ all too often arrives in the wrong quantity at the wrong time, flooding in when no adequate channels exist to allocate it.

5. The squadron has a mission to provide ____________ aid in developing nations, as well as help with disaster relief.

6. Trickle Up is an organization that provides ____________ to people in developing nations who want to start small businesses.

7. Natural ____________, such as the cyclone and flooding that hit Bangladesh recently, wiped out many people's stocks of food.

58.2 Match the newspaper headlines (1–7) with a word or expression from B or C opposite.

1. New online tracking system in Ethiopia links coffee makers to markets

2. Sri Lankan women's group to start textile factory thanks to long-term loan

3. Hundreds of protestors call for the cancelling of Third World debt

4. Angola to receive cash from Italy to develop telecommunications, using Italian contractors

5. Use of clockwork radios revolutionizes life in remote villages

6. Madagascar's economy expanding at 6 per cent per year

7. Mobile phone use in Latin America doubles in three years

Over to you

Can a country exist on humanitarian aid alone? Why? / Why not?
Sustainability is the idea that the economy should be organized in ways that can be continued without causing irreversible environmental damage, depletion of natural resources, etc. Businesses and economies should be run not for short-term profit, but in a way that takes account of the long-term interests of society and the environment, for example by not contributing to factors that cause climate change.

Developing countries are trying to attain the living standards of the industrialized world. Some experts warn that, in addition to the dangers of global warming, the world’s natural resources are not sufficient for such large-scale economic development there.

Others argue that renewable, non-polluting energy sources such as wind power, solar power and tidal power will allow further economic growth without causing damage to the environment (see Unit 51).

Word combinations with ‘sustainable’

| sustainable | agriculture / farming |
|            | livelihoods           |
|            | forestry              |
|            | tourism               |
|            | fisheries / seafood   |
|            | energy                |
|            | transport             |

Sustainable development goals

The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) relate to areas such as the ending of poverty, the target of zero hunger, the provision of health and well-being for all and so on. There are social goals such as gender equality – equal rights for men and women. They also relate to the wider goal of sustainable economic growth worldwide. There is much discussion of how this growth can be achieved, and the place of development aid (Unit 58) in this growth.
59.1 Match these issues from A opposite with the newspaper headlines. Match some headlines with more than one issue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Headline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>depletion of natural resources</td>
<td>SAHARA SOLAR PANEL HOPES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short-term profit</td>
<td>BOOKS AND NEWSPAPERS ‘DO NOT DEplete’ FORESTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>environmental damage</td>
<td>SHAREHOLDERS LOOK AT ONE YEAR HORIZON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sustainability</td>
<td>CHEMICALS FROM PLANT FOUND IN RIVER ‘WILL NEVER DISAPPEAR’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>renewable energy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

59.2 Match the combinations in B opposite to these examples

1. The development of electric cars by Tesla and others in the US
2. Building wind farms in Denmark
3. Planting more trees than are cut down in Scotland
4. Limiting numbers of visitors to national parks in Costa Rica
5. Prohibiting the taking of certain types of fish from the sea in Canada
6. Planting crops in Kenya that do not destroy land in the long term
7. Lending small amounts of money to business start-ups in Bangladesh

59.3 Look at A, B and C opposite. Then read the article and decide if the statements are true or false.

DESPITE MANY OBSTACLES, THE WORLD IS GETTING BETTER

Johan Norberg explains how development continues with or without international encouragement

When we discuss the UN’s new sustainable development goals (SDGs), there is widespread pessimism. International cooperation is not what it used to be, and some leading politicians are actively undermining it. Even so, I am optimistic about world development. Economic growth and local reforms have more impact on development than international targets. The most successful countries have been the ones that opened up to the global economy and spurred growth. Some countries that made the most progress, like China, did not receive development aid. Development was homegrown.

Despite setbacks, more countries are democratic, more farmers get ownership titles to land and to sell goods to other countries. Some forms of aid push aside local knowledge, initiative and adaptation. On the other hand, the reason why the world is improving right now is that in many countries these sources of progress have gained much more room to manoeuvre.

As a result, farmers can improve their lives and activities in their own way and on their own terms, with smartphones and better fertiliser, power grids and health clinics, microloans and mobile money. This is often done with the help of aid workers, as long as they understand that their role is to strengthen communities, not to redesign them.

Obviously, we need strong international cooperation to create a hospitable climate for these local efforts. We need an open world economy with the freedom to trade, we need an international security architecture that guarantees safety and peace, and we have to deal with global environmental problems. But if we manage to get at least the basics right in the international arena – granted that this is a big “if” – I am hopeful that billions of people will continue to make tomorrow better than today for themselves, their families and their communities.

1. International cooperation on economic development is not as good as it was.
2. China’s growth was partly due to international aid.
3. All forms of aid are good.
4. Farmers around the world have benefited from developments that are not aid-related.
5. Efforts towards economic development can only be made at an international level.

Over to you

Are you optimistic or pessimistic about the capacity of the planet for future growth? Will the type of economic growth in the developing world described in 59.3 above continue to happen? Give your reasons.

Business Vocabulary in Use Advanced

127
Intercultural teams

A

Cultural issues

Culture is the ‘way we do things round here’. ‘Here’ might mean a country, an area, a social class or an organization such as a company or school. It includes values – things that people think are important – and beliefs – things that people believe in. Cultural differences can arise when people from different cultures work together or do business together, for example in these areas:

a Hierarchy What is the distance between managers and the people who work for them, and how is this shown?

b Roles of men and women Are women often found at the highest levels of business and society? Are there jobs that are traditionally done by each gender? Is there a glass ceiling – a level of seniority in organizations beyond which women rarely go?

c Conversation and discussion What is the system of deference – showing respect – in communicating with more senior colleagues? How do people behave in different settings – formal, informal, social situations, etc.? What is their attitude to turn-taking – interrupting other people or letting them finish? How tolerant are they of silence? What is their attitude to proximity – how close people stand together? What kind of gestures and body language do they use? How much contact – handshakes, kissing – is there?

d Attitudes to tasks Are people task-oriented – focusing on the task at hand? Or are they relationship-oriented – focusing on the people that they are working with?

e Attitudes to time – planning, punctuality, the working day/week/year, meals and breaks, leisure time – weekends, holidays, etc.

f Relation of work and private life What forms of hospitality are shown to customers/clients? Do businesspeople invite colleagues and contacts to their homes, or is everything done in the office, restaurants, etc.?

B

International teams

A global car company has brought together some of its best engineers for a year at its research centre in Germany to work on a project developing a new electric car. Some are native English speakers, others not. Different cultures can have different interpretations of the same behaviour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive interpretations</th>
<th>Negative interpretations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adnan always refers to head office before making a decision.</td>
<td>follows procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadine calls the team leader ‘sir’.</td>
<td>deferential, respectful of seniority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos speaks English in a very formal way.</td>
<td>understandable by non-native speakers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susannah is always doing two things at once.</td>
<td>multitasker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sergei always leaves by 6 pm.</td>
<td>good work-life balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia spends a lot of time at the coffee machine chatting.</td>
<td>sociable, congenial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee always says exactly what he thinks.</td>
<td>direct, sincere, efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina doesn’t always follow procedures.</td>
<td>flexible, proactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pekka doesn’t say much about what he’s working on.</td>
<td>modest, doesn’t boast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Business Vocabulary in Use Advanced
60.1 Match the points and subpoints in A opposite (a–f) with the organization described below. The first one has been done as an example.
1 When a senior manager is talking, junior colleagues do not interrupt. c – deference, turn-taking
2 Managers and employees all have lunch in the same restaurant.
3 Clients are invited to karaoke bars until one or two in the morning.
4 Meetings always start and finish on time.
5 People are judged on their ability to get the task done.
6 Women rarely join the board of directors.
7 Changes in the company’s activities are usually planned two years ahead.
8 When someone wants to underline a point in a meeting, they might bang on the table.
9 The office closes in August and everyone goes on holiday.

60.2 Look at A and B opposite. Then read the two articles and answer the questions.

A major international oil company decided to merge its Belgian and Dutch operations into a single entity, based in Antwerp, Belgium. However, the Belgian and Dutch employees of the new company found it difficult to cooperate and, more seriously still, there were signs of poor communication, lack of trust and even discord among the two nationalities at the management level. The Belgians felt they had been taken over by the Dutch; they regarded their Dutch colleagues as often pompous and rude, and not taking enough account of the need to do things in Belgium the Belgian way. The Dutch on the other hand found the Belgians bureaucratic; they always seemed to want to check with the hierarchy before making decisions; at the same time, they seemed to be always improvising.

1 What did the oil company decide to do?
2 Why would you imagine that this would not be a problem? (This is not specifically mentioned.)
3 Which issues from A and characteristics from B are mentioned in the article?

In one multinational team, some of the greatest difficulties between team members had everything to do with individual personality differences and very little to do with culture. It came as a great relief to the team to recognize that “unpleasant” characters exist in all cultures. Much of the tension generated by some individuals on the team was a result of their acerbic personal style. However, the team were almost unconsciously trying to tolerate unacceptable behaviour because they assumed it was culturally driven. Once the team realized that cultural difference is not an excuse for misbehaving or being inflexible it was as if a great weight had been removed from their collective shoulders.

4 What type of individual is the article about?
5 Are problems in international teams always related to cultural differences?
6 What was the outcome of knowing the answer to this question?

Select three particular types of behaviour in the left column in B opposite. How would they be perceived in your organization?
**Meeting preparation**

Just after they arrived in Germany, the team (see Unit 60) were to have their first formal meeting chaired by the team leader, Louise, an American engineer. Before the meeting, she made these personal notes on the agenda.

### Team meeting - Outline agenda

1. **Establish ground rules**
   - Make clear that everyone is expected to make a full contribution to discussion on an equal basis - no passengers
   - Avoid digressions in discussion - no getting off the point
   - ...  

2. **Team working**
   - Allocate roles and tasks clearly.
   - Between meetings, team members expected to work with maximum autonomy and minimum day-to-day supervision.
   - However, promise support where necessary. Encourage team to know when they need to ask for support.
   - Explain my open-door policy - team members can come in and talk when door is open. If closed, not.
   - ...  

3. **First stage of project**  

### Cultural preparation

To understand more about how his American boss Louise might run the meeting, Carlos read this article about business meetings in the US.

When asked to describe meetings in the US, a word which Americans often use is aggressive. This confrontational approach (where openly and directly debating all the relevant issues even at the expense of personal relationships is valued), is very different to those cultures who always put diplomacy and harmony at the heart of their approach to meetings.

Of course, many cultures mistakenly see this direct approach between colleagues as a sign of bitter, personal dislike. In the US, it is seen as a positive step towards addressing whatever the vital issues might be. Time-pressed, ambitious American business executives do not have time for the vagueness, diplomacy and lack of focus which they perceive as typifying meeting situations in such diverse cultures as the UK and Japan.

### Running the meeting

Louise called - told everyone to come to - the meeting and said these things to various participants.

a. You're being rude. Could you **tone down your comments**, please?
b. You're getting off the point. We don't need to hear about your living arrangements.
c. OK, now we have your detailed proposals, but we can't see the wood for the trees - the proposals are too detailed.
d. Please give me a yes or no answer.
e. OK Carlos, can we keep the humour for some other time?
f. Let's keep the ball rolling here. We need to keep going. Please say what you have to say.
g. I know I'm the one in charge, but come out and say what you think!
h. I know it's not on the agenda, but we need to discuss this now.
61.1 Look at A opposite. Here are some more notes (a–f) that Louise makes relating to the meeting agenda. Decide if each one refers to 1) Ground rules for meetings, or 2) Team working

- a Team to be encouraged to socialize together once a week in the evening – no going home straight after work that evening!
- b People should come to meetings prepared, and with any information that will be required.
- c No ‘talking over’ each other – each participant should be allowed to finish.
- d When working on tasks, don’t expect the team leader to provide all the answers.
- e No making or receiving phone calls or text messages.
- f Team members to undergo three days’ cultural awareness training to avoid future misunderstandings at work.

61.2 Complete the table with words from B opposite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aggression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confrontation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diplomatic</td>
<td>focused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>focused</td>
<td>harmonious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>harmonious</td>
<td>vague</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

61.3 Now match the adjectives in 61.2 above with their meanings.

1 wanting to protect other people’s feelings  
2 pleasant and friendly  
3 not wasting time  
4 not clear  
5 describing situations where there is argument and disagreement  
6 angry and hostile

61.4 Look at C opposite. Match the different types of behaviour observed by Carlos during the meeting (1–8) with what the chair of the meeting said in reaction to each one (a–h).

1 has great respect for team leader and doesn’t say anything unless invited to  
2 keeps silent while others are talking and waits several seconds before he responds  
3 doesn’t say ‘no’ directly – I get the impression he thinks it’s impolite  
4 communicates in a very direct way, perhaps over-direct  
5 came to the meeting with detailed proposals – maybe too detailed!  
6 seems to think that meetings should be more like a social event – doesn’t keep to the point  
7 can’t stand not following the agenda  
8 I made jokes, but not everyone laughed

Over to you

Imagine that a visitor from the English-speaking world is coming to your country. Give some tips on what to expect and how to behave in meetings.
The right attitude
After six months on the design team in Germany, Carlos started to look for work elsewhere. He did this by networking – meeting people from the same profession at conferences and other events, including special networking events designed for this purpose. He found some tips for events like this, designed with a UK audience in mind.

- Be visible, proactive and friendly
- Not sure what to talk about?
- Create a dialogue
- Manage the business cards
- Follow up with people
- Be a resource
- Be adaptable
- Have fun!

Good etiquette
Now look at some of the notes that Carlos made about the above tips in an international context.

- Proximity (see Unit 60), eye contact, etc. – stand a reasonable distance from people, but not too far, and look them in the eye for about half the time
- Deference (see Unit 60) / Forms of address – show the right degree of respect and don’t be over-familiar. Use first names only when invited to.
- Avoid difficult, controversial and sensitive subjects, e.g. politics and religion
- Treat business cards with respect
- Communicate appropriately, at the right time, etc. – don’t talk too much, and don’t digress or get off the point
- Be careful with humour – probably better not to try to tell jokes at all with people you don’t know

Business cards
In many English-speaking countries, business cards are treated rather casually. But in Asia, they are important. When someone hands over their card, take it with both hands, look at it carefully and treat it with care and respect. Feel free to ask questions (within reason, of course) about the information on it – it’s good to show interest in this way, and it will help you to understand the organization that the person works for. Do not write or make notes on it. Store it in a specific place. Hand over your card in return, also with both hands; ensure that you always have a supply with you.
62.1 Match these items of advice (1–8) with the points (a–h) in A opposite.

1. Think about questions such as: ‘What makes you interested in …?’, ‘What are you hoping to get out of the meeting?’ or ‘Do you know any of the other people here?’
2. Not everyone is a natural networker, but we can all learn how to make more meaningful connections. Set a goal before each event that will keep you focused and interested, like meeting three new people and learning one interesting thing. And above all, enjoy yourself!
3. Try different ways of staying in touch with the person (phone, email, postcard, lunch, etc). Make sure that you have something specific to say, based on what you know about them.
4. Make the first move, in a friendly way. Expect to like people and to enjoy the event. If not, people will sense it and will not connect with you!
5. Keep your business cards in one pocket and the cards you collect in another pocket. Develop a system for keeping track of the people you want to follow up with (you can carry a pen to make a quick note on the card, or just tear the corner).
6. Find out what other people value or need most. Put people in your network in touch with each other. This creates a much stronger positive impression than trying to ‘sell’ yourself. Offer to email an article or resource you have that may be helpful for them.
7. Don’t lecture. Make the goal in your conversations to connect rather than impress. Ask questions and find out more about the other person. Remember, you need at least six encounters before they remember you. Ask permission to stay in touch in a concrete way; suggest a time to call or send an email.
8. Find out the other person’s communication or thinking style and adapt your own message to it. If the person likes facts, don’t talk too much about abstract ideas; give them facts and figures.

62.2 Carlos spoke to an older Chinese engineer, Wang Ya, at a networking event in Asia, and later on the phone. Match what Carlos said (1–6) with the issues in B opposite.

1. We’re getting on to politics. Let’s not go there!
2. Ah, Canton. I was there last year for a conference. And here’s my card.
3. Is this a good time to call?
4. Shall we move over there? The people next to us are getting too close.
5. There was a Spaniard, an Italian and a Frenchman …
6. Please call me Carlos.

62.3 Look at C opposite. Were each of these actions at the networking event in Asia appropriate or inappropriate?

1. When Wang Ya handed over his card and Carlos saw that he worked in Canton, he made a comment about it.
2. Carlos then handed over his card with one hand.
3. Two other people were talking nearby. One handed over his card, and the other (following the advice in 62.1, point 5 above) tore the corner as a reminder to make contact later.
4. The second person then handed over his card in return; the first person looked at it carefully and put it in a special pocket in his briefcase.

Give six pieces of advice to someone going to a networking event or making contacts at a trade show in your country.
Looking for challenging, intellectually stimulating development work in renewable energy. Would like to move into team management.

Skills
- Enthusiastic self-starter – can work on projects with minimal supervision
- Effective multitasker – good at prioritizing tasks and working on several at once
- Experience of working with research teams from a wide range of cultures, with good awareness of cultural issues – potential to become a team leader of international teams

Experience
- 1999–now Environmental research scientist, Exxon Inc, Torrance, California

Professional development
- March 2008 Future managers development course – in-house training organized by Exxon
- June 2006 One-week course in intercultural training at Lancaster Associates, UK

Qualifications
- 1998–1999 Master’s degree in Hydrocarbons, University of Vancouver, Canada
  Dissertation: “Energy use in low-carbon economies”
- 1994–1997 Bachelor’s degree in Chemical Engineering, University of Tokyo

Languages
- Native Japanese speaker, fluent English

Interests
- Martial arts, baseball, Japanese cooking

Personal
- Dual Japanese-Canadian nationality, born Tokyo, 3 April 1976

BrE: CV, curriculum vitae; AmE: résumé, resume
In the English-speaking world, it is becoming increasingly unusual to show marital status or children on CVs. Older people are sometimes advised not to put their date of birth. Riku above has put his interests, but showing these is optional. (Do not use ‘hobbies’. Also, at the top of the document, do not put CV or Curriculum Vitae, just put your name.

Job enquiry

From: riku76@hotmail.com
Subject: Environmental scientists
Date: 20 March
To: hr@singaporerenewables.sg

Hello. I am writing with reference to the article about renewable energy in last Tuesday’s Los Angeles Times, in which your company was mentioned. The article said that you were looking for environmental scientists in the field of renewable energy, and I am writing to ask if you have openings for someone with my background.

As the attached CV relates, I have a Master’s degree in Hydrocarbons, and I have worked for over ten years for Exxon at their research campus in Torrance, California. I would now like to relocate to Asia.

I will be in Thailand next month on vacation and would be available for a discussion any time between 15 and 30 April. I would be happy to fly down to Singapore from Thailand at my own expense. I believe I have a lot to offer a company such as yours. I have visited your company’s website and like the look of what you do!

Looking forward to hearing from you.

Best regards
Riku Henderson

Note

How to end emails:

More formal
- Best regards
- Regards
- Best wishes
- All the best

Less formal
- Less formal
63.1 Look at the CV in A opposite. Then write one based on this information, using the same headings.

'Hi, I'm Ramesh Patel and I really like Bollywood cinema and rock music. I played in a rock band at university, and we played semi-professionally, but when I graduated after three years, in 2007, from New York University in Media Studies, I decided to do a Master's degree in Journalism just in case! I stayed another year at NYU to do this. The course was great, and we concentrated on broadcast media – something that I wanted to get into. I wrote a dissertation with the title “A comparative study of broadcast TV in three English-speaking countries: India, US, Australia”. Anyway, the band broke up a year after we all graduated, so I was glad I had made the decision to pursue a “proper” career! I was born in Brooklyn on 19 May, 1986 and grew up there, but my parents were from India. I’m a US citizen and I’m bilingual, by the way. I started my first job in 2008, working as an assistant to news reporters on a Hindi-language channel for Star TV, based in Mumbai, but now I’d like to move on. I’m good at working in teams and would like to think that I’m a good communicator, thanks to all my media training. People tell me that I’m good at explaining complicated ideas clearly. I also like to think that I’m good at keeping calm and cool in front of the camera, even when things go wrong! My goal now is to work as a TV reporter for a TV company in an English-speaking country. Why not Australia?'

63.2 Look at B opposite. Then look at the email below. In some of the lines (1–11), there is one extra word that is unnecessary. Other lines, however, are correct. Tick the correct lines and cross out the extra words in the other lines.

From: ramesh.patel@googlemail.com
To: hr@abc.net.au
Subject: News reporters at Australian Broadcasting Corporation
Date: 26 February

1 Hello. I have visited your company's website and like the look of what you do! I am writing
2 specifically with a reference to the section on your website about working for your organization.
3 Would you have an openings for someone with my background?
4 As the attached my CV relates, I have a Master's degree in Journalism from New York
5 University, and I have worked for above three years for Star TV, based at their Mumbai office,
6 where I was an assistant to news reporters. I would now like to be relocate to Australia, and
7 hopefully become a news reporter myself.
8 I will be in Australia next month on the vacation and available for a discussion – I would be happy
9 to visit your office in Sydney at my own on expense – I believe I have a lot to offer a company
10 such as the yours.
11 Looking forward to about hearing from you.
Best regards
Ramesh Patel

You have read about an organization that you find interesting and would like to work for. Write the beginning of an email (about 100 words) to the organization (name it) saying why you would be a suitable candidate.
Invitation

Riku Henderson receives this email from Singapore Renewables (see Unit 63):

Subject: Environmental scientists
From: john.liu@singaporerenewables.sg
To: riku76@hotmail.com
Date: 31 March

Dear Mr Henderson

Thank you for your email of 20 March inquiring about employment in our company. We are actively recruiting for various positions in our organization, especially environmental scientists in our research and development centre.

We would like to invite you for an informal discussion at our headquarters in Singapore on Wednesday 23 April at 2.00 pm. Please could you confirm that you are available to attend on that date? Many thanks.

We are interested in the US market for our future expansion and would like your views on its likely development. In order to prepare for our discussion, we would be grateful if you could write a short report (2 pages) on your view of 1) the energy situation in the United States today, and 2) the potential for renewable energy there over the next 40 years, with particular reference to public opinion towards different forms of energy.

Please email us your report by 15 April. I will then circulate your report to the participants at the discussion, who will be our chief research scientist, Ann Bao, our research projects co-ordinator, Charles Quinn, and myself.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Best regards
John Liu
Head of Human Resources,
Singapore Renewables

Acknowledgement

Here are two possible replies from Riku Henderson. The first email is written in a more formal style than the second. Both styles are acceptable when writing emails.

Subject: Environmental scientists
From: riku76@hotmail.com
To: john.liu@singaporerenewables.sg
Date: 2 April

Dear Mr Liu

Thank you for your email of 31 March. This is to confirm that I would be delighted to come to your headquarters for a discussion on Wednesday 23 April at 2.00 pm.

I would be happy to write the report that you specify. I have noted what you mentioned about length and content. I will send it to you by 15 April as requested.

Best wishes
Riku Henderson

Subject: Environmental scientists
From: riku76@hotmail.com
To: john.liu@singaporerenewables.sg
Date: 2 April

Dear Mr Liu

Thanks for your mail of 31 March. This is to let you know that I'd be very pleased to come to your HQ for a discussion on Wednesday 23 April at 2.00 pm.

I'd be glad to write the report that you describe. I've noted what you mentioned about length and content. I'll let you have it by 15 April as you've asked.

Best wishes
Riku Henderson

Inquire and inquiry are much more frequent than enquire and enquiry, especially in AmE.

It's not possible to say or write 'very delighted' in this context.
64.1 Look at A opposite. Choose the correct alternatives to complete this email.

Thank you for your email of 13 May (1) ................................ about positions in our company. We are actively (2) ................................ for various (3) ................................ in our organization, particularly finance specialists. We (4) ................................ to invite you for an interview at our headquarters in Singapore on Monday 5 June at 2.00 pm. Please could you confirm that you would be able to (5) ................................ on that date? Before the interview, we would be (6) ................................ if you could prepare a presentation on what you see as the economic situation in the world today, illustrated by PowerPoint slides. Please email us your slides by 2 June. I will then copy them onto the computer that you will be using for your presentation, (7) ................................ them also to the other people who will be present.

1 a ask b asking c asked d asks
2 a employing b joining c recruiting d proposing
3 a posting b positions c vacant d situations
4 a would want b would like c may d might
5 a present b partake c assist d attend
6 a thankful b please c grateful d oblige
7 a circulating b dispatching c purveying d shipping

64.2 Look at B opposite. Below, email replies from two other candidates have been mixed up. Put each email into the correct order. (The beginning of the first – more formal – email is d, and the beginning of the second – more informal – one is e.)

a Would it be possible to arrange another date? I’m sorry if this causes any problems.

b This is to let you know that I’d be very happy to come to your headquarters for the discussion that you mention, but unfortunately I’m not available on 24 April.

c This is to confirm that I would be delighted to come to your office for a discussion on Thursday 24 April at 9.30 am.

d Thank you for your email of 31 March.

e Thanks for your email of 31 March.

f I’ll send it to you by 15 April as you’ve asked, hoping that you will be able to offer another date for the discussion.

g I will let you have it by 15 April as requested.

h I will be happy to write the report that you specify and I have noted the requirements for length and content.

i But I’d be glad to write the report that you’re asking for. I’ve noted what you mentioned about length and content.

Write the beginning of the reply (100 words) from the organization that you wrote to in the Over to you section of Unit 63, inviting you for an informal discussion.
Outlines

Riku Henderson (see Units 63 and 64) makes notes for the outline of his presentation:

**Introduction / Background**
Part 1: Main forms of traditional energy – percentage of energy use today – advantages and disadvantages of each – likely trends in future use
Part 2: Main forms of renewable energy – advantages and disadvantages of each – likely development of each type over next 40 years

**Conclusions** – most likely situation of each in next 50 years

Openings and introductions

- The purpose of this report is to …
- In the first part, I’ll outline / explain / illustrate / analyze / break down …
- I’ll give a breakdown / description / overview …
- In the second part, I’ll move on to look at / examine …
- In the final part, I’ll (try to) draw some conclusions about … / make some predictions about …

Describing visuals

- As you can see from the pie chart / graph / diagram / table …
- The pie chart / graph / diagram / table shows that …

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy Source</th>
<th>Now (at present)</th>
<th>Accounts for</th>
<th>x per cent of current energy use.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- By far the largest source of energy is …
- Next / In second place come(s) …
- Thirdly, there is …
- In fourth position is …
- Not far behind / Quite a long way behind is …
### 65.1 Complete the table with words from A and B opposite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>analysis</td>
<td>describe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outline</td>
<td>predict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explanation</td>
<td>conclude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>examination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>look</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>breakdown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 65.2 Now write a possible introduction to Riku’s report, using appropriate forms of expressions from the table in 65.1 above and underlining them, beginning in this way:

The purpose of this report is to examine the current energy situation in the United States today and the potential for renewable energy there over the next 50 years. In the first part, I’ll outline the place of different sources of energy in the US economy. I’ll give a ...

### 65.3 Write part 1 of Riku’s report using expressions from C opposite, the information in the pie chart and the notes next to it. Begin like this:

As you can see from the pie chart, by far the largest source of energy is oil, which accounts for 41 per cent of energy use in the US. Most of the oil comes from ...

---

**Over to you**

Draw a pie chart about an aspect of your organization, school or department (for example, the number of people in different departments, or the number of students doing different subjects) and write a commentary on it like the one in 65.3 above.
Linking ideas
Here are some expressions you can use to add one idea to another.

| Energy from biomass comes mainly in the form of ethanol, which is made from corn (maize). Critics say that maize should only be used as a food source. | Moreover, they say that large areas of rainforest have been cleared to make way for maize production around the world. |
| Geothermal energy, using heat from underground springs, only makes a very small contribution to energy use. | In addition, geothermal plants are expensive to build and maintain. |
| Tidal power requires installing equipment offshore that is very expensive. | What's more, the equipment breaks down frequently due to the violent seas. |

Here are some expressions you can use to compare and contrast one idea with another, or introduce another idea which might seem surprising.

| The US is well-placed to produce more solar energy. | However, solar panels are concentrated in the south and southwest. |
| Wind energy is very clean and efficient. | Nevertheless, there is strong opposition from people who object to seeing more wind turbines. |
| Hydroelectric schemes especially in the western US, such as the Hoover Dam, provide 46 per cent of renewable energy. | On the other hand, future development of this form of energy is unlikely, as most of the potential schemes have already been realized. |

Forecasts
Look at these ways of expressing future trends.

By 2050, on current trends:
1 renewable energy is going to provide about 30 per cent of the country’s needs, as opposed to 7 per cent today.
2 the amount of energy consumed in the US overall will have decreased by 20 per cent – the economy will be bigger, of course, but energy will be used more efficiently.
3 solar energy should probably represent 20 per cent of renewable energy.
4 oil, gas and coal might each represent about 20 per cent of total energy use, unless something unexpected happens.
5 the environmental argument that nuclear energy does not contribute to global warming may win out.
66.1 Match the two parts of these sentences containing expressions from A opposite.

1 I can assure you that there are no plans to sell the newspaper division.
2 A switch of truck suppliers involves the important costs of changing spare part inventories.
3 IBM studies have indicated that seven per cent of employees believe that technological advancements have improved their ability to balance work and personal life.
4 Boldness is an essential moral characteristic in a leader, for it generates combat power beyond the physical means at hand.
5 Older managers were suspicious of the big expansion and later even opposed to internationalization efforts.
6 These new hotels create employment for local people.

66.2 Look at B opposite. Use the same structures (1–5) to make predictions for the future containing these ideas.

By 2050:
1 electric cars / account for more than half the cars on the road
2 climate change / not have had the effects predicted today
3 population growth / level off
4 nuclear energy / represent 30 per cent of energy production / unless / another big nuclear accident before then
5 attitudes to personal consumption / change enormously

66.3 Now make alternative forecasts to the ones above in 66.2. (You can use different verbs for each one this time.) The first one has been done as an example.

Electric cars will account for less than a third of all cars on the road.

Over to you

Make some forecasts about trends in your own profession or industry, or one you would like to work in.
Answer key

1.1 1 rewarding, stimulating
2 client contact
3 get on well with
4 hands-on
5 No two days are the same
6 Originality, creativity

1.2 1 working on my own
2 putting ideas into practice
3 admin, paperwork
4 teamwork
5 snowed under
6 sense of achievement
7 red tape, bureaucracy

1.3 1 breathing down our necks
2 commuting
3 long hours
4 flexibility
5 vacation time
6 time off
7 stressful
8 perks
9 working from home

Over to you (sample answer)
I’m an industrial designer. I can work from home for three days a week, as it gives me a lot of flexibility, and I can develop ideas without interruptions. But I go into the office the rest of the time, and there I can discuss ideas with colleagues, and I feel like I’m part of a team, which is great. I have the best of both worlds!

2.1 2 use our initiative
3 Morale, motivated
4 responsibility
5 job satisfaction

2.2 (sample answers)
1 McGregor’s thinking has influenced participative styles of management and the continued practice of staff performance appraisal.
2 Managers’ beliefs can be seen from the things that they say and do.
3 These lead to managers having particular policies towards employees and to relate to them in particular ways.
4 No – he did not think that either Theory X or Y should be taken as a ‘model’.

5 Abraham Maslow; he thought that motivation was key in people’s needs.
6 He thought that workers were dissatisfied because of the way that jobs were badly designed, the way that managers behaved, and the lack of opportunities for people to be satisfied with their jobs.

Over to you (sample answer)
I would recommend developing initiative in the following way. Car production workers should be able to submit ideas for improvement in the production process. If an idea leads to increased efficiency, the worker concerned should receive a bonus.

3.1 1 salary
2 supervision
3 peer relationships
4 policy
5 working conditions
6 security

3.2 1 the work itself
2 recognition
3 responsibility
4 achievement
5 advancement
6 personal growth

3.3 Verb | Noun | Adjective
---|---|---
empower | empowerment | empowered
consult | consultation | consulted
- | hierarchy | hierarchical
delegate | delegation | delegated

Over to you (sample answer)
I sell packaging equipment to food manufacturers. I have a great sense of achievement when I reach my sales objective for the year. If we do a good job, we get recognition in the form of a generous bonus and positive feedback from our sales manager. The work itself is fascinating – I have a technical background, and the technical progress in packaging machinery has been amazing since I started out. There are good opportunities for advancement – I hope to become sales team leader next year. And in terms of personal growth, the company I work for is great – we are encouraged to go on training courses in areas that are unrelated to our work. I’m learning to play the classical guitar at the moment.
4.1  1 g  2 e  3 b  4 a  
      5 d  6 c  7 f

4.2  1 lifelong learning, current trends  
      2 career move  
      3 activities  
      4 consultancy services  
      5 freelancers  
      6 in-house

**Over to you (sample answers)**

I write technical documentation for manufacturers of domestic appliances – dishwashers, washing machines, and so on. I could do this work as a freelancer, but I prefer being a salaried employee – I like coming into work every day, and it’s easier to keep up with what’s going on. I hear about technical developments with the new models, for example, and also office gossip!

**Advantages of being a freelancer:**

- You can organize your work the way that you want to.
- You don’t have to get to the office by a particular time every day.
- You can take holidays when it suits you rather than your employer.

**Disadvantages:**

- It’s possible to feel isolated and unmotivated.
- You always have to be thinking about finding the next project.
- It’s possible to waste a lot of time if you don’t discipline yourself.

**Advantages for companies:**

- It costs less than hiring more employees.
- Freelancers can be very flexible about when they work.
- They often specialize in one thing so they can be very good at what they do.

**Disadvantages for companies:**

- You have no control when a freelancer you normally rely on is not available for the next piece of work.
- There is a risk when using a freelancer for the first time that their work might not be of a good enough quality.

5.1  1 job sharing  
      2 part-time work  
      3 temporary work

5.2  1 make people redundant  
      2 consultation  
      3 trade unions  
      4 hire and fire  
      5 inflexibility  
      6 Unemployment  
      7 give them three months’ notice  
      8 social charges  
      9 sick pay  
      10 flexible  
      11 job creation

5.3  1 true  5 true  
      2 true  6 false  
      3 false  7 true  
      4 true

**Over to you (sample answers)**

Spain is probably more like France. The labour market is quite inflexible, with similar obstacles to hiring and firing people as there. One advantage of flexible working for employers is that they can get rid of workers when they no longer need them, and hire them again when they do need them. One disadvantage is that employees feel less loyalty to the organization, and therefore less motivated.

6.1  1 b  2 a  3 e  4 c  5 d

6.2  1 lack of management support  
      2 role ambiguity  
      3 home–work imbalance  
      4 heavy workloads  
      5 office politics  
      6 effort–reward imbalance

6.3  1 d  2 a  3 b  4 c

**Over to you (sample answers)**

- Currency dealer, teacher and policeman are three stressful jobs.
- As a production manager, the main causes of stress in my job are unexpected increases in demand, which mean increasing production, and this is difficult to do quickly. I combat stress by doing a lot of sport, especially running and swimming.

7.1  1 uncountable  
      2 countable  
      3 uncountable  
      4 uncountable  
      5 countable
**Over to you (sample answer)**
There is employee assessment every six months, with managers talking to their employees individually to tell them how they are doing. There is no assessment of managers by employees, no 360-degree assessment.

### 8.1
1. super-talent
2. core competents
3. talent manager
4. talent pool
5. Talent management
6. core competents
7. talent pool
8. ABC approach

### 8.2
- creatives: 2, 3, 6
- suits: 1, 4, 5

### 8.3
1. mentees, mentees
2. mentoring/coaching
3. reverse mentoring, mentoring
4. coach, coachee
5. mentoring/mentorship, mentor

**Over to you (sample answer)**
I work for a small electronics company (30 employees). There is a formal system of mentoring, where each new recruit is assigned one of the senior managers, who has regular sessions with them and gives them advice about the firm’s values and culture.

### 9.1 (sample answers)
1. She manages a team of nurses.
2. Daily and monthly.
3. There tend to be fewer daily meetings.
4. They encourage positive emotion and energy, and sharing out tasks for the day, and help nurses to think about the unit’s work as a whole. Knowing who may need help allows the work of the unit to be shared out among team members. Meetings also keep people engaged in learning and develop commitment.
5. They help limit mistakes.
6. The monthly meetings encourage nurses to think about the performance of their own and other teams.

### 9.2
1. true
2. true
3. false
4. true
5. true
6. false
7. true
8. false

**Over to you (sample answers)**
- I’ve worked in a number of teams on big engineering projects.
- Yes, we work well as a team – perhaps because someone performs each role.
- I’m a Completer. I like to ensure that project deadlines are met, any mistakes corrected, and nothing forgotten or omitted.

### 10.1
1. hard
2. soft
3. soft
4. hard
5. hard

### 10.2
1. e
2. d
3. c
4. e
5. c
6. b
7. a
8. b
9. d
10. a

### 10.3
1. self-awareness
2. conscientiousness
3. sensitivity
4. influence
5. integrity
6. decisiveness
7. motivation

**Over to you (sample answer)**
I work for a small electronics company (30 employees). There is a formal system of mentoring, where each new recruit is assigned one of the senior managers, who has regular sessions with them and gives them advice about the firm’s values and culture.

### 11.1
- age, ageist, ageism
- race, racist, racism
- sex, sexist, sexism
- stereotype, stereotypical, stereotyping
- diversity, diverse, -
- discrimination, discriminatory, -
- equality, equal,
- ethnicity, ethnic, -

### 11.2
1. stereotypical
2. Discriminatory (or Racist)
3. ethnicity (or race)
4. racism (or discrimination)
5. ageist
6. sexism
7. equality
8. diversity

### 11.3
1. True
2. False
3. True
4. False
5. True
6. False

**Over to you (sample answer)**
Traditionally, my company, a newspaper publisher, has recruited graduates from the
country’s top two universities. However, it could increase diversity and inclusion by employing journalists from non-university backgrounds, for example those who have worked on regional papers for a few years. It could also increase diversity by employing more people from ethnic minorities.

12.1 1 Total Quality Management, TQM
2 consistency, employee involvement
3 faults, defects
4 zero defects
5 reworking

12.2 1 (customer) delight
2 conformity/conformance to specification
3 elimination of variation
4 (customer) expectations

12.3 1 c 2 h 3 e 4 f
5 b 6 d 7 a 8 g

Over to you (sample answer)
In my organization, a train operating company, the criteria for quality include:
• punctuality – fewer than five per cent of trains should arrive more than ten minutes late
• features – seats are comfortable, all with waiter service
• aesthetics – the trains are good to look at, inside and out
• perceived quality is high – trains give a feeling of luxury
• value for money – fares are very reasonable

13.1 apply; application; applied
certify; certificate, certification; certified
standardize; standard(s), standardization; standardized

13.2 1 application
2 certification, certified
3 standardized

13.3 1 2 a 3 b 4 g
5 c 6 d 7 e

Over to you (sample answer)
Since we adopted ISO 9000, the company has been affected in the following ways: top managers – not just middle managers – have been involved in quality issues; we pay much more attention to regulatory requirements on product safety; we have put in place measurable objectives so that we can measure quality; we have improved resource management; we are much better at monitoring customer satisfaction, with regular surveys. We also measure the effectiveness of our staff training, and we look at all possible ways to work on continual improvement of our products.

14.1 1 b 2 a 3 d 4 c
5 b 6 d 7 c 8 a

14.2 1 people management
2 policy & strategy
3 resources
4 people satisfaction
5 customer satisfaction
6 impact on society

Over to you (sample answer)
The leadership of my business school is in the hands of the director. With her colleagues, she makes decisions on people management, recruiting the best teachers in their respective areas. The policy and strategy of the school are both directed to becoming the leading business school in the country by recruiting the best staff and students. Resources include a state-of-the-art campus just outside the capital city. Processes include lectures, tutorials and written work. These are the enablers.

Results include people satisfaction: lecturers are very happy with their jobs and rarely move to other institutions. The ‘customers’ – the students – give very high evaluations in their course questionnaires. The impact on society is harder to judge, but society surely benefits from having well-qualified managers running companies. And the business results of the school are very good; it has a special status and does not talk about profits, but it certainly makes money.

15.1 1 performance, benchmark
2 reverse engineering
3 benchmarking, best practices
4 competitive benchmarking
5 Functional benchmarking

15.2 (sample answers)
1 If you can measure how many defects you have in a process, you can systematically figure out how to eliminate them and get as close to zero defects as possible.
2 A chance for non-conformance, i.e. not conforming to the quality criteria.
3 flawless
4 Failing to deliver what the customer wants.
5 consistent
6 predictable

**Over to you (sample answer)**
As the second biggest clothing retailer, we are always looking at the biggest company and what it does. Of course, there are some industrial secrets that it will not reveal, but it’s always interesting to go into their shops and see how they do things – the clothes they sell, how they display them, the decor of their stores, and so on.

16.1 1 strategy
2 resources, planning
3 resource allocation
4 mission statement

16.2 1 b 2 d 3 e 4 c 5 f 6 a

16.3 1 dominated the market
2 attack the market
3 invade
4 established a foothold/toehold
5 still dominated
6 withdraw from

**Over to you (sample answer)**
Eli Lilly’s mission statement is ‘to create and deliver innovative pharmaceutical-based healthcare solutions that enable people to live longer, healthier and more active lives’.

17.1 1 stifling, encouraging
2 intensified
3 harm
4 inhibit
5 sharpening

17.2 1 b 2 d 3 a 4 c

17.3 1 threat
2 advantage/edge
3 prices
4 position
5 pressure
6 strategy

**Over to you (sample answer)**
I work for a supermarket chain. We are criticized for having too much power over our suppliers, for example farmers, but we think they get fair prices for what they sell. Competition between the supermarket chains is intense, and there is always the danger of more low-cost entrants to the industry. We don’t think there’s a danger from substitutes as people will always have to eat! The bargaining power of customers is high – they can always go to our lower-cost competitors, so we have to make sure that we offer an attractive alternative in terms of range of goods, attractive stores, and so on.

18.1 1 industry competitors
2 entrant
3 substitutes
4 buyers
5 suppliers

18.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• situated in one of the UK’s most attractive cities</td>
<td>• need to improve our facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• the English language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Opportunities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• potentially more and more students from abroad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• economic slowdown next year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• excellent universities in the US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18.3 1 focus
2 cost leadership
3 differentiation

**Over to you (sample answer)**
I work for Waterstones bookshops. Our fiercest competitor is the online retailer Amazon. We hope that customers will keep coming to our stores to browse and buy books, rather than ordering them online. But we also know that we have to make our stores as attractive as possible, with coffee shops and sofas where people can read and relax before making their purchases.

18.4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Across</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 barriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 chaebol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 divestment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 conglomerate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Down</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 portfolio theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 concentrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 merge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Over to you (sample answer)
Daimler merged with Chrysler so that Daimler would have better access to the US car market and Chrysler to the European market. They planned to develop models together, reduce costs, etc. But the cultural differences between the two companies were too great and the merger fell apart.

20.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nouns (things)</th>
<th>Nouns (people/organizations)</th>
<th>Adjectives and -ed/-ing forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>creativity, creativeness</td>
<td>creators</td>
<td>creative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>innovation, innovativeness</td>
<td>innovators</td>
<td>innovative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bureaucracy</td>
<td>bureaucrats</td>
<td>bureaucratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ingenuity</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ingenious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disruption</td>
<td>disruptors</td>
<td>disruptive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over to you (sample answers)
- Yes, many organizations are bureaucratic and slow to come up with new ideas.
- I work for Procter and Gamble, and one way that we have of getting new ideas is to encourage contributions and input from people not actually working for the company, via the company’s website. The company then rewards the best suggestions and contributions.
  - Another example of disruption is in book distribution. Amazon disrupted the book retail industry, first with its online ordering service, and then with its Kindle reader.

21.1

1 (social and economic) environment
2 futurologists/futurists
3 the Delphi method, panel, a consensus
4 forecasts
5 futurology
6 scenario planning
7 mini-Delphi / Estimate–Talk–Estimate / ETE
8 evolve

21.2

1 e 2 a 3 b 4 d 5 c

Over to you (sample answers)
- I work for a tour operator and the biggest risk is that, through no fault of our own, we go bankrupt. This can leave thousands of customers abroad and unable to get home. This would be very unfortunate, for our customers and for us, so we do everything we can to avoid bankruptcy!
- We almost went bankrupt once a few years ago when we had financial controls that were less strict than today’s, but we learnt our lesson and now the business is run much better, with close attention to costs and financial results.

22.1

1 d 2 a 3 e 4 f 5 c 6 b

22.2

1 risk strategy
2 risk factors
3 risk appetite, risk exposure
4 risk avoidance
5 risk-takers
6 risk appetite

22.3

g b d f a c e

Over to you (sample answers)
I guess I’m a risk-taker. I like trying new things. I have an appetite for risk – it may all go wrong, but I like the excitement. For example, I was a bit of an entrepreneur even before I left university – I started a business selling electric bikes to my fellow-students, and this turned into a full-time job after I graduated.
23.1 1 pricing 4 place
2 product 5 promotion
3 promotion 6 promotion

23.2 a physical evidence
b people
c process
1 intangible 5 service
2 contact 6 process
3 motivated 7 helpful
4 attitude

Over to you (sample answers)
I was attracted to my new LG high-definition screen (product) by their TV advertising (promotion). The product was available in department stores and electrical goods stores, but I preferred to buy it online (place). I paid slightly less than I would have done in traditional retail outlets (pricing).

I took my car to be serviced yesterday. When I went into the service centre, it took five minutes for someone to come to greet me (people). I left the car, but they didn’t phone me to tell me what was going on. So when I went to pick it up, I found they had done all sorts of work, some of which wasn’t necessary (process). But they did show me a component that had broken and that had really needed replacing (physical evidence).

24.1 1 convenience
2 communication
3 customer cost
4 customer solution

24.2 1 b 2 a 3 d 4 e 5 c

24.3 1 customer loyalty, customer allegiance, customer retention, repeat business
2 customer base
3 word-of-mouth
4 customer defection
5 churn
6 lost customer analysis

Over to you (sample answer)
I try to use my country’s national airline when I fly. They have what they call a Superloyalty card, based on air miles, which gives me a number of advantages. The most important one is free flights, of course. Others include getting priority when I check in, a free lounge where I can wait before boarding, and being able to upgrade from economy to business class at very low cost.

25.1 1 mystery shopper
2 market intelligence
3 primary data, secondary data
4 market research firm
5 latest trends

25.2 1 c 2 d 3 e 4 b 5 a

25.3 1 b 2 a 3 b 4 a 5 a

Over to you (sample answer)
I work in the marketing department of a car company. We organize regular market research to see what people think of our models and those of our competitors. The latest findings are that people are looking more and more for environmentally friendly cars.

26.1 1 segmentation, segments
2 social class, demographic segmentation
3 behavioural segmentation
4 target groups

26.2 1 e 2 d 3 a 4 c 5 f 6 b

26.3 1 traffic
2 visitors
3 interact
4 conversion
5 convert

Over to you (sample answer)
I recently bought a ticket on a low-cost airline to go clubbing in Mallorca this summer. For this flight, I’m in the leisure travel segment, rather than a business traveller. Demographically, I’m in the 25-34 segment, and in terms of VALS, I guess I’m an experiencer, spending a lot of money on music, clothes and clubbing, and the tickets to get to places where I can meet other people like me!

27.1 1 warehousing
2 analysis
3 mining
4 protection
5 management
Over to you (sample answer)
I work at Boeing. We hold a lot of information about our customers, the airlines. We get most of the information by asking them for it. We have a lot of data about their requirements on different routes and in many other areas. They also let us have some of the results that they have gathered from their own market research, which we also hold on our database. And of course, the technical people here hold a lot of information from the airlines relating to the operation of our planes by our customers. We use this information to make sure the planes we produce meet the requirements of the airlines, and of course their passengers.

Over to you (sample answer)
I work for Unilever and our food brands include Lipton, Flora, Becel, Blue Band, Hellmann's, Knorr, Bertolli, Calve, Magnum and Cornetto. There's no flagship brand as such, as we are strong in so many different product categories. We prefer to develop completely new brands rather than brand extensions of different brands.

Over to you (sample answer)
Rolls Royce is one of the UK's biggest exporters. It makes aircraft engines for civilian and military aircraft, plus turbines for applications such as power generation. It has its main base in Derby, and also has other plants, including one in Bristol. It has about 37,000 employees, 40 per cent outside the UK.

Over to you (sample answer)
Dell manufactures computers in Lodz, Poland, but many of its suppliers are elsewhere. Many of the components come from China, for example. Components arrive in Gdansk by container ship and are then taken to the plant by truck.
31.3
1 refurbishment
2 waste
3 remanufacturing
4 disposal
5 dismantle
6 recycle

Over to you (sample answer)
I work for an airline and our biggest logistical nightmare is when our planes are delayed by congestion at airports, especially Heathrow. The outward flight arrives late, which means that the return flight takes off late, causing passengers to become very angry.

32.1
1 Core competences/competencies
2 Subcontractors, in-house, expertise, non-core
3 Transaction cost analysis, outsourcing them / subcontracting them / farming them out
4 our competitive edge
5 Our corporate culture

32.2
1 b 2 e 3 d 4 c 5 a

32.3
1 False: Money may be saved initially, but they are often more expensive in the longer term.
2 True
3 False: It outsourced a range of services from highways to IT.
4 False: They ended up spending more.
5 True
6 True

Over to you (sample answer)
Here in India, we have benefited greatly from outsourcing. Many of our graduates work in call centres for UK banks. But outsourcing is increasing in other areas which require higher levels of expertise, for example software development.

33.1
1 Internet
2 bandwidth
3 video-conferencing
4 webcams
5 download
6 video-on-demand
7 wireless

33.2
1 3G
2 wireless
3 from the Optimum site
4 GPS
5 the browser

33.3
Over to you (sample answers)
- Yes, mobile devices are suitable for accessing the Internet now – the screens are bigger and the download speeds are faster.
- I use my mobile to download football-action replays. I don’t use it for internet shopping (for that I use my computer when I’m at home), but I do look at the weather forecast occasionally to see if it’s going to rain.

34.1
1 interoperability
2 external social networking sites, posted, profile
3 video-sharing sites, uploaded
4 internal social networking site, online community, vetted
5 wiki, collaboration
6 messaging, networking sites, communication

34.2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Noun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>attractive</td>
<td>attractiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interactive</td>
<td>interactivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user-friendly</td>
<td>user-friendliness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sticky</td>
<td>stickiness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

34.3
1 unique users
2 traffic
3 page views
4 sticky
5 user-friendly
6 generating, revenue
7 rankings
8 website management company

Over to you (sample answer)
I think it’s acceptable for recruiters to check social networking sites in this way. What people say about themselves there is probably more reliable than what they put in their CVs. Companies need to know everything about the people they are recruiting!

35.1
1 b 2 d 3 c 4 a

35.2
1 e 2 d 3 a
4 b 5 f 6 c

35.3
1 cancer, AIDS, water purification, solar power
2 People donate processing time on their computers to perform very complex calculations.
3 They must download software and allow their computers to be used when they would normally be dormant.
4 They might benefit from cheaper electricity in the future.

**Over to you (sample answer)**
At my university, there is an intranet that allows us to get information about different courses and members of staff, to look at our lecturers’ PowerPoint presentations, and to check availability of the sports facilities, among many other things.

36.1 1 scams
2 security
3 infiltrated
4 identity theft
5 infected
6 malware

36.2 1 identity theft
2 password
3 phishing
4 cybercrime, cybercriminals
5 encryption
6 security details
7 spyware

36.3 1 law enforcement agencies
2 Big Brother
3 privacy, confidentiality
4 civil liberties
5 electronic trail
6 snoop

**Over to you (sample answer)**
I don’t feel nervous about using internet banking. One way of minimizing the risk is to change the password often and not write it down anywhere. And I never put the account details into emails that I might send to people, for example when I write to someone about transferring money to my account.

37.1 1 gig economy
2 commission
3 business model
4 self-employed contractor
5 smartphone apps
6 Uberisation

37.2 1 sharing economy
2 review, feedback
3 regulation
4 minimum wage

38.1 Verb Noun
| copyright | copyright |
| download | download |
| encrypt | encryption |
| infringe | infringement |
| pirate | piracy |
| protect | protection |

38.2 1 copyright protection
2 encryption
3 infringement
4 download
5 piracy
Over to you (sample answer)
I think it’s acceptable, because groups these days have lots of other ways of making money from concerts, and so on. Music companies have to find new ways of generating revenues – the idea of selling songs through download sites is just a hangover from the days of selling records.

Over to you (sample answers)
Companies make their reports look attractive because they want to communicate in a way that seems friendly, open, etc. Annual reports are intended for investors and potential investors including shareholders; they are also directed at financial journalists reporting on the company, and of course the company’s employees themselves.

The report can be seen as a marketing tool intended to impress each of these audiences.

Over to you (sample answers)
Carphone Warehouse is a retailer of mobile phones in the UK. It has a chain of outlets in strategic locations in most UK cities, but most of the sites are rented, and the rented sites do not appear on its balance sheet. It has knowledgeable staff, but employees don’t appear either. It has stocks of mobile phones to sell, which do appear, and money in its bank accounts, which also appears on its balance sheet.

Over to you (sample answer)
When a company goes out of business, it usually has liabilities in the form of money owed to suppliers, lenders, the tax authorities, and in some cases employees’ unpaid salaries.
43.1 a 6 f 0.5  
b (1) g (1.5)  
c (8) h 1.25  
d 5 i 1  
e (7.5) j 5.6

Over to you (sample answer)
Credit terms in Germany and Sweden are quite short – 30 days is normal, with interest payable after that time. But in southern Europe – Spain and Italy, for example – they can be up to 120 or even 150 days.

44.1 1 amortization and depreciation  
2 net income  
3 EBITDA  
4 cashflow  
5 EBITDA

44.2 1 Knowledge workers, physical assets, return on assets (ROA)  
2 sweating its assets / operating at full capacity  
3 return on equity (ROE)  
4 return on assets (ROA)  
5 shareholders’ equity

44.3 1 f 2 a 3 b 4 e 5 d 6 c

Over to you (sample answer)
The university that I go to is really sweating its assets. All the lecture rooms are full all the time, there are usually long queues in the restaurants and there are normally people waiting to use the computers in the library. I don’t think they could increase the number of students without making further investments.

45.1 Across  
2 shareholder value  
6 outstanding  
7 PE ratio  
8 retained earnings  
10 distributed  
12 maximize  
13 acquisitions  
14 EPS  
15 strategic  

Down  
1 returns  
3 on investment  
4 dividend payout  
5 growth  
8 ROI  
9 decision  
11 income

45.2 1 maximize shareholder value  
2 divestment  
3 strategic decision  
4 returns on investment (ROI)  
5 acquisition

Over to you (sample answers)
- This is not always easy to do because managers may have high commitment to the industry that they know and in which many will have spent their entire careers. They may even have an emotional attachment to it.
- In smaller firms, and in some cultures, managers may not want to be forced to fire loyal employees.
- And the knowledge that managers have of their industry may not be usable or applicable in the new activity that they want to get into.

46.1 1 regulator  
2 auditors  
3 collapsed  
4 irregularities  
5 cooking the books  
6 irregularities  
7 overstated  
8 understated  
9 fraud  
10 regulator  
11 auditor rotation  
12 transparency

46.2 1 False: It fined the auditors, Heath Berwick.  
2 False: It collapsed.  
3 True  
4 False: Investors are suing Mataymeats for fraud.  
5 Not given  
6 False: The relationship can be too close.

46.3 1 SEC  
2 FRC  
3 IOSCO  
4 IAS  
5 GAAP

Over to you (sample answer)
There was recently a case in the UK of a charity whose chief accountant was taking money to finance his luxurious lifestyle. He ended up in prison.

47.1 1 f 2 d 3 a 4 c 5 h  
6 b 7 g 8 i 9 e
47.2 1 recovery 4 trough
2 prosperity 5 contraction
3 peak 6 expansion

47.3 1 boomed 4 economic stability
2 overheating 5 recession
3 soft landing 6 boom and bust

Over to you (sample answer)
Here in Spain right now, the business cycle is bottoming out, with signs that things will improve next year, when the economy will pick up. But for the moment, unemployment is very high, house prices are falling by 15 per cent per year, inflation is rising and the currency is falling in value.

48.1 1 a 2 g 3 e 4 b
5 a 6 c 7 d

48.2 1 a regulator
2 a ratings agency
3 the real economy
4 light-touch regulation
5 deleverage
6 default
7 toxic assets
8 full-blown economic crisis

48.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>crash</td>
<td>crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default</td>
<td>default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deflation</td>
<td>deflate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deleveraging</td>
<td>deleverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regulation, regulator</td>
<td>regulate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rescue</td>
<td>rescue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stimulus</td>
<td>stimulate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over to you (sample answer)
In France, the credit crunch did not affect us too badly. There was a slowdown – economic growth declined for a while, but there was no actual recession. Declining demand for our products from Europe and the US was partly replaced by demand from Asia.

49.1 1 e 2 c 3 f 4 b 5 a 6 d

49.2 1 board
2 integrity, probity
3 professional misconduct
4 transparent
5 accountable

49.3 1 b 2 a 3 a 4 a 5 c

Over to you (sample answer)
I'm writing about your company’s continued pollution of our local river. This has been going on for some years now, with obvious effects on wildlife: there are dead fish floating on the surface, for example. Your company says that it wants to be seen as a good corporate citizen, but your apparent disregard for the environment makes it hard to believe that you are sincere in this. What actions will you be taking to improve the situation?

50.1 1 stakeholder theory
2 social reporting, public relations exercise
3 social performance
4 stakeholders
5 social audits

50.2 1 justice/welfare
2 issues
3 welfare
4 programs
5 responsibility

50.3 1 b 2 a 3 d 4 c

Over to you (sample answer)
In the tea plantations of southern India, employers have from the beginning invested in the social welfare of their employees by building worker accommodation, schools, etc. and ensuring that working conditions are good.

51.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>carcinogen</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>carcinogenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discharge</td>
<td>discharge</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disposal</td>
<td>dispose (of)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>environment</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>environmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pollution</td>
<td>pollute</td>
<td>polluting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pollutant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recycling</td>
<td>recycle</td>
<td>recycled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>recyclable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

51.2 1 pollutants
2 recycled
3 disposal

51.3 1 logging
2 deforestation
3 Overfishing

Over to you (sample answer)
In my area, they have started regular collections of paper and glass for recycling. More could be done to reduce pollution, for example by charging drivers to enter the city centre in their cars.
52.1 1 global warming  2 greenhouse  3 storms  4 emissions  5 emissions  6 infrastructure  7 infrastructure

52.2 1 my carbon footprint  2 Carbon levels  3 climate treaties  4 Carbon capture / Carbon sequestration  5 The Kyoto Protocol  6 carbon offsets  7 carbon credits

52.3 1 capture  2 offset  3 absorbed  4 emit, capping  5 traded

**Over to you (sample answer)**
I've tried to reduce my carbon footprint by taking the train to work, rather than driving. I fly less – it's now realistic to go by train from the UK to a lot of places on the Continent.

53.1 1 stewardship  2 governance bodies, supervisory, management, supervisory board  3 board, non-execs

53.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Noun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>remunerate</td>
<td>remuneration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compensate</td>
<td>compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reward</td>
<td>reward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incentivize</td>
<td>incentive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pay out</td>
<td>payout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pay off</td>
<td>payoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bail out</td>
<td>bailout</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

53.3 1 bailouts  2 compensation, remuneration  3 incentives  4 payoffs, payouts

**Over to you (sample answer)**
I work for a German company that has a supervisory board, of whom a third are not shareholders, and an executive board responsible for the day-to-day running of the company.

54.1 1 transparency  2 ethical investment fund  3 accountability  4 institutional investors  5 good corporate governance  6 activist shareholders

54.2 ethics, ethical, ethically transparency, transparent, transparently accountability, accountable, - environment, - environmental sustainability, sustainable, sustainably

54.3 1 transparent  2 accountable  3 sustainably  4 ethically  5 transparency  6 sustainable

54.4 1 e  2 c  3 a  4 d  5 b

**Over to you (sample answer)**
Companies have responsibilities other than just making a profit. They should be good corporate citizens, encouraging good relations not just with shareholders, but also with employees, suppliers, customers, and so on.

55.1 **Across**
2 Third World  4 standards  7 rural  9 industrialized  10 South  14 economic output  16 West  18 middle

**Down**
1 Gross National  3 distribution  5 product  6 prosperity  8 GNP  11 tigers  12 less  13 North  15 income  17 GNI

55.2 1 shipping costs  2 telecommunications costs  3 trade liberalization / free trade  4 free movement of capital  5 protectionism  6 interdependence

**Over to you (sample answer)**
Some say that material development gives a false idea about the state of a country. They look at other factors such as levels of happiness, satisfaction, etc.
56.1 1 foreign direct investment, capital flows
2 Capital controls
3 devaluation
4 liberalization
5 instability

56.2 1 Poverty reduction
2 unsustainable
3 infrastructure projects
4 stimulation of growth
5 Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPs)
6 the Millennium Development Goals
7 the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank

56.3 1 b 2 c 3 d 4 a 5 f 6 e

Over to you (sample answer)
Many argue that the debt burden of some developing countries is so great that the debt burden must be forgiven. These countries are spending so much on debt repayments that they cannot afford to pay for education and health services.

57.1 1 trade barriers, free trade
2 tariffs
3 opening up
4 protectionism
5 dumping, quotas

57.2 1 false 4 true
2 true 5 true
3 true

Over to you (sample answer)
Yes, I buy Fairtrade products because they help small farmers around the world to make a decent living.

58.1 1 aid agencies 5 humanitarian
2 famine, epidemic 6 seed money
3 crop failure 7 disasters
4 relief

58.2 1 development projects
2 seed money
3 pressure groups
4 tied aid
5 intermediate technology
6 economic development
7 infrastructure

Over to you (sample answer)
No. A country needs long-term economic development that goes beyond humanitarian aid provided to relieve immediate difficulties.

59.1 1 renewable energy
2 depletion of natural resources, sustainability, environmental damage
3 short-term profit
4 environmental damage

59.2 1 sustainable transport
2 sustainable energy
3 sustainable forestry
4 sustainable tourism
5 sustainable fisheries/seafood
6 sustainable agriculture/farming
7 sustainable livelihoods

59.3 1 True
2 False: China's development came through economic growth.
3 False: Aid 'should not push aside local knowledge, initiative and adaptation'.
4 True
5 False: International co-operation can assist local efforts.

Over to you (sample answer)
The world's population will eventually stop growing, thanks to rising living standards. But will enough of the world's economies adapt to the sort of sustainable practices described in the article in time? I'm cautiously optimistic about this.

60.1 2 a distance
3 f hospitality
4 e punctuality
5 d task-orientation
6 b glass ceiling
7 e planning
8 c gestures
9 e working year, leisure time

60.2 (sample answers)
1 It decided to merge its Belgian and Dutch operations.
2 You would think that these neighbouring countries have similar cultures and there would be no cultural difficulties.
3 The Belgians perceived their Dutch colleagues as often pompous and rude and not taking enough account of the need to do things in Belgium the Belgian way. The Dutch found the Belgians bureaucratic, over-deferential to the hierarchy before making decisions, and disorganized.
4 Individuals in teams with an acerbic personal style.
5 No, they may be down to individual personalities and there are difficult people in all cultures.
6 When people realized this, they were free to challenge unacceptable behaviour.

Over to you (sample answer)
Here at the advertising agency where I work, people like to think of themselves as creative and independent, so they would criticize colleagues who depend too much on procedures in particular situations. We are proud of our multitasking – we like to be seen to be doing several things at once. We spend a lot of time at the coffee machine, but chatting like this with colleagues is congenial and a good way of coming up with new ideas!

61.1 1 b, c, e 2 a, d, f

61.2 Noun Adjective
aggression aggressive
confrontation confrontational
diplomacy diplomatic
focus focused
harmony harmonious
vagueness vague

61.3 1 diplomatic 4 vague
2 harmonious 5 confrontational
3 focused 6 aggressive

61.4 1 g 2 f 3 d 4 a
5 c 6 b 7 h 8 e

Over to you (sample answer)
In the Czech Republic, people are usually pretty punctual. We like to plan meetings well in advance and it can be quite difficult to set up a meeting at short notice. We like to arrive with the feeling that we are well-prepared and with all the facts and figures at our disposal. Czechs tend not to show too much emotion within a business meeting and there is limited body language and facial expressions, but this doesn’t mean that we’re not interested.

62.1 1 b 2 h 3 e 4 a
5 d 6 f 7 c 8 g

62.2 1 Avoid difficult/controversial/sensitive subjects, e.g. politics and religion.
2 Treat business cards with respect.
3 Communicate appropriately, at the right time, etc.

62.3 1 appropriate 3 inappropriate
2 inappropriate 4 appropriate

Over to you (sample answer)
In South Korea:
• Keep eye contact for half the time. Don’t stare at the person you are talking to.
• Stand about a metre and a half away. Don’t get too close.
• Don’t try to be ‘interesting’ by talking about difficult subjects like politics.
• Treat more senior people with respect – don’t use first names.
• Make sure that your business card is up-to-date. Don’t make hand-written changes to it.
• Don’t try to make people reveal confidential commercial information.
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63.2 1 √ 7 √
2 a 8 the
3 an 9 on
4 my 10 the
5 above 11 about
6 be
Over to you (sample answer)

To the Financial Services Authority, London
Hello. Your organization has been in the news a lot recently, and I’m writing to ask if you have openings for someone with my background. I have a Master’s degree in Computer Science and was recently made redundant from my job as an IT specialist in the share trading department at UBS, where I worked for 15 years. I have detailed knowledge of how trading systems work, and I think I would be an ideal candidate to work in the department at FSA that deals with illegal trading practices. ...

64.1 1 b 2 c 3 b 4 b
5 d 6 c 7 a

64.2 Email 1: d, c, h, g
Email 2: e, b, a, i, f

Over to you (sample answer)

Dear Ms Karamanlis
Thank you for your enquiry about employment at the Financial Services Authority. The FSA is actively recruiting people for the area that you mention – irregular share trading practices. We would like you to attend our Canary Wharf offices for an informal discussion on Tuesday 22 January at 3.30 pm. We would like you to prepare a short PowerPoint presentation (10 minutes) on your work at UBS – there is no need for you to send the slides beforehand. Pls could you confirm that you will be able to attend? Many thanks. ...

65.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>description</td>
<td>describe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analysis</td>
<td>analyze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outline</td>
<td>outline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explanation</td>
<td>explain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>examination</td>
<td>examine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>look</td>
<td>look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>breakdown</td>
<td>break down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prediction</td>
<td>predict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conclusion</td>
<td>conclude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

65.2 (sample answer)

I’ll give a description of each energy source and a breakdown of the contribution of each source to the overall energy consumption of the US. In the second part, I’ll move on to a more detailed analysis of the contribution of each type of renewable energy, and try to explain the situation of each one.

I’ll conclude by having a look at the likely evolution of renewable energy over the next 50 years, and make some (risky!) predictions about the future contribution of the different types of renewables, in relation to the probable situation then of traditional energy sources.

65.3 (sample answer)

Next come natural gas and coal with 22 per cent each. Again, much of the gas comes from abroad, but the coal is mined in the US. Emissions that cause global warming are of course coal’s biggest problem. In fourth position is nuclear energy with 8 per cent, with all its problems of disposal of radioactive waste. But not far behind nuclear is renewable energy, with 7 per cent.

Over to you (sample answer)

As you can see from the pie chart, at my university, the most popular subject in the languages department is English – just over 30 per cent of the students here study it as their main subject. Next comes Mandarin, with 25 per cent. In third place is Arabic, with 15 per cent. Fourth is Spanish, with 10 per cent and fifth equal are French, Italian and Portuguese, with just under 7 per cent each.

66.1 1 b 2 f 3 a 4 c 5 d 6 e

66.2 By 2050:
1 Electric cars are going to account for more than half the cars on the road.
2 Climate change will not have had the effects predicted today.
3 Population growth should have levelled off.
4 Nuclear energy might represent 30 per cent of energy production, unless there is another big nuclear accident before then.
5 Attitudes to personal consumption may have changed enormously.

66.3 (sample answers)

2 Climate change might have had bigger effects than those predicted today.
3 Population growth may not have levelled off.
4 Nuclear energy will not represent as much as 30 per cent of energy production – more like 10 per cent.
5 Attitudes to personal consumption will stay the same.
**Over to you (sample answer)**

Accountancy will probably see some big changes over the next 30 years. Computers will probably have a much bigger role, analyzing figures and spotting trends. This will make accountants more productive. However, the human element will still be very important. The relationship with clients might become more difficult, as, following the credit crunch and cases of fraud in 2009, governments may put more pressure on accounting firms to spot signs of problems before they become serious.
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believe /bɪˈliːv/ 26
benchmark (someone) against /bɛmbəkʃəm ˈɑːɡənst/ 15
benchmarking /bɛmbəkʃəmɪŋ/ 15
benchmarking exercise /bɛmbəkʃəmɪŋ ˈeksəsəri/ 15
benefits /ˈbɛnfɪts/ 37
best practice /best ˈprɛktɪs/ 15
Big Brother /bɪɡ ˈbraʊ̯ə/ 36
billing /bɪˈlɪŋ/ 32
blocks /bΛŋks/ 57
blog /bΛŋ/ 34
blogger /bΛŋɡər/ 34
blogosphere /ˈblɒɡəsfɪə/ 34
board member /bɔːd ˈmɛmbə/ 53
board of directors /bɔːd əv ˈdətaɪtəz/ 53
boast /bɔːst/ 60
body /bɒdɪ/ 46
body language /bɒdɪ ˈleɪndʒər/ 60
bond /bɔnd/ 39
bond market /bɔnd ˈmuːrkət/ 39
bondholder /bɔndˈhəʊlədər/ 39
bonus /ˈbʊnəs/ 53
book value /bʊk ˈvjuːl/ 41
boom and bust cycle /bʊm ənd ˈbʌst ˈsəʊkl/ 47
booming /bʊmɪŋ/ 47
bore /bɔːr/ 39
boring /bɔːrɪŋ/ 47
bottom out /ˈbɒtm əʊt/ 47
boundary /ˈbɔndəri/ 6
BPO (business process outsourcing) /ˈbiːpəʊˈɑːv/ 32
brand /brend/ 28, 41
brand awareness /brend əˈwɛəznəs/ 28
brand differentiation /brend ˈdɪfərəntiəˈfɪʃən/ 28
brand dilution /brend ˈdɪljuːʃən/ 28
brand equity /brend ˈekwəti/ 28
brand extension /brend ˈekstənʃən/ 28
brand identity /brend əˈdɛntəti/ 28
brand image /brend ˈɪmɪdʒ/ 28
brand loyalty /brend ˈlɔrəlti/ 28
brand positioning /brend ˈpəʊzɪˈʃən/ 28
brand recognition /brend ˈrɪkərənˈseɪʃən/ 28
brand stretching /brend ˈstreʃtɪŋ/ 28
branding /brendɪŋ/ 28
breakdown /ˈbreɪkdaʊn/ 6, 12
bribe /briːb/ 49
BRIC countries /brɪk ˌkæntrɪz/ 55
bring a product to market /briŋ əˈprɒdʌkt tə ˈmɑːkɪt/ 20
broadband access /ˈbreʊdbænd əˈkreɪs/ 33
broadband access /ˈbreʊdbænd əˈkreɪs/ 33
browse the internet /broyz də ˈɪntənet/ 33
bubble /ˈbʌbul/ 34, 48
bubble bursts /ˈbʌbul ˈbɜːts/ 34, 48
budget deficit /ˈbədʒət ˈdefɪsɪt/ 47
budget surplus /ˈbədʒət ˈsɜːrpləs/ 47
build a competitive advantage /bɪld ə kəmpəˈtɪtɪv ˈædvəntɪdʒ/ 18
bureaucracy /ˈbjʊərəkrəsi/ 1
bureaucratic /ˈbjʊərəkrətɪk/ 20
burn-out /ˈbɜːrnəut/ 6
burnout /ˈbɜːrnəut/ 6
consumer borrowing /ˌkʌnˌsər bɔːrɪŋ/ 47
consumer profile /ˌkʌnˌsər prəˈfaɪl/ 27
consumer spending /ˌkʌnˌsər spəˈendɪŋ/ 47
contact /ˈkɒntækt/ 60
containerization /ˌkænˈteɪnərizən/ 55
content /ˈkɒntent/ 35, 38, 51
content provider /ˈkɒntent prəˈvaɪədər/ 38
contingency plan /ˌkɒntɪnˈdʒænti ˈplæn/ 21
continual improvement /ˌkənˈtjuəl ɪnˈpruːmənt/ 13
contract /v.ˈkəntrakt/ 47
contraction /ˌkəntrækʃən/ 47
convenience /ˌkɒnvɛnəns/ 24
converge /ˌkɒnˈvɜːrʒ/ 21
conversion /ˌkənˈvɜːrʒən/ 26
convertibility /ˌkənˈvɜːrtəbɪləti/ 56
convertible /ˌkənˈvɜːrtəbəl/ 53
cook the books /ˈkʊk ə bʊks/ 46
cooperation /ˌkəʊərəˈpɑːrəʃən/ 32
co-operative /ˌbʊəˈɒpərətɪv/ 32
co-operative /ˌbʊəˈɒpərətɪv/ 32
co-operative /ˌbʊəˈɒpərətɪv/ 32
core activities /ˈkɔːr əkˈtɪvɪtɪz/ 4
core business /kɔːr ˈbiznəs/ 9
core competences /ˌkɔːr ˈkɒmpɪtənsi/ 32
core competencies /ˌkɔːr ˈkɒmpɪtənsi/ 32
cooperative board /ˌkɒspəˈreɪt boʊd/ 53
corporate citizen /ˌkəʊpəˈreɪt ˈsɪtɪzn/ 49
corporate collapse /ˌkəʊpəˈreɪt kəˈlæps/ 46
corporate culture /ˌkəʊpəˈreɪt kʌltʃər/ 32
corporate governance /ˌkəʊpəˈreɪt ɡəˈvænsi/ 53, 54
corporate intranet /ˌkəʊpəˈreɪt ɪntrəˈnet/ 35
corporate social responsibility (CSR) /ˌkəʊpəˈreɪt ˈsəʊʃəl ˈrɪspəronəlɪti/ 49, 51
corporate sustainability /ˌkəʊpəˈreɪt ˈsɜːstənəbɪləti/ 54
corporation tax /ˌkəʊpəˈreɪt ˈteɪks/ 40
corruption /ˌkəʊrˈrʌpʃən/ 49
cost leadership /kɒst ˈliːdəʃɪp/ 18
cost of goods sold (COGS) /kɒst əv ɡʊdz ˈsɔːld/ 40
cost savings /kɒst ˈseɪvɪŋz/ 32
cost-effective /ˌkɒst ˈɛfektɪv/ 4
cover /ˈkʌvər/ 22
crash /kraʃ/ 48
create brands /kriˈeɪt ˈbreɪndz/ 28
creative (adj) /ˈkriːətɪv/ 20
creative (n) /ˈkriːətɪv/ 8
creative project /ˈkriːətɪv ˈprɛndʒekt/ 37
creativity /ˈkriːətɪvɪtɪ/ 1
creator /ˈkriːətər/ 38
credit crunch /ˈkredɪt krunچ/ 48, 55
credit period /ˈkredɪt pərɪˈdɪər/ 43
creditor /ˈkredɪtər/ 42
crisis /ˈkrɪzɪs/ 21
crisis management plan /ˈkrɪzɪs ˈmen djʌdʒmənt ˈplæn/ 21
criteria /ˈkraɪtəriə/ 7, 13
CRM (customer relationship management) /ˈkriːm ˈreliʃənʃəp ˈmæn,dʒmen t/ 27
CRM solutions /ˈsiːərm ˈsəʊljuːʃənz/ 27
CRM software package /ˈsiːərm ˈswɑːtʃər ˈpækɪdʒ/ 27
cultural differences /ˈkʌltʃər ˈdɪfərənsiəz/ 10, 60
culture /ˈkʌltʃər/ 7
culture intervention /ˈkʌltʃər ɪntəˈvɛnʃən/ 7
currency /ˈkɜːrənsi/ 47
current assets /ˈkɜːrənt ˈæsəts/ 41
current liabilities /ˈkɜːrənt ˈliːbjəlitiz/ 42
current trends /ˈkɜːrənt ˈtrendz/ 4
currently /ˈkɜːrəntli/ 65
customer allegiance /ˈkʌstəmər ˈəlɪdʒiəns/ 24
customer and product /ˈkʌstəmər ənd ˈprɒdʌkt/ 54
customer approval /ˈkʌstəmər əˈprɔvəl/ 12
customer base /ˈkʌstəmər ˈbeɪs/ 24
customer cost /ˈkʌstəmər ˈkɒst/ 24
customer defection /ˈkʌstəmər ˈdiːfekʃən/ 24
customer delight /ˈkʌstəmər ˈdɪlɪt/ 12, 24
customer dissatisfaction /ˈkʌstəmər ˈdɪsəfəˈsent/ 24
customer expectations /ˈkʌstəmər əkˈspektənz/ 12
customer experience /ˈkʌstəmər ɪkˈspiərɪəns/ 23
customer focus /ˈkʌstəmər ˈfɔːkəs/ 24
customer loyalty /ˈkʌstəmər ˈlɔɪəlti/ 24
customer orientation /ˈkʌstəmər əˌɔrɪenˈteɪʃən/ 24
customer relationship management (CRM) /ˈkʌstəmər rɪˈleɪʃənʃəp ˈmæn,dʒmen t ˈkrɪm) /ˈkʌstəmər rɪˌleɪʃənʃəp ˈmæn,dʒmen t ˈkrɪm/ 27
customer retention /ˈkʌstəmər ˌrɪtəˈneɪʃən/ 24
customer satisfaction /ˈkʌstəmər ˌsætɪsˈfækʃən/ 13, 14, 24
customer solution /ˈkʌstəmər ˈsəʊʃən/ 24
customer-facing services /ˌkʌstəmərˈfeɪsɪŋ ˈsəʊʃəns/ 32
cut-throat competition /ˈkʌtˌθraʊt ˌkɒmpəˈtɪʃən/ 17
cybercrime /ˈsaɪbəkrɪm/ 36
cybercriminal /ˈsaɪbəkrɪmɪn/ 36
damage the core brand /ˈdæmɪdʒ daʊ kər ˈbreɪndz/ 28
data analysis /ˈdeɪtə əˈnæləsɪs/ 27
data management /ˈdeɪtə əˌmæn,dʒment/ 27
data mining /ˈdeɪtə ˌmɪnɪŋ/ 27
data protection /ˈdeɪtə ˌprəˌtektʃən/ 27
data warehouse /ˈdeɪtə ˌweɪnəˈweɪs/ 27
data warehousing /ˈdeɪtə ˌweɪnəˈweɪs/ 27
database /ˈdeɪtəˌbæs/ 27
deal with uncertainty /ˈdiːl wið ənˈsɛntərɪ/ 22
dealings /ˈdiːlɪŋz/ 49
debt burden /ˈdiːt bɜːrdsn/ 56
debt forgiveness /ˈdiːt ˈfərˌgɪvnəs/ 56
debt load /ˈdiːt lɔːd/ 56
debt reduction programme /ˈdiːt ˈriːdʌŋdʒən pɹəˈgrəʊm/ 56
debt relief /ˈdiːt rɪˈliːf/ 56
debt rescheduling /ˈdiːt ˈriːˈsɛdʒjuːlɪŋ/ 56
debt restructuring /ˈdiːt ˈrɪstrʌktʃərɪŋ/ 56
debt service /ˈdiːt sərvɪs/ 56
debtor /ˈdiːtər/ 41
decision-making process /ˈdiːsəˈʒnɪŋmeɪkɪŋ ˈprɑːrəs/ 2
decisiveness /ˌdiːsɪˈvɪznəs/ 10
decision /ˈdiʃən/ 47
default /ˈdefɔːlt/ 48
default on /dɪˈfɔːt ɒn/ 48
defect (n) /ˈdefɪkst/ 12
defect (v) /ˈdefɪkst/ 24
defects per million /ˌdefɪkts pɜːr ˈmiːnɪən/ 61
defend a market /ˈdefend əˈmɑːkɪt/ 15
deference /ˈdefərəns/ 60, 62
deferential /ˌdefərəˈnɛʃəl/ 60
define the problem /dɪˈfɪn əˈprɑːbl/ 25
define the research objectives /dɪˈfɪn əˈrɛskjuːətɪvz/ 25
deflation /dɪˈfləʃn/ 48
deforestation /dɪˌfɔrˈɛstʃən/ 51
delegate /ˈdɛlɪɡeɪt/ 3
delegation /dɛlɪˈɡeɪʃən/ 3
deleveraged /dɛˌlɛvərɪd/ 44, 48
Delphi method /ˈdelfeɪ miːθəd/ 21
demand /dɪˈmænd/ 48
demographic /ˌdɛməˈɡræfɪk/ 25
demographic changes /ˌdɛməˈɡræfɪk ˈtʃɛŋdʒz/ 11
demographic segmentation /ˌdɛməˈɡræfɪk ˈsɛɡməntəˈfeɪʃən/ denial of service attack /ˈdɛniəl əv ˈseɪvərɪs ˈætæk/ 36
depletion of natural resources /dɪˈplɪʃn əv ˈnэtəˈrɔːral ˈrektʃərs/ 59
depreciate /dɪˈprɪʃeɪt/ 41
depreciation /dɪˌprɪʃeɪˈeɪʃən/ 40, 41, 43
depression /dɪˈprɛʃən/ 47
des-stress /dɪˈstres/ 6
detailed proposal /ˌdɪteɪld prəˈpɔləz/ 61
devaluation /dɪˌvɛljuˈeɪʃən/ 56
develop the research plan /dɪˈveləp əd əpˈlæn/ 24
developing country /dɪˌvɛləpɪŋ ˈkæntrɪ/ 55
development aid /dɪˈvɛləpmənt ˈeɪd/ 58, 59
development process /ˌdɪˈvɛləpmənt ˈprəʊses/ 20
development project /ˌdɪˈvɛləpmənt ˈprəʊdʒekt/ 58
differentiate /ˌdɪfərəntiˈeɪt/ 26
differentiation /ˌdɪfərəntiˈeɪʃən/ 18, 28
digital rights management (DRM) /dɪˈdʒɪtəl rɪəts ˈmeɪndʒmənt/ 38
digital waterfront /dɪˈdʒɪtəl ˈwɔːtərˈmɑːk/ 38
digitalized /ˈdɪdʒɪtləɪd/ 38
digitized /ˈdɪdʒɪtəɪzd/ 38
dignity at work/policy /daiˈnɪti æt ˈwɜːk ˈpɒləsi/ 11
digressions /daiˈɡresəniz/ 61
diplomacy /dɪˈplaʊməsɪ/ 61
direct approach /dɪˈrɛkt əˈprɑːch/ 29
direct export /dɪˈrɛkt əˈeksˈpɔːt/ 29
direct investment /dɪˈrɛkt ɪnˈvɛstmənt/ 29
directive /dɪˈrɛktɪv/ 31
disable /ˈdɪsəbəl/ 8
discharge /ˈdɪskərɪ/ 51
disciplinary procedure /,dɪsəˈplɪnəri ˈprəʊsərɪdʒ/ 2
discipline /dɪˈsʌplɪn/ 2
disposal /dɪˈspəʊzəl/ 19, 31
dispose of /dɪˈspəʊz əv/ 19, 51
dispose of waste /dɪˈspəʊz əv ˈweɪst/ 51
dispute resolution /dɪspərəʃn ˌrɪˈzəljuːˈɛʃən/ 10
disruption /dɪˈsərpruʃn/ 37
dissatisfaction /dɪˌsætɪfəkʃn/ 63
distance /dɪˈstɑːns/ 60
distribute /dɪˈstrɪtʃuːz/ 45
distribution /dɪˈstrɪʃn/ 30
distribution channel /dɪstrɪˈʃn ˈtʃænl/ 23
diverse workforce /dɪˈvɜːs wɜːkˈfɔːs/ 11
diversity /daiˈvɜːsɪtɪ/ 11
diversity initiative /daiˈvɜːsɪtɪ ɪnˈʃaʊtɪv/ 11
diversity management /daiˈvɜːsɪtɪ ˈmeɪndʒmənt/ 11
diversity programme /daiˈvɜːsɪtɪ ˈprəʊgrəm/ 11
diversity statement /daiˈvɜːsɪtɪ ˈstɛntmənt/ 11
diversity strategy /daiˈvɜːsɪtɪ ˈstrætədʒɪ/ 11
diversity training /daiˈvɜːsɪtɪ ˈtreɪnɪŋ/ 11
divest /dɪˈvɛst/ 19
divestment /dɪˈvɛstmənt/ 19, 45
dividend /ˈdɪvɪnd/ 39, 40, 42
dividend payout /dɪˈvɪnd ˈpɔʊt/ 45
dividend per share /dɪˈvɪnd  pɜːr ˈʃeər/ 40, 45
DJSI Stoxx /dɪˈdʒɪzɛs əˈstɒks/ 54
DJSI World /dɪˈdʒɪzɛs əˈwɜːld/ 54
Doha round /ˈdəʊə ˈroʊnd/ 57
dominate /ˈdəʊnɪt/ 20
dominate a market /ˈdəʊnɪt ə ˈmɑːkɪt/ 16
donor country /dəʊnər ˈkæntrɪ/ 58
dotcom bubble /ˈdoʊtkom ˈbʌbəl/ 34
Dow Jones Sustainability indexes /ˈdɔː ˈdʒɑːnzn ˈsteɪnə ˈbɪlɪtɪ ɪndɛkssɪz/ 54
download /ˈdəʊnɔl/ 33, 38
downshift /ˈdaʊnʃɪft/ 6
draw conclusions /draʊn/ 25
driver /ˈdraɪvər/ 10
DRM (digital rights management) /ˈdɪzərəm ˈem/ 38
drop out /ˈdrɒp aʊt/ 20
drought /ˈdraʊt/ 52
dual nationality /ˈdaʊl nɪˈkeɪˈnæʃn/ 53, 55
dump /damp/ 57
earnings /ˈɛərnɪŋz/ 40, 44, 45
earnings per share (EPS) /ˈɛərnɪŋz  pɜːr ˈʃeər/ 39, 40, 45
earthenware /ˈɛətənweər/ 58
EBITDA (earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization) /,eɪˈbitˈdeɪvi/ 44
eco-friendly /ˌɛkəʊˈfreindli/ 51
economic bubble /ˌɛkəˈmɪk ˈbæbəl/ 48
economic cycle /ˌɛkəˈmɪk ˈsɪkl/ 47
economic development /ˌɛkəˈmɪk ˈdɛvəlmənt/ 58
economic growth /ˌɛkəˈmɪk ˈɡrəʊθ/ 5, 47
economic output /ˌɛkəˈmɪk ˈʌtˈpʊt/ 55
economic risk /ˌɛkəˈmɪk ˈrɪsk/ 22
economic stability /ˌɛkəˈmɪk ˈstæblɪtɪ/ 47
economic value /ˌɛkəˈmɪk ˈvəljuː/ 59
edit /ˈedɪt/ 34
education /ˈɛdʒuˈkeɪʃn/ 11
EEA (European Economic Area) /ˌiːjɪˈeɪʃən/ 57
efficient /ˈɪfɪʃnt/ 23
effluence /ˈɛfljuəns/ 51
effort-reward imbalance /ˈefərt rɪˈwɔːrd ɪnˈbæləns/ 6
EFQM Excellence Model /ˌɛfkwɪm ˈeksələns ˈmɒdəl/ 14
El (emotional intelligence) /əˈel/ 10
electronic reader /ˌɪlekˈtrɒnɪk ˈrɪdər/ 26
electronic trail /ˌɪlekˈtrɒnɪk ˈtræl/ 36
electronic watermark /ˌɪlekˈtrɒnɪk ˈwɔːtmɑːrk/ 38
heavily leveraged / ˈhevli leˈverɪdʒ/ 44
heavy workload /ˈhevli ˈwɜːkləʊd/ 6
helpful /ˈhelpfəl/ 23
hierarchical /ˌhairsɪˈkærɪkl/ 3
hierarchy /ˈhæriərɪkɪ/ 3
high entry barriers /ˈheɪ ərɪn ˈbærɪrz/ 19
high flier /ˈheɪflɪər/ 44
highly motivated /ˈheɪli moʊˈveɪtɪd/ 23
high-risk /ˈheɪrɪsk/ 48
highly geared /ˈheɪli ˈɡeərd/ 44
HIPCs (heavily indebted poor countries) /ˌhæviˈɪndətɪd pər kəˈteɪnɪz/ 56
hire and fire /ˈhɪər ənd fɜːr/ 5
hit it off with /hɪt ɪt ɪn fɜː, 1/ 1
hold on a database /hɒld ən ˈhæt.datˈbeɪs/ 27
home-work balance /ˈhɑʊm wɜːk ˈbæləns/ 6
home-work imbalance /ˈhɑʊm wɜːk ɪmˈbæləns/ 6
homemaker /ˈhɑʊmˌmɛkər/ 6
hospitable /ˈhɒzpiˈteləb/ 60
hot-desking /ˈhɒtˈdeskɪŋ/ 1
hotspot /ˈhɒtspoʊt/ 33
house prices /ˈhɔʊs prɪˈsɪz/ 47
human resources /ˈhjuːrəsˈrisərz/ 13
human risk /ˈhjuːrɪn ˈrɪsk/ 22
humanitarian aid /ˈhjuːrəˌtɪtənəri ˈeɪd/ 58
hygiene factors /ˈhaɪdʒiɪn ˈfæktəz/ 3

IAS (International Accounting Standards) /ˈaɪəs/ 46
identity theft /aɪˈdɛntəti ˈθeft/ 36
illegal downloading /ɪlˈlɪgəl daʊnˈləʊdɪŋ/ 38
image /ˈaɪmɪdʒ/ 21
IMF (International Monetary Fund) /ˈɪntərˈnɛʃənəl ˈmɑːntəˈnaɪl/ 56
impact on society /ɪmˈpækt ɒn ˈsaʊnərɪtɪ/ 14
implementation /ɪmpləˈmeɪntʃən/ 16
Implementer /ɪmplɪˈmentər/ 17
impose /ɪmpoʊz/ 2
improver /ɪmproʊvər/ 60
impulse /ɪmpləʊs/ 10
in contact with /ɪn ˈkəntækt wɪð/ 23
in employment /ɪn ɪmˈplɔɪmɛnt/ 47
incentive /ɪnˈsentɪv/ 53
inclusion /ɪnˈkljuːzʃən/ 11
income distribution /aɪˈkʌm dɪˈstrɪbjuʃən/ 19
traditional /ˈtrædɪʃənəl/ 55
income leverage /ˈaɪkməˌliːvədʒ/ 44
income shares /aɪˈkʌm ʃeəz/ 45
income statement /aɪˈkʌm ˈsteɪtmənt/ 19
indicate /ɪndɪˈkeɪt/ 40
indirect export /ɪnˈdɜːrkt ˈekspɔːt/ 29
individual (n) /ɪnˈdɪvɪdʒuəl/ 9
industry /ˈɪndəstri/ 51
industrialization /ˌɪndəˈstɹælɪzaʃən/ 55
industrialized country /ˌɪndəˈstɹælɪzaʃən ˈkʌntrɪ/ 55
industrial waste /ˌɪndəˈstɹælɪ ˈweɪst/ 1
industry competitor /ˈɪndəstɹi kəmˈpɛtər/ 18
infect /ɪnˈfɛkt/ 36
infrastructure /ɪnˈfɾstrəktrə/ 52, 58
infrastructure project /ˈɪnfrəstrəktrə ˈprɒdʒɛkt/ 56
innovation /ˌɪnəˈvɛrʃən/ 35
innovator /ɪnəˈvətər/ 20
input /ˈɪnˈpʊt/ 13
inquire /ɪnˈkwaiər/ 64
inching /ˈɪnʃɪŋ/ 32
insourcing /ˌɪnsəˈsɜːrɪŋ/ 32
instability /ɪnˈstæbələti/ 56
install /ɪnˈstæl/ 36
instant messaging /ɪnˈstænt ˈmesɪŋ/ 34
institutional investor /ˌɪnstɪˈtjuːʃənəl ˈɪnˌvestər/ 54
insurance cover /ɪnˈʃɜːrəv ˈkʌvər/ 22
insurance policy /ɪnˈʃɜːrəns ˈpɒləsɪ/ 22
insurance premiums /ɪnˈʃɜːrəns ˈprɪmɪəmz/ 22
interest against risks /ɪnˈfɜːr ənd ˈrɪskz/ 22
insurer /ɪnˈʃɜːrər/ 22
intangible /ɪnˈtæŋɡəl/ 23
intangible assets /ɪnˈtæŋɡəl ˈæsəts/ 41
integrate into /ɪntɪgreɪt ˈɪntə/ 30
integration /ɪntɪˈpreɪʃən/ 10, 49
interdependence /ɪntərˈdɛndəns/ 55
interest rate /ɪnˈterest ˈrɛt/ 47, 48
interest payments /ɪnˈterest ˈpeɪmənts/ 39
interest (as a rate) /ɪnˈterest ˈæs ə rɛt/ 39
internal benchmarking /ɪntərˈnɛtəm ˈbɛrnˌmɑːkɪŋ/ 58
intelligence quotient (IQ) /ˌɪntəˈtelɪdʒəns ˈkwɒntɪtɪ/ 10
intense competition /ɪnˈtɛns ˈkɒmpəˈtɪʃən/ 12
interest rate /ɪnˈterest ˈrɛt/ 47, 48
interim /ɪnˈtɛrmɪ/ 39
interim results /ɪnˈtɛrmɪ rəˈzulantz/ 39
interim /ɪnˈtɛrɪrm ɪz/ 39
intermediate technology /ɪntərˈmedɪət ˈteknələdʒɪ/ 58
internal benchmarking /ɪntərˈnɛtəm ˈbɛrnˌmɑːkɪŋ/ 58
intensive /ɪnˈtɛnsɪv/ 15
intereconomics /ɪnˌtɛrɪəˈkʌnəməstɪ/ 18
international /ɪnˌtɜːrˈnɛʃənəl/ 34
internationalization /ˌɪntrəˈnɛʃənəlɪzaʃən/ 35
International Accounting Standards (IAS) /ˌɪntərˈnɛʃənəl əˈkaʊntɪŋ ˈstændədʒz/ 46
punctuality /ˈpʌŋktjuələtɪ/ 60
purchasing /ˈpɜːrʃɪŋ/ 32
put ideas into practice /pʊt aɪəz ɪntə ˈpræktɪs/ 1
qualifications /ˈkwɔlɪfɪkeɪʃənz/ 46
quality management /ˈkwɔlɪteɪtɪ/ ˈmeɪndestmənt/ 13
quality management system
ˈmeɪndestməntˌsɪstəm/ 13
quality of life /ˈkwɔlɪteɪtɪ əvˈlaɪf 6
quarter /ˈkwɔrtə/ 39
questionnaire /kwəˈʃənəri/ 25
quota /ˈkwəʊtə/ 57
R&D (research and development) /,ərˈɑːr.əndiˈvɛnt/ 20
race /reɪs/ 11
racial discrimination /ˈreɪʃflə diˈrʌskrɪˈmenʃən/ 11
racism /reɪˈsɪzəm/ 11
racist /reɪˈsɪst/ 11
radioactivity, renewal /ˈrɛdiəʊektɪvɪti, ˌrɛnjuəl/ 51
radio-frequency identification (RFID) /ˈrɛdɪəʊˌfriːkwəntɪˈɑːnsɪ/ 26
raw materials /rɔː ˈmeɪtʃərəlz/ 30, 31, 41
raw talent /rɔː ˈtælənt/ 7
reach a consensus /reɪʃs ˈkonsəns/ 21
reach a trough /reɪʃθr əˈtraʊf/ 47
reafforestation /rɛˈfeɪrəˌfɔːrˈstenʃən/ 51
real economy /rɛl ˈekəməni/ 48
real estate /rɛl ˈestɪt/ 47
real estate bubble /rɛl ˈestɪt ˈbʌbl/ 48
rebalance /rɪˈbæləntz/ 6
recession /rɪˈsɛشن/ 47
recipient /rɪˈsɪpiənt/ 58
recognition /rɪˈkɒɡənʃən/ 3
recover /rɪˈkʌvər/ 47
recovery /rɪˈkʌvərɪ/ 47
recruit the raw talent /rɪˈkɜːt ə ˈtælənt/ 7
recyclable /rɪˈsɪkləbəl/ 51
recycle /rɪˈsɪkəl/ 51
recycling /rɪˈsɪklɪŋ/ 31
red tape /redˈteɪp/ 1
reduce against /rɪˈdjuːd əˈgenst/ 27
reduce risk /rɪˈdʒus ˈrɪsk/ 22
reduce uncertainty /rɪˈdʒus ɔnˈsəntənt/ 22
redundancy payment /rɪˈdrʌndənti ˈpɛrnənt/ 5
refurbished /rɪˈfɜːbɪʃt/ 31
refurbishment /rɪˈfɜːbɪʃmənt/ 31
regulate /rɪˈgjuːleɪt/ 46
regulation /rɪˈɡjuːleɪʃən/ 37
regulator /rɪˈɡjuːleɪtər/ 46, 48
regulatory power /rɪˈɡjuːleɪtəriˈpəʊər/ 46
regulatory requirements /rɪˈɡjuːleɪtəriˈrɪkwərənts/ 13
regulatory risk /rɪˈɡjuːleɪtəriˈrɪsk/ 22
relationship-oriented /rɪˈleɪʃənˌɔrɪəntɪd/ 60
release /rɪˈliːs/ 38
reliability /rɪˈleɪəbɪləti/ 12
relocate /rɪˈleɪəkt ˈkɪti/ 63
remanufacturing
rɪˈmænəfnʌˈfʌktjəŋ/ 31
remuneration /rɪˈmuːnerəʃən/ 53
remuneration committee
rɪˈmuːnerəʃənˈkəmɪtɪ/ 53
remuneration consultant
rɪˈmuːnerəʃənˈkənteɪntɪnkənt/ 53
remuneration package
rɪˈmuːnerəʃənˈpækɪdʒ/ 53
renewable energy source /rɪˈnuːrəbl ˈɛnərˌdʒi ˈsoʊs/ 48
renewable resources /rɪˌnuːrəbl ˈrɪzərveɪʃənz/ 51, 59
renewables /rɪˌnuːrəblz/ 48
repack /rɪˈpæk/ 31
repair /rɪˈpiːr/ 31
repatriate /rɪˈpærtrɪeɪt/ 56, 57
repeat business /rɪˈpiːt ˈbiznɪs/ 24
reporting period /rɪˈpɔːrtɪŋ ˈpiːrdʒ/ 40, 43
represent /rɪˈprɛzent/ 29, 65
reputational risk /rɪˌpjuːtəˈteɪʃən ˈrɪsk/ 22
reverse /rɪˈvɜːrs/ 48
research and development (R&D) /rɪˈrɛsərچ ənd ˈdɛvələpmənt/ 20
research objectives /rɪˌrɛsərچ ˈɔbjəktɪvz/ 25
researcher /rɪˌrɛsərچ/ 31
reserve /rɪˈzɛrv/ 42
resource /rɪˈzərs/ 62
resource allocation /rɪˈzərsələˈleɪʃən/ 16
Resource Investigator /rɪˈzərs ɪnˌvestɪˈgətər/ 9
resource management /rɪˈzərs ˈmænˈdʒmənt/ 13
resources /rɪˈzərs ˈrɪzərs/ 14, 16
respond to changes /rɪˈrɪspənt tuˈtʃeɪndʒz/ 21
retirement /rɪˈspɔːnstɪˈbɪləti/ 2, 3
results /rɪˈzʌltz/ 14
retail /rɪˈteɪl/ 30
retail sales /rɪˈteɪl ˈseɪlz/ 47
retailing /rɪˈteɪlɪŋ/ 30
retain /rɪˈteɪn/ 40
retained earnings /rɪˌteɪnd ˈɛnərˈdʒi/ 40, 42, 45
retired /rɪˈtɜːd/ 31
return on assets (ROA) /rɪˈteɪn ɔn ˈæszts/ 44
return on equity (ROE) /rɪˌteɪn ɔn ˈiːkwətɪ/ 44
return on investment (ROI) /rɪˌteɪn ɔn ɪnˈvestɪˈmant/ 45
reuse (n) /rɪˈjuːz/ 31
reverse engineering /rɪˈverdʒ əˈnɪŋjərɪŋ/ 15
reverse flow /rɪˈflɔʊ/ 31
reverse logistics /rɪˌlɔːˈjɪstɪks/ 31
reverse mentoring /rɪˌmentɪŋ/ 8
review /rɪˈvjuː/ 37
reward (n) /rɪˈruːd/ 7, 37
reward (v) /rɪˈruːd/ 53
rewarding /rɪˈruːdɪŋ/ 1
rewards-based /rɪˌruːdɪz ˈbɛːst/ 37
rewriting /rɪˈwritɪŋ/ 12
RFID (radio-frequency identification) /rɪˌrɛdɪəʊˌfriːkwəntɪˈɑːnsɪ/ 26
right first time /rɪt fɜːst ˈtaɪm/ 12
rights /rایتس/ 29
rigid labour market /ˈriːdʒɪd ˈleɪbərˈmɑːkt/ 5
rising sea levels /rɪˈzɪŋ ˈsiː ˈleɪvəls/ 52
risk analysis /rɪsk əˈnæləsɪs/ 22
risk appetite /rɪsk əˈpətɪt/ 22
risk-averse /rɪskˈeɪvər/ 32
risk avoidance /rɪsk əˈvɔɪdənz/ 22
risk exposure /rɪsk ɪkˈspɔzər/ 22
risk factor /rɪsk ˈfæktr/ 22
risk management /rɪskˈmænˈdʒmənt/ 21
risks of overheating /rɪskz əvˈhətɪŋ/ 47
risk strategy /rɪsk ˈstreɪtədʒi/ 22
risk tax /rɪsk ˈteɪkər/ 22
ROA (return on assets) /rɪˈteɪn əˈsetz/ 44
ROE (return on equity) /rɪˌteɪn əˈeɪki/ 44
ROI (return on investment) /rɪˌteɪn əˈɪnˈvestɪˈmant/ 45
role /rəʊl/ 11
role ambiguity /rəʊl əˈmbɪɡjuət̄/ 6
royalties /ˈrɔɪəlɪz/ 38
run risks /rʌn rɪskz/ 22
rural economy /ˈrʊrəl ɪˈkɒnəmi/ 55
salary /ˈsælarɪ/ 3
sales /seɪlz/ 40
sales area /ˈseɪlz əˈreɪə/ 29
sales process /ˈseɪlz prəˈproʊses/ 23
severe recession

sexism

Securities and Exchange Commission

satisfy customer needs / set up secondary data

sense of achievement

service (v)

search engine

SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission)

scenario

self-awareness

planning

search engine

seat on the board / set on the board / SEC

Secondary data / secondary data

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

self-knowledge

security

security details

self-knowledge / self-knowledge

self-employed contractor

self-regulation

self-starter

sell on / sell on

sense of achievement / sense of

sensitivity

separation of roles

av raul

service (v)

serviceability

set up on your own / set up on your own

setting

severe recession

sex discrimination / sexism

sexist / sexist

shakeout and consolidation

ankinson's desan

Shaper / Jeffrey

share / equity

share option / shareholders' equity

share price / shareholders' funds

shareholder / stakeholders

shareholder value / share value

shareholders' equity / shareholders' funds

sharpen / sharepoint / shipping costs / short-term profit / shrink / shrink

sick pay / sky pe

signs of overheating / salaries

silicon chip / situation of use

Six Sigma quality / Six Sigma

social awareness / social awareness

social skills

social welfare

social reporting

social programme

social programme

social reporting

social responsibility / social responsibility

social skills / social welfare

socialization

socialize / socially responsible

socially responsible investment (SRI)

soft landing / soft landing

soft skills / soft skills

solar power / solar power

someone breathe down your neck

specialized forum / specification

speculative bubble / speculativ

spot the raw talent / spot a talent

spyware / StartUp

SRI (socially responsible investment)

staffing

stagflation / stage

stake / stake

stakeholder / stakeholders

stakeholder theory / shareholder

standard

standards institute

statutory requirements

stereotypical / stereotypical

stewardship

stock market

stimulation

stimulating

sticky

stiff competition / stiff competition

stimulus package

stock market

stocks

storage

strategy

strategy

strategy

strategy
strategic move /straɪdiŋ /ˈmuːv/ 16
strategic outsourcing /straɪdiŋ /ˈaʊtəsna/ 32
strategic partnership /straɪdiŋ /ˈpɑːtnəʃɪp/ 16
strategic success /straɪdiŋ /ˈsɛksəs/ 16
strategic vision /straɪdiŋ /ˈvɪʒn/ 16
strategy /ˈstrætɪj/ 14, 16, 54
stream /strɪm/ 33
strengths /streŋθs/ 18
stress /stres/ 6
stress factor /stres ˈfæktər/ 6
stress industry /stres ˈɪndəstrɪ/ 6
stress management /stres ˈmænɪdʒmənt/ 6
stress symptom /stres ˈsɪmptəm/ 6
stressor /ˈstreɪzər/ 6
stressful /ˈstresfl/ 6
stressful /ˈstresfl/ 6
stress management /stres ˈmænɪdʒmənt/ 6
stress symptom /stres ˈsɪmptəm/ 6
stressful /ˈstresfl/ 6
stressful /ˈstresfl/ 6
strategic outsourcing /strəˈɡəʊtɪŋ ˈaʊtərznərnt/ 20
strategic group /ˈstræktɪdʒ ˈgrʊp/ 21
struggler /ˈstrʌglər/ 26
struck in the middle /strʌkt ɪn dʌ ˈmɪdl/ 18
subcontract (v) /ˈsʌbkɑːntrækˈt/ 32
subcontractor /ˈsʌbkɑːntrækˈtər/ 32
subordinate /ˈsʌbərdənət/ 2
sub-prime mortgage /ˈsʌb prɑɪm /ˈmiːɡət/ 48
subsidary /ˈsʌbsɪdɪərɪ/ 19
succession planning /sʌkˈsɛʃən ˈplænɪŋ/ 7
suit /sjuːt/ 8
super-talents /ˈsjuːpəˈtelənts/ 8
supervise /səˈpaːvɪz/ 46
supervision /ˈsʌbəvaɪʒən/ 2, 3
supervisory board /ˈsʌbəˈvaɪzaɪri ˈbɔːd/ 53
supplier /ˈsʌplər/ 18, 30
supplier - customer relationship /ˈsʌplər ˈkʌstər 蠊ˈrelishənʃ/ 13
supply chain /ˈsəupli ˈʃeɪn/ 30
supply chain management /ˈsəupli ˈʃeɪn ˈmænɪdʒmənt/ 30, 31
support /ˈsəpərt/ 61
surf the internet /sɜːf ɪnˈtɜːrnet/ 33
survey /sərˈveɪ/ 36
survey research /ˈsərvɪs ˈreɪsərچ/ 25
sustainability /səˈstɪneɪbəˈlɪtɪ/ 51, 54, 59
sustainable /səˈstɪnəbəl/ 51
sustainable agriculture /səˈstɪnəbəl ˈæɡrikəltʃər/ 59
sustainable development /səˈstɪnəbəl ˈdɛvikmənt ˈdiːˈveləmənt/ 31
Sustainable Development Goals /səˈstɪnəbəl ˈdɛvikmənt ˈdiːˈveləmənt ˈgɔʊzl/ 56
sustainable economic growth /səˈstɪnəbəl ˈekəˈnomɪk ˈɡrəʊθ/ 59
sustainable energy /səˈstɪnəbəl ˈɛnədʒi/ 59
sustainable farming /səˈstɪnəbəl ˈfɑːmɪŋ/ 59
sustainable fisheries /səˈstɪnəbəl ˈfɪʃɪərɪz/ 59
sustainable forestry /səˈstɪnəbəl ˈfɔːrɪstɪ/ 59
sustainable level /səˈstɪnəbəl ˈlɪvəl/ 47
sustainable livelihoods /səˈstɪnəbəl ˈlɪvəlɪhʊdɪz/ 59
sustainable seafood /səˈstɪnəbəl ˈsiːfɪəd/ 59
sustainable transport /səˈstɪnəbəl ˈtræŋspɔːrt/ 59
sustainable tourism /səˈstɪnəbəl ˈtʊərɪzəm/ 59
sweat assets /swet ˈæsəts/ 44
sweatshop labour /swetʃɔp ˈləʊər/ 50
SWOT /swɔt/ 18
SWOT analysis /swɔt əˈnæləsɪs/ 18
tablet /ˈteɪblət/ 33
tacit /ˈtæsit/ 35
tactful /ˈtektʃʊfl/ 10
tactical /ˈtektʃʊl/ 25
tactless /ˈtektliːs/ 26
take out insurance /teik ˈaut ɪnˈʃɔrəns/ 22
takerisks /ˈteikrɪks ˈrɪskz/ 22
takeover /teik ˈəʊvər/ 19
talent /ˈtelənt/ 7
talent manager /ˈtelənt ˈmænɪdʒər/ 8
talent pool /ˈtelənt ˈpʊl/ 7, 8
talented /ˈteləntɪd/ 7
tangible assets /ˈtænʤəbəl ˈæsəts/ 41
tap into /tæp ˈɪntu/ 35
target /ˈtæɡət/ 27
target group /ˈtæɡət ˈɡrʊp/ 26
tariff /ˈtɑːrɪf/ 55, 57
task-oriented /ˈtɑːsk əˈɔrɪəntɪd/ 60
tax payable /ˈteɪks ˈpeɪveɪəl/ 42
TBL (triangular bottom line) /ˈtiːbiːˈel/ 59
team /tiːm/ 9
team building /ˈtiːm ˈbɪldɪŋ/ 9
team dynamics /ˈtiːm ˈdɑː, ˈnæmks/ 9
team effectiveness /ˈtiːm ˈekstrəvəns/ 9
team effort /ˈtiːm ˈɛfət/ 9
team leader /ˈtiːm ˈliːdər/ 9
team learning /ˈtiːm ˈlərnɪŋ/ 9
team management /ˈtiːm ˈmænɪdʒmənt/ 63
team performance /ˈtiːm ˈpɜːrəfnəns/ 9
team player /ˈtiːm ˈpleɪər/ 9
Team Worker /ˈtiːm ˈwɜːkə/ 9
teamwork /ˈtiːmwaːk/ 1, 9
technical durability /ˈtekniːkəl ˈdʒuərə bɪˈlɪtɪ/ 12
technical specifications /ˈtekniːkəl ˈspɛsɪˈfɪkənʃənz/ 13
technical support /ˈtekniːkəl ˈspɔːt/ 32
technology /tekˈnɒlɒdʒi/ 20
telecommunications costs /ˈtelɪkə, ˈmeɪnktˈfiŋk kəʊsts/ 55
temp agency /ˈtemp ˈɛrdʒənscɪ/ 5
temporary contract /ˈtempərɪˈkɒntrakt/ 5
temporary worker /ˈtempərɪ ˈwɜːkər/ 5
test a hypothesis /ˈtest ə ˈhæpiˈɔθəsɪs/ 25
the SECI model /ði ˈsiːsiːˈiː mɒdl/ 35
the world itself /ði ˈwɜːld ɪtˈself/ 3
theory /ˈθiəri/ 2
theory /ˈθiəri/ 2
Third World /θɜːd ˈwɜːld/ 55
threats /ˈθrɛtɪz/ 18
3G /ˈθɜːdi ˈdʒiː/ 33
360-degree analysis /ˈθɜːri ˈhændrəndˌsɪкс ɪdˌgriː əˈnæləsɪs/ 7
tidal power /ˈtaɪdəl ˈpɔːr/ 51, 59
tied aid /ˈteɪd ˈɛid/ 58
time off /ˈtaɪm ˈɔff/ 1
time-waste /ˈtaɪm ˈweɪst/ 60
tone down /ˈtaʊn ˈdaʊn/ 61
top management /ˈtɒpmænɪdʒmənt/ 13
top performers /ˈtɒp ˈpɜːrəˈfɜːmərz/ 8
Total Quality Management (TQM) /ˈtɔːtl ˈkwɒlətɪ ˈmænɪdʒmənt/ 12
toxic assets /ˈtɒksɪk ˈæsəts/ 48
toxic emissions /ˈtɒksɪk ɪˈmɪʃənz/ 51
TQM (Total Quality Management) /ˈtɔːtl ˈkwɒlətɪ ˈmænɪdʒmənt/ 12
track /træk/ 26
trade /trɛd/ 39, 52
trade balance /trɛd ˈbæləns/ 47
trade barriers /trɛd ˈbærərz/ 57
trade disputes /trɛd ˈdɪspjʊts/ 57
trade gap /trɛd ˈɡæp/ 47
trade liberalization /trɛd ˈlɜːbrəˌlɪzaʃən/ 55
trade surplus /trɛd ˈsɜːpləs/ 47
trade union /ˈtræd ˌju:njən/ 5, 50
traffic /ˈtrafi/k/ 26, 34
training and development /ˈtrejnən ən drˈveləpmənt/ 7
training effectiveness /ˈtrejən ɪˈfektɪvəs/ 13
trait /treɪt/ 10
transaction cost analysis /ənˈtræktʃən ˈkɒst ənˈreɪʃən/ 32
transparency /trəˈspærənsi/ 46, 49, 53, 54
transparent /trəˈspærənt/ 49
transport /ˈtrotərn/ 30
trendsetter /ˈtrendˌsetər/ 20
triple bottom line (TBL) /ˈtripl ˈbɒtəm ˈlaɪn/ 59
Trojan horse /ˈtroʊən ˈhaʊs/ 36
trough /troʊ/ 47
true and fair view /tru:/ 46
turnover /ˈtɜːrnəv/ 40
turn-taking /ˈtɜːntəkɪŋ/ 60
Two Sigma quality /ˈtu: ˈsɪɡmə ˈkwɒləti/ 15
Uberisation /ˈʌbəraɪzaʃən/ 37
ultimate bottom line /əlˈtɪmət ˈbɒtəm ˈlaɪn/ 60
uncommunicative /ˌʌnkəˈmjʊnikətɪv/ 60
under (a lot of) pressure /ˌʌndər (ə lət əv) ˈpreshər/ 6
under (a lot of) stress /ˌʌndər (ə lət əv) ˈstres/ 6
under licence /ˌʌndər ˈlaɪsns/ 29
unemployed /ˌʌnmpləʊd/ 47
unemployment /ˌʌnmpləʊmənt/ 5
unemployment benefits /ˌʌnmpləʊmənt ˈbɪnfɪts/ 5
unethically /ˌʌnəˈθɪklɪ/ 49
unfair trade practices /ˌʌnfər ˈtreid ˈpræktɪsɪz/ 57
unfinished goods /ˌʌnˈfɪnɪʃt ˈɡʊd/ 41
unique users /juːˈnjuːk ˈjuːzəz/ 34
United Nations Climate Change Convention /juːtənd ˈnetʃən ˈklaɪmət kevəntʃən/ 52
unnatural /ˌʌnˈnætʃrəl/ 60
unsustainable /ˌʌnsəˈstɜːrəbəl/ 56
unwieldy conglomerate /ˌʌnwiˈldi ˈkɔŋgləˈmeɪtə/ 19
upgrade /ˈʌprɪdʒ/ 31
upload /ˈʌpləd/ 34
use your initiative /ˈjuːz ˈɪniʃətɪv/ 2
user-friendliness /ˈjuːzər ˈfrendlɪnəs/ 34
vacation time /ˈveɪʃən ˈtɜːm/ 1
vagueness /ˈveɪgənəs/ 61
valuable outcome /ˈvæljərəl ˈəʊkmənt/ 12
valued /ˈvæljəd/ 2
values /ˈvæljəlz/ 26
vertical integration /ˈvɜːstɪkəl ɪntɪˈɡrɪteɪʃən/ 19, 30
vet /vet/ 34
viable /ˈvaɪəbəl/ 58
video-conferencing /ˈvɪdɪəʊ ˈkɒnfrərənsɪŋ/ 33
video-on-demand (VOD) /ˈvɪdɪəʊ ən ˈdəmænd/ 33
video-sharing site /ˈvɪdɪəʊ ˈʃeərɪŋ ˈsɜːt/ 34
virtual organization /ˈvɜːstɪkəl ɔrˈzəʊnərɪzəʃən/ 8
virtual shopping cart /ˈvɜːstɪkəl ˈʃɔːpɪŋ ˈkɑrt/ 26
virus /ˈvɜːrəs/ 36
visible /ˈvɪzəbəl/ 62
vision /ˈvɪʒən/ 16
visit /ˈvɪzt/ 34
visitor /ˈvɪzɪtər/ 26
vlog /ˈvloʊɡ/ 34
vlogger /ˈvloʊɡər/ 34
VOD (video-on-demand) /ˈvɪdɪəʊ ənˈdəmænd/ 33
volume industry /ˈvɜːstɪkəl ɪnˈdəstri/ 18
warehouse /ˈweɪkˌhauz/ 30
warehousing /ˈweɪkˌhauznɪŋ/ 30
waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) /ˈweɪst ɪˈlektrɪkəl ən ɪlekˈtrɒnɪk ɪˈkwpɪmənt/ 31
weaknesses /ˈweɪkwəsnɪz/ 18
wealth /welθ/ 58
wear out /weər ˈaut/ 41
webcam /ˈwebkæm/ 33
website /ˈwɛbzet/ 26
website management company /ˈwɛbzetˌmænɪdʒmənt ˈkæmpənɪ/ 34
WEEE (waste electrical and electronic equipment) /ˈweɪst ɪˈlektrɪkəl ən ɪlekˈtrɒnɪk ɪˈkwpɪmənt/ 31
well-being /welˌbɪŋ/ 2
well-trained /welˈtrænɪd/ 23
West/west/ 55
Wi-Fi /ˈwaɪfaɪ/ 33
wiki /ˈwɪki/ 34
win new business /wɪn ˈnuːz ˈbɪznɪs/ 49
wind power /ˈwɪnd ˈpauə/ 51, 59
wireless LAN (local area network) /ˈwɜːrəls ˈleɪn/ 33
wireless local area network (LAN) /ˈwɜːrəls ˈleɪkəl ˈeɪrə ˈnetwɜːrk/ 33
withdraw from a market /waɪdˌdrɔː frəm ə ˈmɑːkt/ 16
withdraw investment /waɪdˌɪnˈvestmənt/ 56
word-of-mouth /ˈwɜːdəv ˈmaʊθ/ 24
work from home /waʊk frəm həʊm/ 24
work on your own /waʊk ən ˈwaʊn/ 1
work under someone /waʊk ˈənˈdəʊ ˈsʌmən/ 2
workaholic /waʊkˈæləhəlik/ 6
worker representation /waʊkəˌrɛprɪˈzenətʃən/ 50
working conditions /waʊkɪŋ ˈkəndɪˈʃənz/ 3, 50
work-in-progress /ˈwaʊkinˈprɔgres/ 31
work-life balance /waʊkləˈbælans/ 6
works /waʊks/ 30
World Bank /ˈwɜːld ˈbreɪk/ 56
World Trade Organization (WTO) /ˈwɜːld tred ˈɔrganəzəʃən/ 57
worst-case scenario /waʊstˈkeɪs ˈsekjən/ 22
write down /rɪt ˈdaʊn/ 41
write off /rɪt ˈɔf/ 41
WTO (World Trade Organization) /ˈwɜːld ˈtreɪdiŋ ˈɔrganɪzaʃən/ 87
write down /rɪt ˈdaʊn/ 41
yield /jɪld/ 45
zero defects /ˈziərəd ˈdɪfɪkts/ 12, 15
zero hunger /ˈziəraʊ ˈhʌŋɡər/ 59
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